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SUMMARY
Background
The current widespread use of summative assessment and tests is
supported by a range of arguments. The points made include that not only
do tests indicate standards to be aimed for and enable these standards to be
monitored, but that they also raise standards. Proponents claim that tests
cause students, as well as teachers and schools, to put more effort into their
work on account of the rewards and penalties that can be applied on the
basis of the results of tests. In opposition to these arguments is the claim
that increase in scores is mainly the consequence of familiarization with the
tests and of teaching directed specifically towards answering the questions,
rather than developing the skills and knowledge intended in the curriculum. It
is argued that tests motivate only some students and increase the gap
between higher and lower achieving students; moreover, tests motivate even
the highest achieving students towards performance goals rather than to
learning goals, as required for continuing learning.
This systematic review was prompted by concern to identify the impact of
summative assessment and testing, which has burgeoned in many countries
in the past decade, on students’ motivation for learning. Whilst the impact of
testing on teachers, teaching and students’ achievement has been well
researched and represented in reviews of research, much less attention has
been given to its impact on the affective and conative (mental activity)
outcomes of education. The current widely embraced aim of developing in
today’s students the capacity to continue learning beyond the years of
schooling into lifelong learning means that, if some assessment practices are
reducing motivation for learning, there is clearly a cause for concern. The
purpose of the review was therefore to identify and synthesise research
evidence about the impact of summative assessment on motivation for
learning.

Definition of terms
Assessment is a term that covers any activity in which evidence of learning
is collected in a planned and systematic way, and is used to make a
judgment about learning. If the purpose is to help in decisions about how to
advance learning and the judgement is about the next steps in learning and
how to take them, then the assessment is formative in function. If the
purpose is to summarise the learning that had taken place in order to grade,
certificate or record progress, then the assessment is summative in function.
When summative assessment is used for making decisions that affect the
status or future of students, teachers or schools (that is, ‘high stakes’), the
demand for reliability of measures often means that tests are used in order
closely to control the nature of the information and the conditions in which it
is collected.
Motivation is a complex concept concerned with the drive, incentive or
energy to do something. Motivation is not a single entity but embraces, for
example, effort, self-efficacy, self-regulation, interest, locus of control, selfA systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation
for learning
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esteem, goal orientation and learning disposition. Learning, too, is a
complex phenomenon that cannot be conceived as a single entity but is best
understood as a field or as an ecological composite. The American
Psychological Association’s ‘Learner Centered Psychological Principles’
include 14 factors that influence learning and learners. These include
cognitive and metacognitive factors, motivational and affective factors,
developmental and social factors, and individual difference factors. Thus for
the purpose of this review, motivation for learning is understood to be a form
of energy which is experienced by learners and which drives their capacity to
learn, adapt and change in response to internal and external stimuli. It is
closely identified with the ‘will to learn’, which determines the effort that a
learner will put into a task.
There are different ways in which the energy, or the will, to learn can be
motivated and it is particularly important to distinguish between intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation. Those who learn in order to gain an extrinsic reward are
unlikely to continue learning once the reward is obtained or the penalty
avoided, and they will give up earlier if reward seems unobtainable. For
continued learning, the motive needs to be intrinsic, the reward being in the
process of learning and in the recognition of being in control of, and
responsible, for one’s own learning.

Aims of the review and review questions
Aims
The aims of the review were as follows:
1. To conduct a systematic review of research evidence of the impact of
summative assessment and testing on students’ motivation for learning
2. To determine the conditions and processes (including teaching)
associated with summative assessment and testing having a positive or
a negative impact on students’ motivation for learning
3. To identify actions that could be taken to increase the positive and
decrease the negative impact of assessment on students’ motivation for
learning
4. To consider evidence relating motivation for learning to learning
achievements and learning strategies
5. To make recommendations for policy and practice based on these
findings
6. To identify questions that need to be addressed by research so that
decisions on policy and practice in summative assessment can be
evidence-based

Review questions
Thus the review was designed to identify and synthesise research relevant
to the question:
•

What is the evidence of the impact of summative assessment and testing
on students’ motivation for learning?

In order to achieve all the aims of the review, it was necessary to address
the further questions:
A systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation
for learning
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•
•
•

•

How does any impact vary with the characteristics of the students and
the conditions of the assessment or testing?
In those studies where impact on students has been reported, what is
the evidence of impact on teachers and teaching?
What actions in what circumstances would increase the positive and
decrease the negative impact on students of summative testing and
assessment programmes? In particular, what is the evidence that any
impact is increased by ‘raising’ the stakes?
What are the implications for assessment policy and practice of these
findings?

Methods
The review was conducted using the procedures for systematic review of
research in education being developed by the EPPI-Centre. A wide-ranging
search was carried out for studies, written in English, of assessment for
summative purposes in schools for students between the ages of 4 and 19,
and which reported on aspects of students’ motivation for learning. The
search for studies involved searching relevant electronic databases and
journals online, following up citations in other reviews, handsearching
journals held in the library, and using personal contacts. Inclusion and
exclusion criteria were applied to abstracts before full texts were read and
labelled, using a core set of keywords and additional keywords specific to
the review. This process resulted in some further studies being excluded.
The remaining studies were analysed in depth using the Guidelines for
Extracting Data and Assessing quality of Primary Studies in Educational
Research, Version 0.94 (EPPI-Centre, 2001). Judgements were made as to
the weight of evidence relevant to the review provided by each study.
Lengthy consideration was given to ways in which the findings of different
studies could be brought together to form conclusions. None of the studies
dealt with all the variables included in the concept of motivation for learning
but they could be grouped according to the particular outcomes that were
investigated. These outcomes fell into three distinct groups, central to
motivation for learning. Expressed from a learner’s perspective, these are as
follows:
1. What I feel and think about myself as a learner
2. The energy I have for the task
3. How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task
The findings relating to the main review question are reported under these
headings. Judgements were made about each study in relation to
methodological soundness, appropriateness of the study type and relevance
to the focus of the review. In the synthesis, greater weight was accorded to
those studies rated most highly on these counts.

Results
The initial search resulted in the identification of 183 potentially relevant
studies. The successive stage in the systematic review process involved
excluding some studies at various stages, for reasons that were
documented. It resulted in 19 studies being identified as directly addressing
the review question; these included 13 outcome evaluations (three
A systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation
for learning
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randomised controlled trials, three case control designs, three post-test and
four of other designs), three descriptive studies and three process
evaluations.

Evidence of impact
Between them, the identified studies considered a number of the component
aspects of motivation, but none considered all. The following main findings
emerged from studies providing high-weight evidence:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

After the introduction of the National Curriculum Tests in England, lowachieving pupils had lower self-esteem than higher-achieving pupils,
whilst beforehand there was no correlation between self-esteem and
achievement.
When passing tests is high stakes, teachers adopt a teaching style which
emphasises transmission teaching of knowledge, thereby favouring
those students who prefer to learn in this way and disadvantaging and
lowering the self-esteem of those who prefer more active and creative
learning experiences.
Repeated practice tests reinforce the low self-image of the lowerachieving students.
Tests can influence teachers’ classroom assessment which may be
interpreted by students as purely summative, regardless of the teacher’s
intentions, possibly as a result of teachers’ over-concern with
performance rather than process.
Students are aware of a performance ethos in the classroom and that the
tests give only a narrow view of what they can do.
Students dislike high-stakes tests, show high levels of test anxiety
(particularly girls) and prefer other forms of assessment.
Teachers have a key role in supporting students to put effort into their
learning activities.
Feedback on assessments has an important role in determining further
learning. Students are influenced by feedback from earlier performance
on similar tasks in relation to the effort they invest in further tasks.
Teacher feedback that is ego-involving rather than task-involving can
influence the effort students put into further learning and their orientation
towards performance rather than learning goals.
High-stakes assessment can create a classroom climate in which
transmission teaching and highly structured activities predominate and
which favour only those students with certain learning dispositions.
High-stakes tests can become the rationale for all that is done in
classrooms, permeating teacher-initiated assessment interactions.
Goal orientations are linked to effort and self-efficacy.
Teacher collegiality is important in creating an assessment ethos that
supports students’ feelings of self-efficacy and effort.
An education system that puts great emphasis on evaluation produces
students with strong extrinsic orientation towards grades and social
status.

Evidence from studies providing medium-weight evidence:
•

The state-mandated tests in the US lower self-esteem for ‘at risk’
students.

A systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation
for learning
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•
•
•

Low-achieving children can improve their achievement with the help of
supportive teachers or other adults.
Interest and effort are encouraged in classrooms which encourage selfregulated learning by providing students with an element of choice,
control over challenge and opportunities to work collaboratively.
Teachers can influence the criteria that students use in self-assessment
of their work.

Differences relating to age, gender and level of
achievement
Older students (that is, aged 11 and above) are more likely than younger
ones to have a better understanding of simple grades are less likely to report
teachers’ grades as being fair but attached more importance to them. Older
students are more likely to attribute relative success to effort and ability,
whilst younger ones attribute it to external factors or practice. Older students
are also more likely to focus on performance outcomes (that is, scores and
levels) rather than learning processes.
Lower-achieving older students were more likely than younger ones to
minimise effort and respond to tests randomly or by guessing. There was no
evidence of age differences in test-taking strategies (checking, monitoring
time, etc.). Instead of motivation and test familiarity increasing with age,
older students feel more resentment, anxiety, cynicism and mistrust of
standardised achievement tests.
Lower-achieving students are doubly disadvantaged by summative
assessment. Being labelled as failures has an impact not just on current
feelings about their ability to learn, but lowers further their already low selfesteem and reduces the chance of future effort and success. Only when low
achievers have a high level of support (from school or home), which shows
them how to improve, do some escape from this vicious circle.
Results of tests which are ‘high stakes’ for individual students, such as the
11+ in Northern Ireland, have been found to have a particularly strong and
devastating impact on those who receive low grades. However, tests which
are high stakes more for schools than for students (such as the National
Curriculum tests in England and state-mandated tests in the US) hardly have
less impact. Students are aware of repeated practice tests and the narrowing
of the curriculum and only those confident of success enjoy the tests. In
taking tests, high achievers are more persistent, use appropriate test taking
strategies and have more positive self-perceptions than low achievers. Low
achievers become overwhelmed by assessments and demotivated by
constant evidence of their low achievement, thus further increasing the gap
between low- and high-achieving students. A greater emphasis on
summative assessment thus brings about increased differentiation.
Girls were reported as expressing more test anxiety than boys. Girls also
make more internal attributions of success or failure than boys, with
consequences for their self-esteem.

A systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation
for learning
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The effect of the conditions of testing
The conditions that affect the impact of summative assessment relate to the
degree of self-efficacy of students, the extent to which their effort is
intrinsically or extrinsically motivated, the encouragement of self-regulation
and self-evaluation, and the pressure imposed by adults outside the school.
Feedback has a central role since self-efficacy is judged from performance in
previous tasks of the same kind. If students have experienced success in
earlier performance, they are more likely to feel able to succeed in a new
task. Feedback that focuses on the task is associated with greater interest
and effort, whereas feedback that is ego-involving rather than task-involving
is associated with an orientation to performance goals.
Teachers’ own class-testing practices can help to increase self-efficacy, if
teachers explain the purpose and expectations of their tests and provide
feedback. Further, a school’s ‘assessment culture’ influences students’
feelings of self-efficacy and effort. Collegiality – meaning constructive
discussion of testing and the development of desirable assessment practice
in the school – has a positive effect, whilst a focus on performance outcomes
has a negative effect.
The degree to which learners are able to regulate their own learning also
appears to favour students’ interest and to promote focus on the intrinsic
features of their work. Students who have some control over their work by
being given choice and encouragement to evaluate their own work value the
significant content features of their work, rather than whether it was correct
or not. Thus classrooms that allow more self-regulation promote change in
the criteria students use in self-evaluation.
When test scores are a source of pride to parents and the community,
pressure is brought to bear on the school for high scores. Similarly, parents
bring pressure on their children when the result has consequences for
attendance at high social status schools. For many students, this increases
their anxiety, even though they recognise their parents as being supportive.

The effect on teachers and teaching
High-weight evidence from studies reporting on the effect of tests on
teachers and teaching in addition to impact on students’ motivation indicates
that when passing tests is high stakes, teachers adopt a teaching style which
emphasises transmission teaching of knowledge, thereby favouring those
students who prefer to learn in this way and disadvantaging and lowering the
self-esteem of those who prefer more active and creative learning
experiences. External tests have a constricting effect on the curriculum,
resulting in an emphasis on subjects tested at the expense of creativity and
personal and social development. High-stakes tests often result in a great
deal of time being spent on practice tests, the valuing of test performance
and undervaluing of other student achievements, with teachers’ own
assessment becoming summative in function rather than formative.

A systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation
for learning
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Increasing the positive and decreasing the negative
impact
Although the study findings pointed to negative impacts of summative
assessment on aspects of motivation for learning, they also indicated ways
in which these could be ameliorated so that learners as well as teachers can
benefit from summative assessment. High-weight evidence suggests that
practice in summative assessment could be improved by the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting learning goal orientation rather than performance orientation
Cultivating intrinsic interest in the subject and putting less emphasis on
grades
Teaching approaches that encourage self-regulated learning (including
collaboration among students) and cater for a range of learning styles
Providing explanations of the purpose of assessment and providing
feedback that can help further learning
Establishing a school climate of constructive discourse about
assessment among teachers, and between teachers and students
Developing a constructive and supportive school ethos in relation to tests
Ensuring that the demands of the tests are consistent with the
expectations of teachers and the capabilities of the students
Involving students in decisions about testing
Developing students’ self-assessment skills and use of learning rather
than performance criteria as part of a classroom environment that
promotes self-regulated learning
Using assessment to convey a sense of learning progress to students

Implications for assessment practice and policy
In order to explore the implications of the review as fully as possible, the
review methodology included a consultation conference with invited policymakers and practitioners. Some of the messages below are derived directly
from the research studies whilst others emerged from discussion of the
review findings and reference to current practice in the UK at the
consultation conference.

Practice
•
•
•

•
•

Reduce the narrowing impact on the curriculum and on teaching
methods by professional development that emphasises learning goals
and learner-centred teaching approaches.
Share and emphasise learning goals, rather than performance goals,
with students and provide feedback to students in relation to these goals.
Share in developing and implementing a school-wide policy that includes
assessment both for learning (formative) and of learning (summative),
and ensure that the purpose of all assessment is clear to all involved,
including parents and students.
Develop students’ understanding of the goals of their learning, the
criteria by which they are assessed and their ability to assess their own
work
Implement strategies for encouraging self-regulation in learning and
positive inter-personal relationships.

A systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation
for learning
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•
•

Avoid comparisons between students based on test results.
Present assessment realistically, as a process which is inherently
imprecise and reflexive, with results that have to be regarded as tentative
and indicative rather than definitive.

Policy
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Recognise that current high-stakes testing is providing information about
students’ attainment by reducing motivation that is of questionable
validity.
Recognise the importance of the various components of motivation for
students’ attainments in education. Empirical evidence shows that these
are positively related to attainment. For example, the OECD/PISA (2001)
provides firm evidence that achievement of literacy is positively related to
students’ interest in their learning, the extent to which their learning
strategies help them to develop understanding through linking to existing
knowledge instead of just memorising, and the extent to which they feel
in control of their learning.
Provide professional development, particularly for senior school
management, aimed at enabling schools to develop a range of
assessment strategies and using summative information of different
kinds for improving the learning of their students. Current training
focuses too narrowly on the use of test scores, accountability and targetsetting; it needs to be more learner-focused.
For summative purposes in reporting on individual students, move
towards testing students when their teachers judge them to be ready to
show their achievement at a certain level, thus minimising experience of
failure and its impact on self-esteem.
Ensure that the criteria used in school evaluation (including selfevaluation) make explicit reference to a full range of subjects; include
moral, spiritual and cultural as well as cognitive aims; and range across
an appropriate variety of teaching methods and learning outcomes.
Develop schools’ self-evaluation practices, including teachers’
assessment skills, through targeted professional development.
For tracking national standards, sample students rather than test all and
use a wider range of test forms and items.
Quantify the ‘cost’ of current practice, including teaching time taken up
with testing and practice testing; the additional workloads to teachers’ of
extra marking; in addition to the cost of the tests and their development.
Use test development expertise to create new tests and assessment that
will enable all valued outcomes of education, including creativity and
learning to learn to be assessed.
Reduce the ‘stakes’ of summative assessment by avoiding comparisons
among schools in terms of test results and end the practice of basing
targets only on test results.

Other outcomes of the review were the identification of further research
required in this area particularly to extend the research base in relation to
outcomes of education that are particularly important for lifelong learning,
and a clarification and development of the methodology of systematic
reviewing applied to educational research.

A systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation
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1. BACKGROUND
1.1 The increase in summative assessment and
tests
Many developments in education policy are designed to raise standards of
students’ achievement; assessment policy is an important element. There are
two competing claims for ways in which assessment can raise standards. On
the one hand, there is a common sense assumption, widespread among both
the educational community and parents, that summative assessment in the
form of tests and examinations, is a key source of motivation for learning. In
England, as in many states of the USA, where assessment for summative
purposes has burgeoned in the past decade, an increase in test scores year
on year has been found and this has been attributed, as least in part, to the
implementation of tests.
The growth of external tests in the US has been charted by Clarke, Madaus,
Horn and Ramos (2000). They report that the number of states using
standards-based tests rose to 47 in 1998, an increase of 40% in just three
years. They also comment on the trends in the form of tests, a feature which
cannot be neglected when considering the impact on teaching and learning.
They report that, although multiple choice tests, which dominated in the first
half of the 20th century, were challenged by the move towards ‘alternative
assessment’ in the 1980s, the drive for efficiency in testing and the use of
machine marking means that a large number of states continue to use, or
have reverted to the use of, multiple choice tests, although some supplement
these with short-answer questions. The authors also point out the very large
commercial industry that has grown up around testing, with inevitable
pressures to maintain a high level of use of tests. Schools use a variety of
standardised tests in addition to the mandated standards-based.
In England, too, there is test-inflation. A survey by the Qualifications and
Curriculum Authority conducted in 2000 found that the introduction of National
Curriclum Tests brought with it an increase, not a decrease, in use of other
tests. It is estimated that the average students in England takes 105 tests
between the ages of 4 and 18 (Professional Association of Teachers, 2002).
Thus summative assessment has become for most students in many Western
countries, not a once-a-year event which in comparison with daily interactions
with teachers might be considered to have a minor role in determining their
‘faith in themselves as learners’ (Stiggins, 2001 p46), but rather a frequent
experience which may have an undesirable effect on motivation for learning.
Moreover, research shows that this effect is greater for the less successful
pupils and thus tends to widen the gap between higher and lower achieving
pupils (Madaus, 1992).

1.2 Assessment and raising standards
A strong case can be made for the motivational role of external examinations
and tests. Kellaghan, Madaus and Raczek (1996) identified six propositions
put forward in favour of this role. These are: that tests and examinations
A systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation for
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indicate standards; that high (‘world class’) standards can be demanded; that
they exemplify to students what they have to learn; that rewards and penalties
can be applied to the results; that students will put effort into school work in
order to pass tests; that this will be the case for all students. Most, if not all, of
these propositions underpin summative assessment programmes such as
state-mandated tests in the US, the national examination systems for 16 to 19
year olds in the UK and in many other countries, and the national curriculum
tests in England and Wales.
On the other hand, there is evidence from research into classroom
assessment, cogently revealed in the review by Black and Wiliam (1998), that
formative assessment – assessment that is integral to teaching and designed
to help learning – raises standards. Using a well documented, although not
strictly systematic, methodology, Black and Wiliam surveyed the evidence
about classroom assessment by teachers and its impact on learning. From an
initial 681 research studies they summarised findings from about 250. Their
conclusions refer to the use of assessment for formative purposes, which they
find to have a wholly positive impact on learning when it includes certain key
features which emerged from the studies. These features include particular
forms of feedback, the involvement of students in self-assessment and the use
of assessment in modifying teaching. Black and Wiliam acknowledged that
such practices require large shifts in teachers’ perceptions of their roles in
relation to their students, but that considerable gains in achievements are
possible as a result.
On the face of it, if the claims for both summative assessment and formative
assessment are valid, the two could co-exist in educational practice,
combining to raise standards for all students. A widely expressed view of
educators who have conducted research into summative assessment is that
the increase of test scores over time is due to greater familiarity of teachers
and pupils with the tests rather than increasing learning (e.g. Koretz 1988,
1991; Linn, 2000; Kohn, 2000). Further, the use of test scores and
examinations for purposes which affect the status or future of students,
teachers or schools (that is, are ‘high stakes’) results in teachers focusing
teaching on the test content, training students in how to pass tests, and
adopting teaching styles which do not match the preferred learning style of
many students (Johnston and McClune, 2000). In these circumstances,
teachers make little use of assessment formatively, to help the learning
process (Pollard et al., 2000; Osborn, 2000; Broadfoot et al., 1998). In other
words, high-stakes summative assessment squeezes out formative
assessment. Black and Wiliam also warned that ‘the context of national and
local requirements for certification and accountability will exert a powerful
influence on (formative assessment) practice’ (Black and Wiliam, 1998, p. 20).

1.3 Impact on students and teachers
The impact of summative assessment on teachers and teaching has been well
researched and represented in the reviews of Crooks (1988), Linn (1982) and
Shepard (1991). Crooks looked at the impact of assessment on students,
including self-efficacy, intrinsic motivation and attribution of success or failure.
He found evidence of the importance of motivational aspect in relation to
classroom assessment; that the use of extrinsic motivation is problematic and
that intrinsic motivation and self-regulated learning is important to continued
learning both within and without school. He reviewed the potentially positive
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role of classroom assessment, for example, in helping students to focus their
learning, but also concluded that test anxiety has a debilitating effect on
achievement and that this could be reduced by avoiding comparisons between
students and the use of letter grades.
Gordon and Reese (1997) reported evidence that teachers can train students
to pass any kind of test, even those intending to assess higher thinking skills,
frustrating those who consider that teaching to well designed tests can
influence teaching in positive directions (e.g.Yeh, 2001). Kellaghan et al.
(1996) expressed doubts that the aims of the education reform which
emphasises higher level thinking and problem-solving skills are compatible
with the programmes of high stakes testing. They traced the mechanism for
orienting students towards performance goals to the way in which students are
prepared for high stakes tests. The research they reviewed also undermined
the claim that better tests will lead to better teaching and learning.
‘Proponents of a system of high-stakes examinations will argue that if we
get the right kinds of tests – ones worth teaching to and preparing for –
then test-preparation practices will lead to the development of the valued
skills purportedly measured by the test. However, we believe that this
argument seriously underestimates the ability of test preparation to corrupt
the very construct the test is trying to measure. …An important implication
of this is that when such corruption occurs, inferences from the test to the
original domain of interest – which if the educational reform language is to
be believed is the domain of higher-order thinking skills and habits of
learning – will no longer be valid.’
(Kellaghan et al., 1996, p. 53)
The impact of summative assessment on students’ motivation for learning can
be both direct and indirect. A direct impact can be through inducing test
anxiety and the effect of low scores on self-esteem and perceptions of
themselves as learners; an indirect impact can be through the effect on their
teachers and the curriculum. Any negative impact on motivation for learning is
clearly highly undesirable, particularly at a time when the importance of
learning to learn and lifelong learning is widely embraced. Thus it has been
argued that a rise in test scores may be accompanied by unintended negative
outcomes which have serious consequences for current generations of
students.
This review was undertaken in order to identify research evidence on this
matter and to report on what is known about the impact of summative
assessment on motivation. First, we have to be clear about what is included in
the concept of motivation for learning.

1.4 Motivation for learning
Motivation for learning is a complex overarching concept, which constitutes a
range of psychosocial factors both internal to the learner and present in the
learner’s social and natural environment. Psychologists apply the term
‘motivation’ to ‘the conditions and processes that account for the arousal,
direction, magnitude and maintenance of effort’ (Katzell and Thompson, 1990,
p. 144) which indicates this complexity. Johnston (1996) argues that the ‘will to
learn’ is at the very heart of the learning process and that this is very closely
aligned with the concept of motivation. She argues that the will to learn is
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derived from a person’s sense of deep meaning, or sense of purpose, and can
be described as the energy to act on what is meaningful. The will to learn is
related to the degree to which the learner is prepared to invest effort in the
learning process, and is that which engages their motivation to process,
perform and develop as a learner over time.
Common to many theories which have been built around the concept of
motivation is reference to goal orientation. People who commit themselves to
a goal will direct their attention towards actions that help them to attain that
goal and away from other actions. Research indicates that students with
learning goals show more evidence of superior learning strategies, have a
higher sense of competence as learners, show greater interest in school work
and have more positive attitudes to school than do students with performance
or achievement goals (Ames, 1990; Dweck, 1992).
There are many reasons why a goal may or may not be embraced. In their
review of research evidence Kellaghan et al. (1996) suggest that these
include, firstly, the need for an individual to comprehend the goal; secondly,
that the goal needs to be reachable yet challenging; thirdly, that individuals
should believe that their efforts to reach the goal will be successful; and,
fourthly, that attainment of the goal should lead to actual benefit for the
individual.
Attribution theory, concerning the reasons one gives for personal
characteristics or behaviour, contributes to our understanding of motivation for
learning, because a person’s perceptions of the causes of success and failure
are of central importance in the development of effective learning. Causes
have three dimensions. The first is locus, whether causes are perceived to
originate from within the person or externally. The second is stability, whether
the causes are perceived to be constant or to vary over time. The third has to
do with controllability whether the individual perceives that she or he can
influence the causes of success or failure.
Ability and effort are two frequently used causes of success or failure at a
learning task. Both are internal to the learner, but perceptions of their stability
and controllability vary among learners and teachers. Learners who attribute
success to ability, which they perceive as stable and uncontrollable, are likely
to respond positively to summative assessments, whereas learners who
attribute failure to ability, which they perceive as stable and uncontrollable, are
likely to respond negatively to summative assessment. Concomitantly,
learners who attribute success to effort, and who perceive ability to be
changeable and controllable are likely to deal with failure constructively, and to
persevere with the learning task (Schunk, 1991). All of these factors contribute
to a learners’ sense of efficacy in learning: their capacity to learn and to go on
learning.

1.4.1 Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation
Many educational psychologists and researchers distinguish between intrinsic
and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation means that learners find interest
and satisfaction in what they learn and in the learning process itself; it leads to
self-motivated and continued learning. Learners who are ‘motivated from
within’ recognise their own role in learning and so take responsibility for it.
These are the learners who will seek out information, identify their own
learning goals and persevere, knowing that what they achieve depends on
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their own effort. Such motivation is clearly needed for lifelong learning.
Extrinsic motivation describes the behaviour of learners who engage in
learning because it is a means to an end that has little to do with the content of
what is learned. The incentive for learning is found in rewards such as
certification, merit marks, prizes or in avoiding the consequences of failure.
Not only does this mean that learning may stop, or at least that effort is
decreased, in the absence of such external incentives, it also means that what
is learned is closely targeted at behaviour which is rewarded.
Some researchers have gone beyond the identification of intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation. For example, McMeniman (1989) identifies ‘achievement’
motivation, which is concerned not with external rewards, nor with the
pleasure of learning, but with the desire to achieve success in comparison with
others. Research indicates that competition with others and norm-referenced
assessment works best for successful students (Natriello, 1987).There are
also various types of extrinsic motivation identified by Rigby et al. (1992) which
are related to a dimension of different degrees of self-determination.
There is a considerable body of opinion and evidence that suggests that
different kinds of motivation are associated with different learning strategies.
For example, intrinsic motivation is associated with levels of engagement that
lead to development of conceptual understanding and higher level thinking
skills (Kellaghan et al., 1996). The review by Crooks (1988) also drew
attention to research that indicated the value of intrinsic motivation and the
problems associated with extrinsic motivation in tending to lead to ‘shallow’
rather than ‘deep’ learning.
Rigby et al. (1992) argue that a simple dichotomy between intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation is misleading when trying to explain learning because
individuals will seek to internalise and integrate their extrinsically motivated
behaviours. They suggest instead that there is a continuum of selfdetermination, which begins with external regulation. The second point on the
continuum is introjected regulation, which involves motivation by internal
pressures such as self-esteem. The third point is identified regulation, where
the individual has come to value the behaviour and has accepted the
regulatory processes. The final and most autonomous form of extrinsic
motivation is called integrated regulation when the regulatory process is fully
integrated in the individual's sense of self, identity and value system.

1.4.2 The role of rewards
A good deal of attention had been given to the effect of rewards on motivation.
Kohn (1993), for example has conducted experimental studies which he
interprets as showing that associating a particular behaviour with a reward
decreases the likelihood of the behaviour being continued voluntarily if not
again rewarded. Others have concluded from similar experimental studies that
attention is narrowly focused on which is required to obtain the reward.
However opinions differ as to the dependability of the research and Kellaghan
et al. (1996) commented that the results of experimental studies are not clearcut and findings vary considerably with circumstances.
The meta-analysis in a systematic review by Deci, Koestner and Ryan (1999)
of 128 studies of the effects of extrinsic rewards on intrinsic motivation appear
to show clearly that such rewards undermined intrinsic motivation across a
wide range of activities, populations and types of reward. However, the
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conclusions of Deci et al. have been challenged by Hidi (2000) who pointed
out that these were drawn from studies that only related to activities that were
interesting (as defined by the researcher), and excluded uninteresting tasks.
There was also relatively short-term engagement of learners with the activities.
In a separate analysis of a smaller number of uninteresting tasks, rewards did
not reduce intrinsic motivation. Hidi and Harackiewicz (2000) argue that ‘the
effects of external rewards may depend on the complexity of the activity and
the length of involvement. More specifically, a combination of intrinsic rewards
inherent in interesting activities and external rewards, particularly those that
provide performance feedback, may be required to maintain individuals’
engagement across complex and often difficult – perhaps painful – periods of
learning’ (ibid p. 159). From their own review of research on the role of
interests and goals on achievement, Hidi and Harackiewicz, concluded that
the dichotomy between extrinsic and extrinsic motivation is unhelpful and that
it is time to seek ‘optimal combinations’. This may be particularly necessary
for students lacking interest and intrinsic motivation for academic studies.
Ames (1992) review of the research on the impact of rewards in the context of
summative classroom assessment supported the findings of Deci and Ryan,
(1985), but added that other research shows that rewards can enhance
achievement goals when it is contingent on effort, on progress in relation to
short-term goals or on ‘meaningful aspects of performance’.

1.5 Relationship between assessment and
aspects of motivation
From the evidence cited above, it appears that both the extent of learning and
the quality of that learning may depend on the type of motivation. The role that
assessment plays in promoting intrinsic or extrinsic motivation is a central one
and hinges on the concept of the perceived locus of control. Learning has to
be done by the learners, for no-one else can do it for them; therefore, the more
the learner is in control, the more likely that there is effort put into learning.
The review of Deci and Ryan (1985) provides research evidence that
assessment of the kind that takes away control from the learners reduces
intrinsic motivation and leads to ‘surface’ learning.
Natriello (1987) emphasised the importance of distinguishing between the
different purposes of assessment and concluded that ‘an evaluation system
for the purpose of enhancing student motivation might involve a differentiated
task structure in the classroom, a mix of more and less predictable tasks,
clearly articulated criteria, challenging yet attainable, self-referenced
standards, relatively frequent collection of information, appraisals that truly
reflect student effort and performance and differentiated and encouraging
feedback. An evaluation system designed for purposes of certification would
look quite different’ (p. 171). Whilst reviewing research which indicates that
clarifying assessment criteria for students is associated with high levels of skill,
self-efficacy and rapid problem-solving, he pointed out that too much
emphasis on explicit criteria can have the undesirable effect of encouraging
students to limit attention to what is being assessed.
Ames’ review of 1992 was concerned with looking at achievement goals and
identifying the situations and instructional strategies that lead to motivation
towards desired goals. She contrasted learning goals (also known as taskinvolved or mastery goals) with performance goals (also known as egoA systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation for 14
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involved goals). In searching for conditions which affect students’ motivation
for learning, she cited research which indicates that social comparisons have a
strong role in this respect. Students who are compared unfavourably and
publicly with their peers hold low self-esteem in relation to learning, avoid risks
and use less effective and more superficial learning strategies. Not only do
their own perceptions of themselves as learners suffer but this perception
becomes shared by their peers. She cites Grolnick and Ryan’s (1987) findings
that when assessment is perceived as ‘an attempt to control rather than
inform, meta-cognitive processes are short-circuited’ (p. 265).
A review by McDonald (2001) was specifically focused on test anxiety and its
impact on students’ performance. His concern was to look at evidence relating
to students at school, since he notes that conflicting conclusions about the
impact of test anxiety on performance may have resulted from many studies
having been carried out in experimental situations with those who have left
compulsory education. He found studies difficult to synthesise on account of
the different instruments used to assess test anxiety. Where there was a
distinction between general fears and test anxiety (fear of negative
assessment), it was found that, whilst the former decrease with age, the latter
increase with age. Females were found to score more highly on test anxiety
than males. In relation to performance, there was considerable evidence from
a range of countries and across academic subjects of a negative relation
between test anxiety and test performance. Although there were also studies
which reported no relationship, McDonald concludes that overall the influence
is negative and large enough to make the difference between passing and
failing a test for at least one fifth of the students. Thus this review supports the
importance of paying attention to test anxiety.

1.6 Differential impact on minority students
Two reviews – by Madaus and Clarke (1998) and McNeil and Valenzuela
(2000) – were presented at a conference on High Stakes Testing K-12 held at
Harvard University in December 1998. They had specific focus on research
relating to issues of high stakes testing in the US. Madaus and Clarke
focused on the impact of high-stakes testing on minority students, drawing
mainly on research conducted at Boston College’s Center for the Study of
Testing, Evaluation and Educational Policy. They use the research not only to
identify the existence of impact but also how high-stakes testing comes to
influence what is taught and learned. They point out that such influence is
deliberate in a context of ‘measurement-driven instruction’ and show that
teachers use past examination papers to define the curriculum, paying
attention not just to the content but also the form of the test. They discuss the
impact on student motivation and on student dropout rate. They draw the
following conclusions:
•
•
•
•

High-stakes, high-standards tests do not have a markedly positive effect
on teaching and learning in the classroom.
High-stakes tests do not motivate the unmotivated.
Contrary to popular belief, ‘authentic’ forms of high-stakes assessment are
not a more equitable way to assess the progress of students who differ in
race, culture, native language or gender.
High-stakes testing programs have been shown to increase high school
dropout rates – particularly among minority student populations.
(Madaus and Clarke, 1998, p. 1)
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McNeil and Valenzuela (2000) reviewed evidence of the impact of high-stakes
testing in general and of the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) in
particular. Like Madaus and Clarke, their focus was on the impact on minority
and economically disadvantaged students. They present an analysis of studies
from which they conclude that
‘behind the rhetoric of rising test scores are a growing set of classroom
practices in which test-prep activities are usurping a substantive
curriculum. These practices are more widespread in those school where
administrator pay is tied to test scores and where test scores have been
historically low’
(McNeil and Valenzuela, 2000, p. 2).
In such schools, mostly attended by African-American and Latino students, the
pressure has meant that ‘a regular education has been supplanted by
activities whose sole purpose is to raise test scores on this particular test.’
(p. 2). McNeil and Valenzuela highlight the distortion of educational
expenditure: away from high quality curriculum resources towards testpreparation materials which have little educational benefit beyond the test.
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2. AIMS OF THE REVIEW AND REVIEW QUESTION
2.1 Aims of the review
The purpose of this review was to address, through a systematic synthesis
of the evidence from research, the important relationship between students’
motivation for learning and summative testing and assessment. The overall
aim was to identify the research evidence of the impact of summative
assessment on the various component variables that together constitute
‘motivation’, or the energy to learn. In addition, in order to make
recommendations for policy and practice, it is important to understand how
any impact is brought about. Thus the review sought to identify the
conditions and processes involved in creating an impact, including the role of
teachers and teaching.
The aims of the review described in this report were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To conduct a systematic review of research evidence of the impact of
summative assessment and testing on students’ motivation for learning
To determine the conditions and processes (including teaching)
associated with summative assessment and testing having a positive or
a negative impact on students’ motivation for learning
To identify actions that could be taken to increase the positive and
decrease the negative impact of assessment on students’ motivation for
learning
To consider evidence relating motivation for learning to learning
achievements and learning strategies
To make recommendations for policy and practice based on these
findings.
To identify questions that need to be addressed by research so that
decisions on policy and practice in summative assessment can be
evidence-based

The review includes process and outcome studies of interventions relating to
various forms of summative assessment, including standardised tests,
teachers’ classroom summative assessments and grading by teachers. The
word ‘intervention’ is used to describe the assessment practices studied. In
many cases these were ‘naturalistic interventions’ in the sense that they
were part of the ongoing experience of students and not introduced by
researchers in order to assess their impact. National Curriculum Tests and
similar required assessments were regarded as naturalistic interventions in
this respect. Experimental conditions were also included, but, although more
controlled, their relevance to normal classrooms needed to be made explicit.
The review also attempts to appraise the weight of evidence provided by the
studies, a judgement which includes the methodological soundness, as far
as can be judged from the evidence available in the publications reviewed,
the relevance of the study type to the review and the appropriateness of the
choice of intervention and outcome measures to the questions being
researched.
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2.2 Review questions
The overall question addressed in the review was:
•

What is the evidence of the impact of summative assessment and testing
on students’ motivation for learning?

In order to achieve all the aims of the review, it was necessary to address
the further questions:
•
•
•

•

How does any impact vary with the characteristics of the students and
the conditions of the assessment or testing?
In those studies where impact on students has been reported, what is
the evidence of impact on teachers and teaching?
What actions in what circumstances would increase the positive and
decrease the negative impact on students of summative testing and
assessment programmes? In particular, what is the evidence that any
impact is increased by ‘raising’ the stakes?
What are the implications for assessment policy and practice of these
findings?

A systematic review of the impact of summative assessment and tests on students' motivation
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3. IDENTIFYING AND DESCRIBING STUDIES:
METHODS
The review set out to identify as many research studies as possible, of all types,
relating to naturalistic and experimental interventions and concerning the
processes and outcomes relevant to answering the review question. It involved a
process of subjecting studies to successive rounds of close scrutiny and
application of criteria until those studies most relevant to the review question were
identified. These studies were then assessed for methodological quality and
validity as part of the process of data extraction. Thus, following the definition of
questions and the development of the protocol there were seven stages to the
review: searching for studies; applying criteria to abstracts; obtaining full texts,
keywording and summarizing the characteristics of studies; applying refined
criteria for final selection; extracting data and evaluating weight of evidence;
synthesizing and consultation. The flowchart in Figure 1 represents these stages
and each is now briefly described.

3.1 Applying inclusion and exclusion criteria
Before obtaining the full text of the identified studies, inclusion and exclusion
criteria were applied to the abstracts from electronic databases such as ERIC
and BEI that were put into a database for this review. The inclusion and
exclusion criteria were as follows:
•

Language of report: Included studies were written in English. This
inclusion criteria was due to the researchers’ limited command of other
languages. Future reviews may be able to include studies written in other
languages.

•

Type of assessment and testing programme: Studies were included only if
they reported on programmes of summative testing or assessment. As
noted in the background to this review, previous work has been concerned
with assessment for formative purposes and the aims of this review are to
consider the evidence in relation to assessment for summative purposes.
Studies dealing only with formative assessment were excluded.

•

Type of study and study design: Studies were included if they evaluated
the processes involved in assessment and testing programmes (process
evaluations) or the impact of assessment and testing programmes on
motivation for learning, (outcome evaluations). Outcome evaluations of a
range of study designs and descriptive studies were included. For the
purpose of setting out the background and context of the review, a wider
range of studies, such as commentaries on existing research, and
discussion of relevant issues, was initially included. At the keywording
stage, the commentaries and discussion papers were transferred to a
separate database, set aside from single studies used in synthesising
findings. The keywords allowed reviews of research to be included but
these reviews were later excluded as the process of systematic research
review is based on the synthesis of primary studies from the synthesis
since the EPPI Reviewer handled only single studies.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of studies at each stage of the review

Database 1
Title and abstract
From search
process

Label – exclude &
reason and date or
include-get and date

Label – Exclude and
reason
Include and Keyword
kind of study

Background and
recommendations
Bibliography

Database 2
GOT (full text)
Not got

Database 3 MAP
Re-apply criteria more
stringently: include or
exclude and reason

ALRSG – define criteria for
selection for final review
(2 October 2001)

Use EPPI Reviewer

Database 4
For final review

Draft report for
consultation
Final Review
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•

Setting and population: Studies were included if they reported on pupils in
school or pre-school, between the ages of 4 and 18. Studies dealing only
with students outside this age range, in further or higher education or adult
education, were excluded. Studies which reported on teacher-related
factors/ experiences/ outcomes were only included if the study also
reported on student-related factors/ experiences/ outcomes.

•

Date of research: As the concern of the review was to report on the effect
of current assessment policy and practice, most relevant studies were
those reported since about 1990, that is, since the beginning of the period
of major policy changes in assessment in England and many other
countries. However, since high stakes testing in the US began earlier, and
because research into examinations for selection and certification has a
longer history, no date limit was applied in the initial search for studies.

3.2 Methods for identifying studies
Studies were identified by searching bibliographic databases and registers of
educational research, by handsearching current and back numbers of relevant
journals, scanning reference lists of already identified reports, making requests
to members of relevant associations and using personal contacts. The details
of the search strategy are given in Appendix A. The decision about when to
stop searching was taken when the full range of databases and obtainable
journals identified as relevant; had been searched to the extent that was
feasible and considered worthwhile; for example, when searching earlier years
of a journal ceased to produce any relevant studies. It was recognised that no
search could be exhaustive.

3.3 Methods for characterising included studies:
keywording
For this review, four sets of review-specific keywords were added to the core
list of 12 sets of keywords produced by the EPPI-Centre (EPPI-Centre, 2002).
The keywords are included in Appendix B. They were applied following
guidelines produced by the EPPI-Centre. The Guidelines were helpful but
needed careful interpretation.
Keywording was useful in drawing attention to studies not meeting the criteria
but which slipped through at earlier stages. For instance, if a study could not
be categorised in terms of an assessment form and a motivation outcome
(review-specific keywords) it was recoded and excluded. The keywords which
were most useful in the next stage of defining the map, were those which
designated the type of study, and those which identified a particular type of
motivation outcome (for example, self-esteem, locus of control, learning
dispositions, etc.).

3.4 Methods for quality assurance
As noted above, the guidelines for applying keywords required some
interpretation. To check reliability in applying key words, 30 studies were
keyworded by two people, including EPPI team members. Agreement was
considerable and differences helped in clarifying the meaning of terms.
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4. IDENTIFYING AND DESCRIBING STUDIES:
RESULTS
4.1 Number of hits and studies included at each
stage
Figure 2 summarises the number of studies at each stage of the review. 183
studies were identified as relevant and entered into an EndNote database
(Db1). Note that, since much handsearching was required, Db1 is smaller than
it might have been as a result of considering abstracts only; that is, with the full
text available, decisions were made about exclusion at an earlier stage than
might otherwise have been the case.
104 studies met the inclusion criteria. Of these, 51 of these were not empirical
studies but were of sufficient relevance to be placed in a separate database
labelled for use in background discussion and possible guidance in relation to
recommendations. Ten studies were excluded at this stage, leaving 43 which
were placed in a third database, (Db3).

4.1.1 Final selection of studies
The 43 studies in Db3 were used to create a summary of the characteristics of
the studies found to meet the inclusion criteria. The summary is presented in
Table 1.
Table 1: Characteristics of the 43 Studies in Database 3 (Db1)
Source of
No. Type of study
No.
references
Electronic
A. Outcome evaluation
6
database
(i) RCT
4
Personal
(ii) Trial
3
10
contact
(iii) Pre and post test
0
Handsearch of
(iv) Post test
1
14
journals
(v) Reversal design
0
2
Journals online
(vi) Cohort study
6
References from
(vii) Case control study
1
11
other studies
(viii) Other design
5
B. Process evaluation
11
C. Economic evaluation
0
D. Intervention description
0
E. Methods
(i) Instrument design
0
(ii) Other
0
F. Needs assessment
0
G. Review
(i) Systematic
1
(ii) Non-systematic
7
(iii) Meta-analysis
1
H. Descriptive study
3

Country
of study
US
UK
Australia
Canada
Israel
Morocco
New
Zealand
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Table 1: Characteristics of the 43 studies in Db 3 (cont’d)
Age range*
No. Types of learning motivation*
Primary children
Secondary
children
Post compulsory
learners
(17- 20)

25

Intrinsic Motivation or
Extrinsic Motivation or
24
Achievement
Motivation or
Performance learning or
3
Mastery learning
ii.
Self-Esteem / SelfEfficacy
iii.
Locus of
control/Executive
control/ Self-regulated
learning
iv.
Learning to
learn/learning
profile/learning journey
v.
Test
Anxiety/stress/phobia
vi.
Learning for meaning
vii.
Learning dispositions
* These categories were not mutually exclusive

No.

i.

Gender
Mixed

43

25
23

13
3
12
2
4

The summary, accompanied by a brief description of each study in Db3, was
discussed at a meeting of all members of the Review Group and the position
of particular studies in the final selection of studies was reviewed. Eight of the
included studies were reviews of research. These had been retained at the
keywording stage, but were not included in the synthesis which is based on
primary research studies. However, these studies have been used to identify
specific studies and to inform the background discussion. Sixteen other
studies were excluded for various reasons. In some cases they concerned
education beyond the age of 19. In other cases, decisions were made to
exclude studies where interventions could be regarded as involving
assessment but were not specific assessment or test methods: for example,
setting or streaming, and studies where the dependent variable was students’
achievement rather than motivation. At this stage, 18 studies remained, but a
further important study was obtained later and this was included in the final
database, giving a total of 19 included studies.

4.2 Characteristics of included studies
The sources of the included studies are indicated in Table 2.
Table 2 : Sources of the 19 selected studies for Database 4
Source of location of study
Number of studies (N=19)
Database
BEI
3
ERIC
1
Personal contacts
5
Handsearch of journals
5
References from other studies
5
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Table 3 gives the characteristics of the studies in terms of design type, type of
intervention, type of outcome reported, country of origin and quality rating. The
type of outcomes labelled in this table are derived from a close reading of the
texts.
Figure 2: Numbers of items identified at each stage of the review process

Database 1
Title and abstract
From search
process
183 items

Label – Exclude and
reason and date or
include get and date
79 studies excluded

Label – Exclude and
reason
Include and Keyword
kind of study
10 studies excluded

Background and
recommendations
Bibliography
51 items

Database 2
GOT (full text)
Not got
104 items with potential
51 into background and
recommendations
43 into Db3

Database 3 MAP
43 items
Re-apply criteria more stringently:
include or exclude and reason
24 studies excluded

ALRSG – define criteria for
selection for final review
(2 October 2001)

Use EPPI Reviewer
Database 4
Final data 19 items
Final Review
Synthesis of findings
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This summary of the features of the 19 included studies indicates the ways in
which each study was categorised by the keywording process. The keywords
deemed to designate aspects of motivation for learning enabled the pattern of
three over-arching themes to emerge. These are:
•
•
•

What I feel and think about myself as a learner: self-esteem, self as a
learner, learning disposition, attitude to tests, test anxiety
The energy I have for the task: effort; interest, self-regulation
How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task: self-efficacy

Table 3: Features of the 19 selected studies
Design
Type of
Type of outcome
types
intervention
(> 1 per study)
Outcome:
National Curriculum Effort
9
RCT
3 tests:
4
Self-efficacy
4
Case control 3 State tests:
3
Self-esteem
7
Post-tests
3 11+ (Northern
Interest
3
Other design 4 Ireland)
2
Attitude to tests 5
Process:
3 Classroom:
Test anxiety
3
Descriptive:
3 assessment: 5
Learning
Experimental 2
disposition
3
Feedback
1
Self-regulation 2
16+ exams
2
Self as a learner 4

Country of
origin
Canada 1
Israel
1
Morocco 1
UK
8
USA
8
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5. IN-DEPTH REVIEW: METHODS
5.1 Moving from broad characterisation to indepth review
The next step after mapping was a close reading and review of the full texts in
order to extract the detailed data necessary to answer the review question and
to assess the weight of evidence from contributing studies. The process is
described in the following sections.

5.2 Methods for extracting data and evaluating
weight to be given to evidence
Data extraction was carried out using theGuidelines for Extracting Data and
Assessing Quality of Primary Studies in Educational Research, Version 0.9.4
(EPPI-Centre, 2001) - online version is called EPPI Reviewer. This involved
answering 130 to 150 questions (depending on the type of study) about the
research reported in each study. The EPPI Reviewer was available for use
both online and offline. The process of extracting data from a study could take
from four to six hours, depending on the length and complexity of the report.
Data were extracted for each study independently by at least two people and
difference reconciled before the final entries were made into the EPPI
Reviewer.

5.2.1 Evaluation of weight to be given to evidence from
each include study
Whilst all the 19 studies met the inclusion criteria and could be characterised
using the general and specific keywords, they varied in design, methodology,
instruments used and close relevance to the review questions. In order to
ensure that conclusions were based of the most sound and relevant evidence,
judgements were made about three aspects of each study and these were
combined to give an overall judgement of the weight that could be attached to
the evidence from a particular study to answer the review question.
The three aspects are outlined in A to D below.

A soundness of methodology
These judgments of how well the study had been carried out were informed by
the responses to the following eight aspects of the study in the section of the
EPPI Reviewer relating to quality of the study:
•
•
•
•

Is the context of the study adequately described?
Is there sufficient justification for why the study was done in the way it was
done?
Are the aims of the study clear?
Is there an adequate description of the sample used in the study and how
the sample was recruited?
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•
•
•
•

Is there an adequate description of the methods used in the study,
including methods used to collect data and methods of data analysis?
Have sufficient attempts been made to establish the reliability and/or
validity of data collection tools?
Have sufficient attempts been made to establish the reliability and/or
validity of data analysis.
Are sufficient original data included so that it is possible to mediate
between data and interpretation?

In turn, the answers to these questions were informed by data about, for
example, the methods for ensuring the validity of data analysis identified in an
earlier part of the data extraction process. The judgement of methodological
soundness was thus dependent on what was reported in the study. The lack of
information about a certain feature did not necessarily mean that this feature
was not attended to, just that it was not reported. Studies were rated as high,
medium or low in relation to methodological soundness according to the
number of these criteria that were met (6-8, high; 4-5, medium; 0-3 low).

B Appropriateness of study type and design for answering the
review questions
The second judgement was made in relation to the extent to which the type
and design of study enabled it to be used to address the review questions. In
theory, some study types or designs might be better matched to the focus of
the review than others. This was not a judgement on the value of the study in
its own right, but only in respect of how well its design enabled the review
questions to be answered. Studies were rated high, medium and low in
relation to this aspect.

C Relevance of the topic focus of the study for answering the
review questions
As in B, this judgement concerns the match of the study to the purposes of the
review and is not a judgement on the value of the study per se. In this case,
the aspect of interest is the topic focus of the study, that is, how well the
nature of the data collected helped to answer the reviews questions. Again the
judgements were in terms of high, medium or low relevance.

D Overall weight that can be give to the evidence in relation to the
review focus
The judgements for the three aspects were combined into an overall weight of
evidence towards answering the review question. In doing this, where there
was a difference of judgement between A, B and C, the overall judgement
favoured C, the relevance of the topic focus. This was justified in terms of the
importance of the validity of the data. That is, the studies of greatest weight
were those reporting findings relevant to students in school as opposed to, for
example, performance on artificial tasks whose relationship to school work
was doubtful. This means that if a study was rated as ‘medium’ for C and high
for A and B, the overall rating was ‘medium’. A study rated ‘high’ for C and
medium for A would be rated ‘high’ overall since failure to meet some of the
methodological criteria often reflects the need to report succinctly rather than a
flaw in the processes carried out.
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5.3 Methods for synthesising findings
Lengthy consideration was given to the various ways in which the findings of
different studies could be brought together to form conclusions. In this review
of the impact of summative assessment on motivation, the research question
sets up summative assessment and testing (the naturalistic or experimental
intervention) as the independent variable and motivation for learning as the
dependent variable. However, there is no unique dependent variable which
can be measured as an outcome, since, as discussed earlier, motivation is a
conglomerate of a range of variables. Nor is summative assessment the only
factor affecting this complex overarching concept. A simplified view of the
relationship is attempted in Figure 3.
The initial search terms that were chosen to identify studies dealing with
motivation for learning were broad in scope in order to pick up a range of
variables likely to be relevant to the energy or motivation for classroom
learning. (See Appendix A: Search Strategy.)
None of the studies dealt with all the variables included in the concept of
motivation for learning but they could be grouped according to the particular
outcomes that were investigated. These outcomes fell into three distinct and
over-arching variables that were found to be integral to motivation for learning.
Expressed from a learner’s perspective these are:
•
•
•

What I feel and think about myself as a learner
The energy I have for the task
How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task

Thus the task of synthesising the studies, to answer the main review question
was tackled through focusing on the impact of summative assessment and
tests on students’ motivation for learning, examined through these three overarching themes which are deemed to be integral to it.

5.4 Consultation
The final phase of the methodology was to present the findings in progress to
a peer group drawn together by the Assessment and Learning Research
Synthesis Group (ALRSG). This conference included 45 experts, representing
teacher practitioners (4), Local Authority or independent advisors (7),
Government or government agency representatives (11), teacher educators
(8) and academics with research interests in assessment (6) and policy (9). A
draft copy of the review was sent to all participants before the conference, and
the methodology and findings were presented in detail during the conference.
There were no significant problems or concerns expressed relating to the
methodology, nor to the theoretical framework utilised to analyse the findings.
In the second part of the conference, the participants contributed to an
exploration of the implications of the findings for policy and practice.
The outcomes of the conference deliberations were recorded and are
presented in Appendix D.
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5.5 Methods for quality assurance
Data extraction was carried out for all 19 studies independently by two people
and for 7 studies by three people, including EPPI-Centre staff. The main
difference stemmed from identification of study type, which has implications for
the selection of questions used in extracting some of the data. There were
some differences also in the detail recorded in completing answers, due in the
most part to the inexperience of the reviewers meaning that they could not
anticipate what was needed in the subsequent stages of synthesis.
The judgements related to the assessment of weight were made by two
researchers working together and agreeing the rating for A, B and C for each
study and the basis for arriving at an overall weight.
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Figure 3: Some of the variables relating to motivation and factors affecting
them
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6. IN-DEPTH REVIEW: RESULTS
6.1 Description of included studies
Appendix C provides a structured summary of each of the 19 included studies,
giving the type of intervention, study type, outcomes reported, weight given to
the evidence and the theme(s) to which the study relates.
The judgements in relation to soundness, appropriateness of study type and
design and relevance of the topic focus, and the overall judgement of weight
are given in Table 4. It shows that 12 of the 19 studies were identified as
having high overall weighting, six as having medium weighting and one as
having low weighting.
Table 4: Results of the assessment of weight of evidence for each study
A
B
C
Criteria for
Soundness Appropriatness Relevance
methodological of method of study type
of topic
Study
quality (max=8)
and design
focus to
review
Benmansour
4
Medium
High
High
(1999)
Brookhart
and DeVoge
8
High
High
High
(1999)
Butler
8
High
High
High
(1988)
Davies and
Brember
7
High
High
High
(1998)
Davies and
4
Medium
High
High
Brember
(1999)
Duckworth
8
High
High
High
et al. (1986)
Evans and
Engelberg
6
High
High
High
(1988)
Ferguson
6
High
High
Medium
and Francis
(1979
Gordon
and Reese
4
Medium
High
Medium
(1997)
Hughes et
3
Low
High
Low
al. (1986)
Johnston
and
7
High
High
High
McClune
(2000)
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Study
Leonard and
Davey
(2001)
Little (1994)
Paris et al.
(1991)
Perry (1998)
Pollard et al.
(2000)
Reay and
Wiliam
(1999)
Roderick
and Engel
(2001)
Schunk
(1986)

A
B
Criteria for
Soundness Appropriatness
methodological of method of study type
quality (max=8)
and design

C
Relevance
of topic
focus to
review

D
Overall
weight of
evidence

6

High

High

High

High

3

Low

High

Medium

Medium

2

Low

High

Medium

Medium

5

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

6

High

High

High

High

4

Medium

High

High

High

5

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

7

High

High

High

High

Table 5 shows the relationship of the studies to the three themes used in the
synthesis for the main review question. It also lists the type of intervention and
overall weight of evidence. There were 10 studies (eight of high weight and two
of medium weight) relating to What I feel and think about myself as a learner.
Nine studies (four of high weight, four of medium weight and one of low weight)
were related to The energy I have for the task. Five studies, all of high weight of
evidence, related to How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task.
Table 5: Type of intervention, weight of evidence and theme for the included studies
Overall
Type of
What I feel
The
How I perceive
weight of intervention and think
energy I my capacity
Study
evidence
about myself have for to undertake
as a learner
the task the task
Benmansour
H Naturalistic
X
X
X
(1999)
Brookhart and
H Naturalistic
X
X
DeVoge
(1999)
Butler
H Experimental
X
(1988)
Davies and
Brember
H Naturalistic
X
(1998)
Davies and
Brember
H Naturalistic
X
(1999)
Duckworth et
H Naturalistic
X
X
al.
(1986)
Evans and
H Naturalistic
X
Engelberg
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Study
(1988)
Ferguson and
Francis
(1979)
Gordon and
Reese
(1997)
Hughes et al.
(1986)
Johnston and
McClune
(2000)
Leonard and
Davey
(2001)
Little
(1994)
Paris et al.
(1991)
Perry
(1998)
Pollard et al.
(2000)
Reay and
Wiliam
(1999)
Roderick and
Engel
(2001)
Schunk
(1986)

Overall
weight of
evidence

Type of
What I feel
intervention and think
about myself
as a learner

M

Naturalistic

M

Naturalistic

The
energy I
have for
the task

How I perceive
my capacity
to undertake
the task

X
X

L Experimental

X

H

Naturalistic

X

H

Naturalistic

X

M

Naturalistic

M

Naturalistic

M

Naturalistic

H

Naturalistic

X

H

Naturalistic

X

M

Naturalistic

X

X
X
X

X

H Experimental

X

6.2 Synthesis across studies: overall review
question
What is the evidence of the impact of summative assessment and
testing on students’ motivation for learning?

Structure of the synthesis
For the purpose of this review motivation for learning was understood to be a
form of ‘energy’ which is experienced by learners and which drives their
capacity to learn, adapt and change in response to internal and external
stimuli. Energy for learning is influenced by a potentially large range of
variables. These include physiological, affective, conative, cognitive, social,
cultural and technical factors. Energy for learning is anthropologically prior to
these variables and is a natural phenomenon for human beings, rather like
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breathing. Evidence of the presence of energy for learning can be identified in
variables that are presumed to be integral to it: self-esteem, locus of control,
goal orientation, self-efficacy, etc.
As noted in section 5.3, none of the studies dealt with all the variables integral
to motivation. The studies were therefore grouped according to the aspects of
motivation they included. The groups were identified as follows:
•
•
•

What I feel and think about myself as a learner: related to self-esteem,
self-concept, sense of self as a learner, attitude to assessment, test
anxiety, learning disposition
The energy I have for the task: related to effort, interest in and attitude to
subject, self-regulation
How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task: related to locus of
control, goal orientation, self-efficacy

Thus the synthesis of the review findings in relation to the main review
question is presented in terms of the studies which provide data in relation to
these three variables. The relationship is also indicated on the evidence tables
in Appendix C, in the shaded heading to each study. In three cases, a study
relates to two of these variables and in one case to all three.

6.2.1 What I feel and think about myself as a learner
The findings of ten studies were relevant to this theme. Eight of these were
rated as having a high weight of evidence and two of medium weight. Table 6
summaries the outcomes reported relevant to the review question, the type of
intervention, age group studied and the evidence weight.
Table 6: Studies relevant to the theme What I feel and think about myself as a
learner
Relevant
Type of
Age
Country Overall
Study
outcomes
intervention group
weight of
reported
evidence
Benmansour Effort, self(1999)
efficacy, test
High
anxiety,
Naturalistic
Morocco
H
school
learning
strategy
Davies and
Yrs 2
Self-esteem
Naturalistic
England
H
Brember
and 6
(1998)
Davies and
Yrs 2
Brember
Self-esteem
Naturalistic
England
H
and 6
(1999)
Evans and
Attitude to
Grades
Naturalistic
USA
H
grades,
Engelberg
4 to 11
(1988)
attribution
Gordon and
Elem.
Reese
Self-esteem,
and high
Naturalistic
USA
M
(1997)
test anxiety
school
teachers
Johnston
Learning
Yrs 6 Northern
Naturalistic
H
and
dispositions,
and 7
Ireland
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Study
McClune
(2000)
Leonard and
Davey
(2001)
Paris et al.
(1991)
Pollard et al
(2000)
Reay and
Wiliam
(1999)

Relevant
outcomes
reported
locus of
control,
self-esteem
Attitude to
tests,
self-esteem,
test anxiety
Self-esteem,
attitudes to
assessment
Attitude to
tests,
learning
dispositions
Self-esteem,
attitude to
tests, test
anxiety, selfperception
as learner

Type of
intervention

Age
group

Country

Overall
weight of
evidence

(age 11)

Naturalistic

Year 6
(age 11)

Northern
Ireland

H

Naturalistic

Grades
2-11

USA

M

Naturalistic

Years
1-6
(age 5 to
11)

England

H

Naturalistic

Year 6
(age 11)

England

H

Self-esteem
Seven studies dealt directly with measures or perceptions of students’ selfesteem and views of themselves as learners. Two reports by Davies and
Brember (1998 and 1999) described results of an eight-year study of primary
children in England. Using the Lawseq questionnaire as a measure of selfesteem, they followed changes in the self-esteem of successive cohorts of
year 2 and year 6 students over a period of eight years, starting two years
before the National CurriculumTests were introduced at Key Stage 1. They
found a drop in self-esteem for year 2 students, year by year for the first four
years, with the greatest change coinciding with the introduction of the National
Curriculum Tests. However there was a recovery for later cohorts such that
the final, eighth cohort had a higher level of self-esteem than any previous
cohort. For year 6 cohorts, there was a rise in self-esteem from year to year
with no dip. The self-esteem in year 6 of the students who were tested at year
2 showed little change.
The authors’ discussion focused on the drop in self-esteem coinciding with the
introduction of KS1 tests. They pointed out that these tests, when first
introduced, were cumbersome, lengthy and demanded a great deal of teacher
attention to individual students, leaving others feeling undervalued. Moreover,
teachers were reeling from the wide-ranging changes taking place, not only in
the assessment and curriculum but in school management, relations with
parents and various accountability measures. They suggest that the teachers’
low morale could have been communicated to the students in addition to the
teachers paying less attention to the class as a whole. Once the National
Curriculum Tests were simplified and teachers settled to a new regime, the
KS1 students’ self-esteem rose. For the year 6 students, the tests did not
begin until four years after the first KS1 tests and there was time for ‘an
assessment culture’ to have developed in the schools.
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More indicative of a long-term impact of the National Curriculum Tests was
Davies and Brember’s finding that for pre-National Curriculum Test cohorts
there was no correlation between self-esteem and achievement as measured
by standardised tests in mathematics and reading. Post-National Curriculum
Testing, however, there was a small but statistically significant correlation
between self-esteem and achievement. This suggests that before the tests
were introduced, low-achieving students were no more likely to have low selfesteem than high-achieving students. But after the introduction of the National
Curriculum Tests, the low-achievers had a lower self-esteem than their higher
achieving classmates. There is, of course, no basis for suggesting that the
National Curriculum Tests were a direct cause of the change in correlations;
indeed the impact of testing is rarely direct but mediated through a variety of
circumstances and people influencing children’s affective responses to tests.
However, this was a study providing high-weight evidence and it does point to
the introduction of the tests as the main factor which differed for the cohorts of
students concerned, whatever the mechanism of its impact.
The Northern Ireland 11+ examination was the subject of two of the studies.
Johnston and McLune (2000) investigated the impact on teachers, students
and students’ learning processes in science lessons through interviews,
questionnaires and classroom observations. Leonard and Davey (2001)
reported the students’ perspectives of the process of preparing for, taking and
coming to terms with the results of the 11+.
Johnston and McLune used several instruments to measure students’ learning
dispositions, self-esteem, locus of control and attitude to science and related
these to the transfer grades obtained by the students in the 11+ examination.
The measures were the Learning Combination Inventory (Johnston, 1996), the
B/G steem scale for primary pupils (Maines, 1996) and the Locus of Control
Scale for Students (Norwicki, 1973). From the Learning Combination
Inventory, they found four main learning dispositions:
•

•
•
•

precise processing: preference for gathering, processing and utilising lots
of data, which gives rise to asking and answering many questions and a
preference for demonstrating learning through writing answers and factual
reports
sequential processing: preference for clear and explicit directions in
approaching learning tasks
technical processing: preference for hands on experience and problem
solving tasks; willingness to take risks, to be creative
confluent processing: typical of creative and imaginative thinkers, who
think in terms of connections and links between ideas and phenomena and
like to see the ‘bigger picture’

Classroom observation showed that teachers were teaching in ways that give
priority to sequential processing and link success and ability in science to
precise/sequential processing. The statistical analysis showed a positive
correlation between precise/sequential learning dispositions and self-esteem.
The more positive a student’s disposition towards precise sequential or
technical processing, the higher their self-esteem and the more internal their
locus of control. Conversely, the more confluent the pupils’ learning
orientation, the more external their locus of control and the lower their selfesteem. Interviews with teachers indicated that they felt the need to teach
through highly structured activities and transmission of information on account
of the nature of the selection tests. However, the learning dispositions of
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students showed a preference for technical processing, that is, through firsthand exploration and problem-solving. Thus teachers may be valuing
precise/sequential processing approaches to learning more than other
approaches and, in so doing, may discriminate against and demoralise
students whose preference is to learn in other ways.
The study by Leonard and Davey, funded by Save the Children, was
specifically designed to reveal and publish students’ views on the 11+.
Students were interviewed in focus groups on three occasions, and they wrote
stories and drew pictures about their experiences and feelings. The interviews
took place just after taking the test, then in the week before the results were
announced and finally a week after the results were known. Thus the various
phases of the process could be studied at times when they were uppermost in
the students’ minds. As well as extreme test anxiety, to which we return later,
the impact on the self-esteem of those who did not meet their own or others’
expectations was often devastating. Despite efforts by teachers to avoid value
judgements being made on the basis of grades achieved, it was clear that,
among the students, those who achieved grade A were perceived as smart
and grade D students were perceived as stupid. The self-esteem of those
receiving a grade D plummeted.
Similar perceptions of self-worth resulting from tests were reported by Reay and
Wiliam (1999) from a small-scale study of a year 6 class in a London primary
school in the term before the Key Stage 2 National Curriculum Tests were
taken. Students were interviewed individually and in groups, and extensive
classroom observations were made. The data, in the form of quotations and
observations, conveyed a class climate in which the tests became the rationale
for all that was done and the criterion by which students were judged and
judged themselves. As the time for the tests approached, the students began to
refer to the levels they expected to achieve. Repeated practice tests showed
some students all too well aware of what they could achieve and this led to very
low views of their own capabilities. For example: ‘For Hannah what constitutes
success is correct spelling and knowing your times table. She is an
accomplished writer, a gifted dancer and artist and good at problem solving yet
none of those skills make her a somebody in her own eyes. Instead she
constructs herself as a failure, an academic non person, by a metonymic shift in
which she comes to see herself entirely in terms of the level to which her
performance in the SATs (sic) is ascribed’ (Reay and Wiliam, 1999, p. 346).
Although less weight can be ascribed to the findings of Gordon and Rees
(1997) and Paris et al. (1991) than to the studies discussed above, these both
report on impact of state mandated tests in the United States on the selfesteem of higher and lower achieving students. The differential impact of
testing on low achieving students emerged in Gordon and Rees’s exploration
of the reactions of teachers in the State of Texas to the Texas Assessment of
Academic of Skills (TAAS). Through in-depth interviews, they identified
teachers’ perceptions of the effects of TAAS on students, teachers and
teaching. In relation to the self-esteem of students, a strong theme in the
teachers’ responses was the lowering of self-esteem of students ‘at risk’. In
another US study, Paris et al. (1991) gathered information about the Michigan
State mandated tests. They found that high achievers had more positive selfperceptions than low-achievers.
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Attitudes to assessment
All the studies relevant to this component of motivation provided high-weight
evidence.
Students experience summative assessment regularly in class and not only
when taking external tests. Teachers frequently grade students’ regular class
work or informal assessment tasks and classroom tests and often give
feedback in terms of grades. Sometimes the grading systems are simple and
related to clear notions of what is ‘correct’ and sometimes complex grading
criteria are used, combining effort and achievement in relation to expectations
for individuals or in relation to expectations for the class. Evans and Engelberg
(1988) used a questionnaire to study students’ attitudes to and understanding
of teachers’ grades and how these changed with age, from grade 4 to 11.
In terms of understanding of grades, the authors found, as hypothesised, that
older students understood simple grades more than younger ones, but even
older students did not understand complex systems of grades. The experience
of being given a grade, or label, without knowing what it means seems likely to
lead to a feeling of helplessness. In terms of attitudes to grades, not
surprisingly, higher-achieving students were more likely to regard grades as fair
and to like being graded more than lower-achieving students. This dislike
indicates that receiving low grades was an unpleasant experience, giving
repeated confirmation of personal value rather than help in making progress. It
was found that younger students perceived grades as fair, more than older
ones, but they also attached less importance to them. Evans and Engelberg
also looked at attribution and found that lower achieving and younger students
make more external attributions than higher achieving and older students, who
used more ability attributions. This suggests that low-achieving students attempt
to protect their self-esteem by attributing their relative failure to external factors.
These findings are echoed in the report of Pollard et al. (2000) of part of an
extensive study of the impact of the 1988 Education Reform Act in England
and Wales, known as the PACE (Primary Assessment, Curriculum and
Experience) project. A cohort of students was followed throughout their
primary school and data was collected by questionnaire, interview, field notes
and structured class observations and students’ bubble cartoon completions.
By the time the cohort reached year 6 and faced the KS2 tests, national
testing was well established in schools and its effect was evident in a number
of areas. The authors report an increased focus, from the beginning through
the 1990s, on performance outcomes rather than learning processes.
Although some students recognised that the tests were to do with judging the
teaching they received, others were convinced that they had implications for
their future in secondary school. Two thirds of the 54 students interviewed
were explicitly aware that the national test results constituted some sort of
official judgement of them. ‘The sense that the KS2 SATs were a high-stakes
activity, and could threaten self-esteem, social status or even lead to some
form of stigma, was evidenced in many responses.’ (Pollard et al, 2000, p220)

Test anxiety
The reactions of students reported by Leonard and Davey (2001) to the
Northern Ireland 11+ tests were similar but all the stronger because of the
explicit high stakes for the students’ futures. They reported that the majority of
students approached the tests with fear and anxiety. The students’ drawings
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gave evidence of the negative feelings for the whole process; only four out of
193 drawings collected could be interpreted as positive towards the tests.
Those confident of passing were likely to be more positive to testing but, as in
the PACE study, the initial excitement and novelty of taking practice tests soon
wore off. Leonard and Davey found that students across all grade levels
tended to be highly critical of the 11+ and wanted it to be abolished. They
favoured instead, given that selection was inevitable, continuous assessment
by the teacher.
An important finding of Pollard et al. (2000) emerged from their classroom
observations of teachers’ assessment interactions with students. These were
intended by teachers to be formative but were interpreted by students as purely
summative in purpose. Students realised that whilst effort was encouraged, it
was achievement that counted. Indeed in the early 1990s, they found that pupils
did interpret class assessment interactions with their teacher as helping them in
‘knowing what to do and avoiding doing it wrongly’. But in later years, the
students were much less positive about assessment interactions that revealed
their weaknesses. They reported anxiety, tension and uncertainty in relation to
teachers’ assessment. Pollard et al. concluded that the anxiety that students felt
was arguably a consequence of being exposed to greater risk as performance
became more important in the teacher’s eyes. The also concluded that students
incorporated their teacher’s evaluation of them into the construction of their
identity as learners. Clearly assessment had a severely reduced role in helping
learning and became concerned only with achievement, and there was
evidence that students were all too aware of this.
Reay and Wiliam (1999) noted that all the students in the class they observed,
except the most able boy, expressed anxiety about failure, with girls more
anxious than boys. As in the Northern Ireland study, students also disliked the
tests, particularly their narrow focus and did not feel that they could do their
best under test conditions.
The association of test anxiety with other characteristics was the subject of
Benmansour’s (1999) study of high school mathematics students in Morocco.
Using questionnaire data, Benmansour found four factors in the measurement
of goal orientation and related these to test-anxiety self-efficacy and learning
strategies. He found that students with strong orientation to getting good
grades had high levels of test anxiety and made greater use of passive rather
than active learning strategies. Students with a stronger intrinsic motivation (a
desire to learn mathematics out of interest) showed a negative relation with
test anxiety and a greater use of active learning strategies. He also found
greater levels of test anxiety in girls than boys. Although cause and effect
cannot be unravelled by this study, it does suggest that test anxiety is related
to the use of passive learning strategies and extrinsic motivation.

Students’ sense of self as learners
Four studies already discussed in this chapter, all providing evidence of high
weight, describe the impact of assessment on students’ perceptions of
themselves as learners. As this is such a significant part of motivation to learn,
it seems worth bringing these findings together.
The direct measurement of learning dispositions by Johnston and McClune
(2000) identified different preferred approaches to learning. They found a
considerable preference among learners for working things out for themselves
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and for hands-on activities in science rather than the transmission of
information which was the style adopted by teachers in science lessons. Thus
the majority of students were expected to learn in ways that were not
comfortable to them and through which they could not learn as well as they
might otherwise. The conflict of styles is likely to lead to students assuming
that they are not good learners; whereas, with a flexible and varied approach
to teaching, a range of learning styles could be accommodated. The reason
for teaching in this way, as noted above, was directly attributed by the
teachers to the existence and nature of the 11+ selection tests.
The more direct outcome of the tests on sense of self was evident in the
studies of Leonard and Davey (2001) and of Reay and Wiliam (1999). They
reported that students’ judgements about being smart or stupid were
inexorably made on the basis of the 11+ grade or the national curriculum level
achieved. These became part of the classroom climate – labels ready to be
placed on students when results were announced. Many knew their fate
beforehand from practice tests and ceased to strive against the inevitable,
writing themselves off as learners. The process was not an easy one, as
Pollard et al. (2000) report, for some low achievers became dysfunctional and
demotivated, some ‘denied’ the tests and others became disruptive. The
students’ comments and drawings indicated that they closely identified their
sense of themselves as people and learners with the KS2 levels.

Key findings from individual studies relating to this theme
Evidence of high weight indicates that:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

After the introduction of the National Curriculum Tests in England, lowachieving pupils had lower self-esteem than higher achieving pupils, whilst
beforehand there was no correlation between self-esteem and
achievement.
When passing tests is high stakes, teachers adopt a teaching style which
emphasised transmission teaching of knowledge, thereby favouring those
students who prefer to learn in this way and disadvantaging and lowering
the self-esteem of those who prefer more active and creative learning
experiences.
High-stakes tests can become the rationale for all that is done in
classrooms and permeates teachers’ own assessment interactions.
Repeated practice tests reinforce the low self-image of the lower achieving
students.
Tests can influence teachers’ classroom assessment which is interpreted
by students as purely summative regardless of the teacher’s intentions,
possibly as a result of teachers’ over-concern with performance rather than
process.
Students are aware of the performance ethos in the classroom and that
the tests give only a narrow view of what they can do.
Students dislike selection and high-stakes tests, show high levels of test
anxiety (particularly girls) and prefer other forms of assessment.

Evidence of medium weight indicates that:
• The State mandated tests in the US lower self-esteem for ‘at risk’ students.

6.2.2 The energy I put into the task
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Nine studies were relevant to this outcome. Four provided high-weight
evidence, four provided medium-weight evidence and one was judged to have
only low weight in relation to the review questions. (This study is not discussed
for reasons given in the summary on Appendix C.)
Table 7 summaries the outcomes reported of relevance to the review, the type
of intervention, age group studied and the evidence weight.
Table 7: Studies relevant to the theme The energy I put into the task
Relevant
Type of
Age
Country Overall
Study
outcomes
intervention group
weight of
reported
evidence
Benmansour Effort, self(1999)
efficacy, test
High
Naturalistic
Morocco
H
school
anxiety, learning
strategy
Brookhart and
Effort,
3rd
DeVoge
Naturalistic
USA
H
self-efficacy
grade
(1999)
Butler
5th and
Israel
H
Interest Experimental
(1988)
6th
grade
Duckworth et
Effort,
High
al.
Naturalistic
USA
H
self-efficacy
school
(1986)
Ferguson and
Attitude to
High
Francis
Naturalistic
England
M
subject
school
(1979)
Hughes et al.
5th
Effort, interest Experimental
USA
L
(1986)
grade
Little
High
Interest
Naturalistic
England
M
(1994)
school
Perry
2nd and
M
Effort
Naturalistic
(1998)
3rd Canada
grades
Roderick and
6th and
Engel
Effort
Naturalistic
8th
USA
M
(2001)
grades

Amount of effort
The four studies first discussed provided high weight evidence relating to
factors that influence the effort that students put into their work.
The study by Brookhart and DeVoge (1999) tested a theoretical model for
interpreting results of assessment events in a limited environment. The model
included the following variables: level of perceived task characteristics,
perceived self-efficacy, amount of invested mental effort, achievement, and
the relations between these. Classroom achievement is conventionally
measured by classroom assessments that teachers construct or select for this
purpose. These assessments are the basis of students’ perceptions as to what
it is important to learn and where to direct effort in learning. To explore these
relationships, two third-grade language arts classes were studied over four
classroom assessment events. A description of the level of perceived task
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characteristics, perceived self-efficacy, amount of invested mental effort,
achievement, and the relations among these for four events in both classroom
environments was sought. Four different classroom assessment events were
selected in each class, in consultation with the teachers. For each event, a
pre-survey was administered to the whole class to collect perceptions of
perceived task characteristics and perceived self-efficacy to do the task. A
post-survey was administered after the assessment but before students
received feedback, to collect perceptions of amount of invested mental effort.
Achievement was noted as the score the teacher assigned for student
performance on the assessment (i.e. percentage correct). Before each
assessment event, four students were selected, in consultation with the
teacher, to be interviewed about their perceptions of the assessment.
A key outcome was the significance of feedback from earlier performance on
willingness to invest effort in a particular task. Students obtained feedback
directly from their previous performance on similar tasks or from the teacher.
Feedback that is judgemental and relates to students’ capabilities rather than
to the task can influence the effort that students put into future learning. Goal
orientation was also found to be linked to effort, greater effort being associated
with learning goals, specifying the intended learning, as compared with
performance goals, specifying what is to be produced.
Duckworth et al. (1986) also studied impact of normal classroom grading
procedures but in this case with high school students. Their aim was to
understand the relationship between effort, motivation, efficacy and futility in
relation to type of teacher feedback so as to inform assessment practice.
Questionnaires were administered to a cross-section of students in 69 schools
to provide indices of effort, motivation, efficacy and futility. Some of the
findings echoed those of Brookhart and DeVoge (1999). In particular,
Duckworth et al. found students’ perceptions of communication, feedback and
helpfulness of their teachers to be strongly related to feelings of efficacy of
study and effort to study.
Butler (1988) tested hypotheses about feedback and its impact on interest in
tasks in a randomised controlled trial. Fifth and sixth grade students in Israel
were randomly assigned to three experimental conditions of feedback whilst
they undertook a convergent task (constructing words from given letters) and a
divergent thinking task. Students were scored on both tasks and were also
given an interest questionnaire after each session. The three experimental
conditions of feedback were:
•
•
•

Comments only: feedback consisted of one sentence, which related
specifically to the performance of the individual child
Grades only: based on the scores after conversion to follow a normal
distribution with scores ranging from 40 to 99.
Grades plus comments

For the convergent tasks, high achievers scored higher in comments-only
conditions and in grades-only conditions than in grades plus comments. For
low achievers, those in comments-only conditions scored more highly than
those in grades-only conditions and those in grades-only scored more highly
than grades plus comments. Thus both high and low achievers did better with
grades-only than grades plus comments. For divergent tasks, those under
comments-only conditions scored more highly than under grades-only and
grades plus comments conditions and there was no significant difference
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between the latter two groups. This was the same for high and low achievers.
The interest that high achievers expressed in the tasks was similar for all
feedback conditions but low achievers expressed most interest after
comments only.
Other research reported here (e.g. Pollard et al., 2000) confirms that interest
and effort are related and students will put in effort and practice in tasks that
interest them. Thus, Butler’s conclusions about feedback can be related to the
effort that students will put into tasks. She concludes that promoting task
involvement by giving task-related, non-ego-involving feedback may promote
the interest and performance of most students.
Another study, providing medium weight evidence, reported the impact of a
quite different approach to encouraging effort, by using the threat of
consequences of failing tests. It was concerned with the effect of the
introduction in 1999 by the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) of a requirement for
students in the third, sixth and eighth grades to achieve a minimum cut-off
score in reading and mathematics on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) in
order to qualify for the next grade, instead of automatic, social promotion from
grade to grade. Roderick and Engel (2001) investigated the impact of this
policy on sixth and eighth grade students. Their sample consisted of students
at risk of being retained; thus they were already seen as having failed at
school. All were Afro-American or Latino and many had language or other
difficulties and/or home background problems. Baseline data collection
included a student interview (semi-structured), collection of student records,
and teacher assessments. The teacher assessments asked teachers to report
on a variety of areas of student performance using a Likert scale. Following
the baseline interview, students were interviewed a second time immediately
after taking the ITBS and once during the summer. Retained students were
interviewed twice during their retained year.
Roderick and Engel drew on questions from the base line interviews to code
work effort, and as a result students were put into four groups:
•

•
•

•

Group 1 (53%) were those who were working harder in school as a result
of the intervention. They perceived the policy had altered their experiences
in school and attitudes towards learning and led them to increase their
effort. They reported greater attention to class work, increased academic
press (high expectations) from teachers, greater academic effort in and out
of class. A higher proportion of these children were at low and moderate
risk of retention.
Group 2 (9%) were those working harder but outside of school, supported
by other adults. Most of these students had supportive parents. They were
evenly spread across gender and grades and race.
Group 3 was the ‘worrying but not working’ group, comprising 34%. These
students seldom related what they were doing in school to preparing for
the ITBS. There was a higher proportion of 6th graders, males and Latinos
in this group.
Group 4 comprised four students (4%) who were the most highly skilled in
the sample and had already met targets in at least one subject.

Across the groups there were differences in age, gender and race. Eighthgraders worked harder than sixth- graders, males less than females and
Latinos more likely to be worrying and not working than Afro-Americans.
Striking differences according to school support were noted. A school giving
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high support was markedly more successful in terms of student effort than a
similar school which gave little support. High support meant creating an
environment of social and educational support, working hard to increase
students’ sense of self-efficacy, focusing on task-centred goals, making goals
explicit, using assessment to help pupils succeed and creating cognitive maps.
They also adopted a strong sense of responsibility for their students. Low
teacher support meant teachers not seeing the target grades as attainable, not
translating the need to work harder into meaningful activities, not displaying
recognition of change and motivation on the part of students, not making
personal connections with students in relation to learning goals.
Effort was found to be related to outcome. Almost all students making an effort
passed the test at the required level, whilst only a third of students not making
an effort did so. The authors conclude that, although the majority of students
responded to the policy, the use of high-stakes testing as a negative incentive
means that some students will fail and these will be the most vulnerable. The
study presents some difficulty in interpretation since it was the threat of the
particular sanctions attached to the tests (which had implications for social
status as well as self-esteem) rather than the tests themselves that was the
negative incentive. However, an important finding is that schools can, by
giving the kind of help described for the supporting school, raise students’
achievement. Tests on their own, without this kind of support do not raise
achievement.

Interest and enjoyment
Ferguson and Francis (1979) studied modes of examination and motivation of
students taking the GCE ‘O’ level examination in English. At the time of this
study, candidates could be entered either for an examination (Mode 1) or for
continuous course assessment by teachers (Mode 3). A pilot questionnaire
was administered to two groups of 100 ‘O’ level English candidates. Factor
analysis identified three factors in the data relating to interest and enjoyment.
These were enjoyment of English lessons, enjoyment of English through
reading and literature and valuing English as against other subjects. Items
from these factors were used to create the final version of the questionnaire,
which was then administered to almost 800 students from 16 schools and
colleges where both examinations were offered. The findings showed no
statistically significant differences between examination modes in relation to
attitude to English, enjoyment of English versus other subjects; enjoyment of
English lessons; importance of English; value of English literature and lack of
appeal of English literature. The findings relating to mode indicate that the
most extreme attitudes came from mode 1 boys in school and mode 1 girls in
school. Mode 1 boys show a strong preference for other subjects; mode 1 girls
were positive in their attitude to English. The only difference between modes
which was notable was between mode 1 boys in school and mode 3 boys in
school, where mode 3 boys prefer English to other subjects. Although there
were some differences in attitude resulting from mode of examination, the
over-riding differences result from gender and to a lesser extent place of
study.

Self-regulated learning
In a study carried out in Canada, Perry (1998) observed the effect on young
children’s effort and control over learning in classrooms that differed in
features related to self-regulated learning (SRL). The evidence from this study
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was rated at having medium weight due to the use of an instrument not
entirely appropriate for young children. Students in three classes high in
encouragement of SRL were compared with two classes of low SRL. (The
high SRL teachers offered complex activities, offered students choices,
enabled them to control the amount of challenge, to collaborate with peers and
to evaluate their work. The low SRL teachers were more controlling, offered
few choices and their assessments of their own work were limited to
mechanical features, such as spelling punctuation, etc.). Data were collected
by questionnaire and interview from the grade 2 and 3 children and
classrooms were observed. Both questionnaire and interview data pointed to
the children in the high SRL classrooms having interest in their work and being
motivated by this (intrinsic motivation). ‘They indicated a task focus when
choosing topics or collaborators for their writing and focused on what they had
learned about a topic and how their writing had improved when they evaluated
their writing products. In contrast, the students in the low SRL classrooms
were more focused on their teacher’s evaluations of their writing and how
many they got right on a particular assignment. Both the high and low
achievers in these classes were concerned with getting ‘a good mark’.’
The findings of Perry (1998) compare interestingly with those of Pollard et al.
(2000) that children tend to judge their own work in terms of whether it is neat,
correct and completed, following the criteria that they perceive their teachers
to be using. What Perry adds to this picture is that these criteria can be
changed by deliberate action on the part of the teacher. Benmansour (1999)
also notes that emphasising assessment promotes students to embrace
extrinsic goals and concludes that ‘In order to counterbalance the emphasis
placed on grades, teachers need to cultivate in students more intrinsic interest
and self-efficacy, which are potentially conducive to the use of effective
strategies and better performance’.

Key findings from individual studies relating to this theme
Evidence from high-weight studies indicates the following:
•
•
•
•

Effort is related to achievement in learning.
Teachers have a key role in supporting students to put effort into their
learning activities.
Students use feedback from earlier performance on similar tasks in
relation to the effort they invest in further tasks.
Teacher feedback that focuses on students’ capabilities rather than the
task can influence the effort they put into further learning.

Evidence of medium weight indicates the following:
•
•
•

Low-achieving children can improve their achievement with the help of
supportive teachers or other adults.
Interest and effort are encouraged in classrooms which encourage selfregulated learning by providing students with an element of choice, control
over challenge and opportunities to work collaboratively.
Teachers can influence the criteria that students use in self-assessment of
their work.
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6.2.3 How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task
Five studies had relevance to this relationship, dealing in various ways with
self-esteem, self-efficacy and self-regulation of learning. All of these provided
high-weight evidence. Table 8 summarises the outcomes reported of
relevance to the review, the type of intervention, age group studied and the
evidence weight.
Table 8: Studies relevant to the theme How I perceive my capacity to
undertake the task
Study
Outcomes
Type of
Age
Country
reported
intervention group
Benmansour
(1999)

Effort, selfefficacy, test
anxiety,
learning
strategy

Naturalistic

Brookhart and
DeVoge
(1999)

Effort,
self-efficacy

Naturalistic

Duckworth et al.
(1986)

Effort,
self-efficacy
Naturalistic

Johnston and
McClune
(2000)
Schunk
(1996)

Learning
disposition,
locus of
control
Selfregulation,
self-efficacy

Naturalistic

Experimental

High
school aged
14
upward
3rd
grade
(Year 3
equiv.)
High
schoolaged
14
upward
Years 6
and 7
(age
11)
4th
grade
(Year 4
equiv.)

Overall
weight of
evidence

Morocco

H

USA

H

USA

H

Northern
Ireland

H

USA

H

Self-efficacy
Brookhart and DeVoge’s (1999) study of the relationship between perceptions
of task, self-efficacy, effort and achievement, emphasised the role of feedback
from work done earlier on students’ feelings of self-efficacy in relation to
current tasks of the same kind. Students use judgements made by themselves
or the teacher in deciding whether they are capable of undertaking work
successfully. However their own judgements (as with Pollard et al., 2000) are
based on the criteria communicated implicitly or explicitly and used by the
teacher. Brookhart and DeVoge (1999) reported that, in general, students who
perceive themselves as more efficacious will also tend to report putting more
mental effort into similar tasks. However, the amount of effort put in would
depend on whether the task was judged to be easy. Thus self-efficacy and
effort were not always directly related for all students.
The study by Duckworth et al. (1986) of high school students, reported that
self-efficacy was strongly related to students’ perceptions of the feedback and
help received from their teachers. The role of teachers in influencing students’
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feelings of efficacy and effort was underlined by the finding that it is related to
collegiality (the amount of constructive talk about testing) among teachers.
The author considered the general atmosphere of encouragement in the
school to be important and that it is possible that the informal culture of
expectations built up over the years by teacher remarks and reactions
operates independently of the specific practices studied.

Locus of control
The study by Johnston and McClune (2000) of the selection test for secondary
schools in Northern Ireland was outlined earlier. As one of a series of studies,
it investigated learning disposition (preferences for different approaches to
learning), self-esteem and perceived locus of control. The authors concluded
that there was a close link between performance in the transfer tests, students’
learning disposition, student self-esteem and pupil locus of control. There was
also a significant gender difference in learning dispositions.
Students who favoured the more structured ‘precise/sequential process’
approach to learning had a higher self-esteem than those who favoured a
more exploratory and creative way of learning. This was possibly because
precise/sequential processing aligned with the teaching approach adopted by
the science teachers. Those with other preferences were unable to use their
preferred learning style and their self-esteem as learners suffered. The
researchers’ classroom observations showed that teaching and learning was
strongly focused on transmission of factual knowledge, with much less
emphasis on experiential learning and conceptual understanding in
preparation for the selection tests and teachers felt that they had to teach in
this way on account of the nature of the tests. Thus the existence of the tests
was creating a classroom climate that had a considerable effect on selfesteem and locus of control.

Goal orientation
Schunk (1996) explored self-regulatory processes among children who were
learning mathematics, in two linked studies. In both studies, two groups of
students were randomly assigned to work under either a learning goal or a
performance goal ethos. In the first study, half of each group worked with selfevaluation and half without. In the second study, all students in each goal
condition evaluated their performance. Self-efficacy, motivation and
achievement were measured. Students were randomly assigned to the
experimental conditions and worked with teachers from outside the school,
receiving 45 minutes instruction on manipulating fractions in seven sessions
over seven days.
Relevant findings for this review are those relating to goal orientation and selfevaluation. In Study 1, the effect of goal orientation was apparent only when
self-evaluation was absent. Children under self-evaluation conditions and
under learning-goal ethos with no self-evaluation solved significantly more
problems that did those with performance goals and no self-evaluation. Selfevaluation scores for performance goals and for learning goal were not
significantly different. It appeared from Study 1 that self-evaluation swamped
any effect of goal-orientation, so in Study 2 all students engaged in selfevaluation. With self-evaluation held constant, the results showed significant
effects of goal orientation for self-efficacy and for skill. The scores of the group
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working towards learning-goals were significantly higher than those of the
performance-goals group on both measures.
The study of Benmansour (1999) explored Moroccan students’ perceived
motivational orientations, self-efficacy, test anxiety and strategy use in
mathematics. High-school students studying for the Baccalaureate completed
a self-report questionnaire (in Arabic, which is the language of instruction)
designed to measure motivational goal orientation, self-efficacy and test
anxiety. The study used factor analysis and tests of difference in scores to
investigate relations between these characteristics and their variation with sex.
The findings indicated that self-efficacy was related to higher intrinsic goal
orientations, lower-test anxiety and use of a wider repertoire of strategies
including active ones. In terms of frequency of use of active and passive
learning strategies, passive ones were by far more frequently used by all
students, but intrinsically motivated students were more likely to use active
ones as well as passive ones. Although the generalisability of this study is
limited, it points to the conclusion that an emphasis on assessment is related
to greater extrinsic goal orientation in students, to a lower level of self-efficacy
and to a limited use of effective learning strategies. However, the study does
not allow the direction of cause and effect to be decided.

Key findings from individual studies in this theme
There is high-weight evidence of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Feedback on assessments has an important role in determining further
learning. Judgemental feedback may influence students’ views of their
capability and likelihood of succeeding.
High-stakes assessment can create a classroom climate in which
transmission teaching and highly structured activities predominate and
which favour only those students with certain learning dispositions.
Goal orientations are linked to effort and self-efficacy.
Teacher collegiality is important and should be encouraged by school
management.
An education system that puts great emphasis on evaluation and
selectivity produces students with strong extrinsic orientation towards
grades and social status.

6.3 Synthesis across studies: the subsidiary
review questions
6.3.1 How does any impact of summative assessment
and testing vary with the characteristics of the students
and conditions of testing?
Information relating to differential impact relating to age, level of achievement
and gender of students and to the conditions that affect impact was extracted
from the studies as indicated in Table 9.
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Table 9: Relevance of studies to variation of impact with student
characteristics and conditions of testing
Overall Age of
Level of
Gender Conditions
Study
weight of students achievement of
of testing
evidence
of students
students
Benmansour
H
X
X
(1999)
Brookhart and
H
X
DeVoge
(1999)
Butler
H
X
X
(1988)
Duckworth et
al.
H
X
(1986)
Evans and
Engelberg
H
X
X
X
(1988)
Gordon and
M
X
X
Reese
(1997)
Johnston and
McClune
H
X
(2000)
Leonard and
Davey
H
X
X
(2001)
Little
M
X
(1994)
Paris et al.
M
X
X
(1991)
Perry
M
X
(1998)
Pollard et al.
H
X
X
X
(2000)
Reay and
H
X
X
X
Wiliam
(1999)
Roderick and
Engel
M
X
X
X
(2001)

Age of students
Two studies providing evidence of high weight indicated that reactions to
grades, attribution and goal orientation vary with students’ age. Evans and
Engelberg’s (1988) study relating to teachers’ classroom marking or grading,
showed that older students (that is, aged 11 and above) were more likely to
have a better understanding of simple grades than younger ones. They were
less likely to report teachers’ grades as being fair but attached more
importance to them than did younger children. Pollard et al. (2000) also found
that older students were more likely to attribute relative success to effort and
ability, whilst younger ones attributed it to external factors or practice. Older
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students were more likely to focus on performance outcomes rather than
learning processes.
More cautiously,we conclude from medium-weight studies that, in relation to
tests, lower achieving older students were more likely to minimise effort and
respond randomly or by guessing than younger ones. Thus tests have
progressively less validity for these children (Paris et al., 1991). However,
under threat of serious consequences for not reaching a required level, eighthgraders were more likely to work harder than sixth-graders (Roderick and
Engel, 2001). There is no evidence of age differences in test-taking strategies
(checking, monitoring time, etc.). Indeed it was reported that instead of
increasing motivation and test wiseness with increasing age, older students
feel more resentment, anxiety, cynicism and mistrust of standardised
achievement tests (Paris et al., 1991).

Level of achievement
Studies giving high weight evidence show that high achieving students are
generally less affected by grading than low achievers (Pollard et al., 2000;
Paris et al., 1991). They have a better understanding of grades and their
interest is less influenced by whether they receive grades or comments or both
(Butler, 1988). Not surprisingly, high achievers think grades are fair, whilst low
achievers think they are influenced by outside factors (Evans and Engelberg,
1988).
Results of tests which are ‘high stakes’ for individual students, such as the
11+, have been found to have a particularly strong and devastating impact on
those who receive low grades (Leonard and Davey, 2001). However, tests
which are high stakes for schools rather than students (such as the National
CurriculumTests in England and State-mandated tests in the US) have hardly
less impact. Students are aware of repeated practice tests and the narrowing
of the curriculum and only those confident of success enjoy the tests (Reay
and Wiliam, 1999). In taking tests, high achievers are more persistent, use
appropriate test-taking strategies and have more positive self-perceptions than
low achievers. In other words, they become better at taking tests and so the
gap between high and low achievers is wider on this account than might be
the case in terms of understanding and skills alone. Moreover low achievers
become overwhelmed by assessments and demotivated by constant evidence
of their low achievement thus further increasing the gap. A greater emphasis
on summative assessment thus brings about increased differentiation (Pollard
et al., 2000; Paris et al., 1991).
Medium-weight evidence on the differential impact of testing on low achieving
students emerged in two studies of State-mandated tests in the US. Gordon
and Rees’s (1997) exploration of the reactions of teachers in the State of
Texas to the Texas Assessment of Academic of Skills (TAAS) found through
in-depth interviews with teachers that in relation to the self-esteem of students,
a strong theme was the lowering of self-esteem of students ‘at risk’. In another
study, Paris et al. (1991) gathered information about the Michigan State
mandated tests. They found that high achievers had more positive selfperceptions than low-achievers.
Studies providing high-weight evidence confirm the findings from mediumweight evidence studies that low achievers are doubly disadvantaged by
summative assessment. Being labelled as failures has an impact not just on
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current feelings about their ability to learn but lowers further their already low
self-esteem thus reducing the chance of future effort and success. There is
evidence of less weight that when low achievers have a high level of support
(from school or home) which shows them how to improve, some do escape
from this vicious circle (Roderick and Engel, 2001).

Gender
The evidence on gender differences derives from four studies providing highweight evidence. Differences in learning dispositions of boys and girls were
found to have particular importance in classrooms that favour certain
approaches to learning. It was found that boys are more likely than girls to
prefer hands-on experiences and problem-solving and girls were more likely to
prefer ‘sequential’ processing, that is, to have clear directions to follow
(Johnston and McClune, 2000). Thus girls are more likely to have a higher
self-esteem in classrooms where the dominant teaching strategy, moulded by
the pressure of tests, favours sequential processing.
At the same time girls were reported as expressing more test anxiety than
boys (Evans and Engelberg, 1988; Benmansour 1999; Reay and Wiliam,
1999). Girls also make more internal attributions of success or failure than
boys, with consequences for their self-esteem. No gender differences were
found in relation to understanding grades (Evans and Engelberg, 1988).

Conditions of assessment
The conditions that tend to increase or decrease the negative impact of
summative assessment relate to the degree of self-efficacy of students, the
extent to which their effort is intrinsically or extrinsically motivated, the
encouragement of self-regulation and self-evaluation and the pressure
imposed by adults outside the school (Perry, 1998; Pollard et al., 2000;
Gordon and Reese, 1997; Reay and Wiliam, 1999; Roderick and Engel, 2001).
The importance of self-efficacy in supporting student effort and achievement is
a thread in several studies providing high-weight evidence. Feedback has a
central role in this since self-efficacy is judged from performance in previous
tasks of the same kind (Brookhart and DeVoge, 1999; Butler, 1988; Duckworth
et al., 1986). If students have experienced success in earlier performance they
are more likely to feel able to succeed in a new task. Feedback that focuses
on the task is associated with greater interest and effort, whereas feedback
that is ego-involving rather than task-involving is associated with an orientation
to performance goals (Butler, 1988; Brookhart and DeVoge, 1999). Goalorientation, effort and interest are all interconnected. Students who are
performance orientated have less interest in the task per se (Benmansour,
1999). Students who are task-involved and motivated by interest in the work
are less likely to experience high test anxiety than those motivated by
achieving a high grade (Benmansour, 1999).
Duckworth et al. (1986) reported that feelings of self-efficacy are influenced by
students’ perceptions of teachers’ communication about test expectations.
They also found that teachers’ own class-testing practices can help to
increase self-efficacy if teachers explain the purpose and expectations of their
tests and provide feedback. Further, a school’s ‘assessment culture’
influences students’ feelings of self-efficacy and effort. Collegiality – meaning
constructive discussion of testing and the development of desirable
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assessment practice in the school – has a positive effect, whilst a focus on
performance outcomes has a negative effect. Brookhart and DeVoge (1999)
also found that the way in which teachers present and treat classroom
assessment events affects the way students approach them.
From other studies, we can more tentatively conclude that the degree to which
learners are able to regulate their own learning also appears to promote
students’ interest and focus on the intrinsic features of their work (Perry,
1998). Students who have some control over their work by being given choice
and who are encouraged to evaluate their own work value the significant
content features of their work rather than whether it was correct or not. In
other classrooms, students evaluated their work by reference to surface
features, such as whether is was neat, well presented and ‘right’ (Perry, 1998;
Pollard et al., 2000). Thus classrooms that allow more self-regulation promote
change in the criteria students use in self-evaluation. In conditions where selfevaluation operates, task- or learning- goals promote self-efficacy and
achievement (Perry, 1998). Students would like their point of view to be taken
into account in the tests they undertake (Leonard and Davey, 2001; Little,
1994).
There is a strong basis of evidence that community pressure is brought to bear
on the school for high scores (Gordon and Reese, 1997; Reay and Wiliam,
1999) when test scores are a source of pride to parents. Similarly, parents
bring pressure on their children when the result has consequences for
attendance at high social status schools (Leonard and Davey, 2001). For
many students this increases their anxiety even though they recognised their
parents as being supportive (Leonard and Davey, 2001; Reay and Wiliam,
1999).

Key points relating to this sub-question
There is strong evidence of the following:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

In comparison with younger students, older students (aged 11 and above):
focus more on performance outcomes; have better understanding of
simple grades, are less likely to regard teachers’ grades as fair and attach
more importance to grades.
In comparison with higher achievers, low achievers are more affected by
grading, have a poorer understanding of grades and have less appropriate
test taking strategies and less positive perceptions of themselves as
learners.
In comparison with boys, girls report higher levels of test anxiety, make
more internal attributions but are more likely to have dispositions suited to
sequential learning.
Students evaluate their work all the time and how they do this depends on
the classroom assessment climate; they will do it in terms of performance
rather than learning in summative assessment dominated classrooms.
Teacher feedback is task-focused, promoting self-efficacy and task
involvement.
The school’s assessment culture influences students’ self-efficacy.
Pressure from parents directly on their children and from the community on
the teachers increases test anxiety.

There is less strong evidence of the following:
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•
•
•

Lower achieving older students are more likely to minimise effort and
respond randomly to test items unless under serious threat.
Lower achieving students are disadvantaged by being labelled and the
lowering of self-esteem that this brings, reducing effort and the chance of
future success.
The degree to which students are able to be self-regulating influences their
intrinsic motivation.

6.3.2 In those studies where impact on students has
been reported, what is the evidence of impact on
teachers and teaching?
The seven studies reporting impact on teaching and teachers as well as on
students are indicated in Table 10.
Table 10: Studies relevant to impact on teachers and teaching
Overall weight of
Type of
Study
evidence
intervention
Gordon and Reese
M
Naturalistic
(1997)
Johnston and McClune
H
Naturalistic
(2000)
Leonard and Davey
H
Naturalistic
(2001)
Perry
M
Naturalistic
(1998)
Pollard et al.
H
Naturalistic
(2000)
Reay and Wiliam
H
Naturalistic
(1999)
Roderick and Engel
M
Naturalistic
(2001)
All seven studies pointed to very similar effects of high-stakes summative
assessment. Findings from studies providing high-weight evidence indicate
that the existence of external tests has a constricting effect on the curriculum
and on teaching methods (Johnston and McClune, 2000). There is emphasis
in teaching on the content of the tests (invariably focused on reading and
mathematics and occasionally on other aspects of language and some
aspects of science) and much less attention to other subjects. Areas
particularly neglected are those related to creativity and personal and social
development (Leonard and Davey, 2001; Gordon and Reese, 1997).
State-mandated tests in the US, as in the case of the National Curriculum
tests in England, have higher stakes for the schools and teachers than for
individual students. But where the test is used for selection, as in Northern
Ireland where the 11+ examination is used to select for secondary schools, the
tests are high stakes for the students as well. However, it seems that the
impact on teachers and teaching appears to be the same: teachers focus their
teaching on what is taught and subject the students to repeated practice tests.
Direct teaching on how to pass the tests can be very effective, so much so that
Gordon and Reese (1997) concluded that students can pass tests ‘even
though the students have never learned the concepts on which they are being
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tested’. Their study provides medium-weight evidence that, as teachers
become more adept at this process, they can even teach students to answer
correctly test items intended to measure students’ ability to apply, or
synthesise, even though the students have not developed application, analysis
or synthesis skills.’
When they are accountable for test scores but not for effective teaching,
teachers are reported as expending a great deal of time and effort in preparing
students for the tests (Pollard et al., 2000). They administer practice tests
which take up time from learning as well as serving to confirm for the low
achievers their self-perception as poor learners. Many teachers also go further
and actively coach students in passing tests rather than spending time helping
them to understand what is being tested (Gordon and Reese, 1997; Leonard
and Davey, 2001). Thus the scope and depth of learning is seriously
undermined. But this also affects the validity of the tests, since they no longer
indicated that the students have the knowledge and skill needed to answer the
questions correctly.
Even when not teaching directly to the tests, teachers reported changing their
approach. They adjusted their teaching in ways they perceived as necessary
because of the tests, spending most time in direct instruction and less in
providing opportunity for students to learn through enquiry and problemsolving (Johnston and McClune, 2000).
The extent to which these features of the classroom teaching were the results
of the tests, rather than of some other condition, was illuminated by evidence
from studies which followed the introduction of national testing and by the
overwhelming opinion of teachers in systems where testing has become an
established part of their professional experience. The study by Pollard et al.
(2000), covering the introduction of the National CurriculumTests in England,
reveals an impact on teachers’ own classroom assessment practice, lending
support to the claim that summative assessment drives out formative
assessment. After the introduction of tests, students regarded assessment
interactions with their teachers as wholly summative, whereas prior to the tests
the same students had regarded these as helping them to learn. Even though
teachers intended their assessment interactions to be formative, the subtle
change in their discourse indicated a summative, performance-related
approach that was evidently communicated to the students. Such changes
could, of course, have been a natural consequence of maturity but although
research evidence does support the interpretation that older students take
teachers’ assessment more seriously and tend to embrace performance goals
more than younger children, the change over time is not entirely explained in
this way.
Other studies point to a real change in teachers’ behaviour (Johnston and
McClune, 2000) and also show how readily students pick up from their teacher
the signs of what is valued and will gain approval (Pollard et al., 2000). Thus,
as teachers become more performance-centred, students pick up the criteria
being used and judge their own work accordingly. There is less strong
evidence that teachers can influence children’s self-assessment to focus on
learning processes (for example, Perry, 1998), but students are unlikely to use
such criteria whilst their teachers’ assessment and teaching methods implicitly,
and in some cases explicitly, reflect performance goals.
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Whether or not testing changes the support a school provides to the lowest
achieving students is not clear. There is medium-weight evidence that schools
vary in the support they give (Roderick and Engel, 2001) and that fewer
students would give up on themselves as learners if more schools worked to
raise these students’ sense of self-efficacy, by focusing on task- and learningcentred goals and using assessment to help them succeed. This underlines
the importance of formative assessment but at the same time argues for action
that prevents the low self-esteem from developing in the first place.

Key findings relating this sub-question
There is high weight evidence that:
•

•
•
•

When passing tests is high stakes, teachers adopt a teaching style which
emphasises transmission teaching of knowledge, thereby favouring those
students who prefer to learn in this way and disadvantaging and lowering
the self-esteem of those who prefer more active and creative learning
experiences.
External tests have a constricting effect on the curriculum, resulting in
emphasis on subjects tested at the expense of creativity and personal and
social development.
High stakes tests often result in a great deal of time being spent on
practice tests and the valuing of test performance and undervaluing of
other student achievements.
Teachers’ own assessment becomes summative in function rather than
formative

There is medium weight evidence that:
•
•

Teachers can be very effective in training students to pass tests even
when the students do not have the understanding or higher order thinking
skills that the tests are intended to measure.
Teachers can influence students’ self-assessment criteria towards learning
processes.

6.3.3 What actions in what circumstances would increase
the positive and decrease the negative impact on
students of summative testing and assessment
programmes? In particular, what is the evidence that any
impact is increased by ‘raising the stakes’?
Table 11 gives information about the studies contributing to answering this
research sub-question by providing evidence about actions that might
decrease the negative and increase the positive impact of summative
assessment and about the effect of raising the stakes.
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Table 11: Studies providing evidence relating to changing the impact and to
raising the stakes
Overall
Decrease
Increase
Impact of
weight of
the
the positive raising the
Study
evidence negative
impact
stakes
impact
Benmansour
H
X
X
(1999)
Brookhart and DeVoge
H
X
(1999)
Butler
H
X
(1988)
Davies and Brember
H
X
(1998)
Davies and Brember
H
X
(1999)
Duckworth et al.
H
X
X
(1986)
Evans and Engelberg
H
X
(1988)
Gordon and Reese
M
X
X
(1997)
Johnston and McClune
H
X
X
(2000)
Leonard and Davey
H
X
X
X
(2001)
Little
M
X
(1994)
Paris et al.
M
X
(1991)
Perry
M
X
(1998)
Pollard et al.
H
X
X
(2000)
Reay and Wiliam
H
X
X
(1999)
Roderick and Engel
M
X
X
X
(2001)
Schunk
H
X
X
(1996)

Actions that would decrease the negative impact of summative
assessment
There is strong evidence that one way to decrease the negative impact of
summative assessment would be to end the practices of focusing teaching on
the test content, training students to pass the tests and using class time for
repeated practice tests (Johnston and McClune, 2000; Leonard and Davey,
2001; Gordon and Reese, 1997; Reay and Wiliam, 1999; Paris et al., 1991).
Added to this, a study providing medium weight evidence indicates the value
of ending the use of high-stakes testing as a negative incentive, as its use may
result in some low achieving pupils failing and suffering further lowering of selfesteem (Roderick and Engel, 2001).
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The following more positive action is suggested by high-weight evidence:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote learning goal orientation rather than performance orientation
(Brookhart and DeVoge, 1999; Roderick and Engel, 2001; Schunk, 1996).
Cultivate intrinsic interest in the subject and put less emphasis on grades
(Benmansour, 1999) but make grading criteria explicit (Evans and
Engelberg, 1988)
Emphasise teaching approaches that encourage collaboration among
students and cater for a range of teaching styles (Pollard et al., 2000;
Reay and Wiliam, 1999; Johnston and McClune, 2000)
Explain and acknowledge the reasons for, and the implications of, tests
(Leonard and Davey, 2001; Pollard et al., 2000)
Provide feedback to students about their performance in a form that is
non-ego-involving and non-judgemental (Brookhart and DeVoge, 1999;
Butler, 1988) and help students to interpret it (Duckworth et al., 1988)
Broaden the range of information used in assessing the attainment of
students (Reay and Wiliam, 1999).

Medium-weight evidence adds the following action:
• Reduce the ‘stakes’ attached to test results by broadening the base of
information used in evaluating the effectiveness of schools (Gordon and
Reese, 1997).

Actions that would increase the positive impact of summative
assessment
There is a sense in which avoiding the negative impact implies supporting a
positive impact. Thus several positive actions can be identified in the list
above: for example, in the type of feedback given and the communication to
students of reasons and explanations about assessment. However there are
some actions indicated in the studies which would enable summative testing
and assessment to take a positive role in students’ learning.
There is high-weight evidence in favour of the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that the demands of the tests are consistent with the expectations
of teachers and the capabilities of the students (Duckworth et al., 1988)
Involve students in decisions about testing (Little, 1994; Leonard and
Davey, 2001).
Develop students’ self-assessment skills and use of learning rather than
performance criteria (Pollard et al., 2000; Schunk, 1996).
Develop a constructive and supportive school ethos in relation to tests
(Duckworth et al., 1988).
Use assessment to convey a sense of learning progress to students
(Duckworth et al., 1988; Roderick and Engel, 2001).

There is also medium-weight evidence in favour of the following actions:
•
•

Supporting low-achieving students’ self-efficacy by making learning goals
explicit and showing them how to direct effort in learning (Roderick and
Engel, 2001)
Creating a classroom environment that promotes self-regulated learning
(Perry, 1998)
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The impact of ‘raising the stakes’
One mechanism by which the ‘stakes are raised’ for students is the threat of
action based on the results, a practice which inevitably produces failure for
students who feel that the gap they have to close is too great (Roderick and
Engel, 2001). Reay and Wiliam (1999) also note that threats to schools posed
by poor National Curriculum Tests results put teachers under pressure to
increase scores by whatever means, regardless of the longer term impact on
students’ learning.
There is high-weight evidence of the following effect of raising the stakes:
•
•
•
•
•

There is an increase in test anxiety (Benmansour, 1999; Leonard and
Davey, 2001; Pollard et al., 2000).
Students feeling anxiety as a consequence of their sense of being
exposed to greater risk as their teacher raised the stakes (Pollard et al.,
2000).
The pressure increases on students to do well resulting from the
aspirations of parents and teachers (Davies and Brember, 1998; Leonard
and Davey, 2001).
Teaching is focused on the content of the tests and teaching methods
confined to transmission modes which favour sequential learning styles
(Johnston and McClune, 2000).
The use of repeated practice tests impresses on students the importance
of the tests and leads to students adopting test-taking strategies designed
to avoid effort and responsibility and which are detrimental to higher order
thinking (Paris et al., 1991; Reay and Wiliam, 1999).

There is strong evidence that these effects are similar in high and low
achieving schools (Johnston and McClune, 2000; Pollard et al., 2000) and less
firm evidence that they apply equally to high and low achieving students
(Gordon and Reese, 1997). Gordon and Reese (1997) conclude that highstakes testing has negative effects on the curriculum, teacher decisionmaking, students’ learning, school climate, and teacher and students’ self
concept and motivation.

6.3.4 What are the implications for assessment policy
and practice of these findings?
In order to explore the implications of the review as fully as possible, the
planned processes of the review included a consultation conference with
invited policy-makers and practitioners. This was held to discuss the outcomes
of the synthesis of the 19 studies with the express purpose of eliciting the
participants’ views first on the credibility of the findings and then on the
implications for assessment policy and practice.
The draft findings from the review were discussed in the context not just of
summative assessment but against the wider background of assessment in
education. With this in mind it is perhaps helpful to recall that what makes
assessment ‘formative’ or ‘summative’ is what happens to information that is
gathered about students’ attainments and what use is made of it. When the
use is ‘by learners and their teachers (in order) to decide where the learners
are in their learning, where they need to go and how best to get there’ (ARG,
2002), the assessment is described as formative or ‘assessment for learning’.
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When the use is to report to students and others where the students have
reached in their learning in relation to overall goals and to monitor their
progress over time, the assessment is described as summative or assessment
of learning. As suggested in the Background section of this report, it is
important to use assessment for both these purposes and in theory there is no
reason why formative assessment and summative assessment should not coexist in educational practice. Indeed the same information could be used for
both purposes, as suggested by Harlen and James (1997). That is, if learning
is the aim of education then assessment can help learning through its
formative and summative role. However, this will only be the case if the
information is concerned with all aspects of students’ attainment and not
narrowly confined to those achievements that are measured by standardised
tests. Here we are taking attainment to mean the full range of achievements
across cognitive, conative and affective domains (DfEE, 2000).
The research reviewed in this study points to practices in using assessment
information for summative purposes which have the effect of hindering rather
than supporting the learning of some, and in some cases, all, students. The
negative effects on the learners of assessment for summative purposes have
been shown by one or more of the studies providing high weight evidence to
be the following:
•

•

•
•

•

A lowering of the self-esteem of the less successful students, which can
reduce their effort and image of themselves as learners (Davis and
Brember, 1998; Johnston and McClune, 2000; Leonard and Davey, 2001;
Reay and Wiliam, 1999)
A shift towards performance goals rather than learning goals, which is
associated with less active and less deep learning strategies and with
interest in achievement per se rather than interest in the subject (Pollard et
al., 2000; Schunk, 1996)
The creation of test anxiety, which differentially affects students (Leonard
and Davey, 2001; Benmansour, 1999; Pollard et al., 2000)
Judgements of value being made about students, by themselves and
others, on the basis of achievement in tests rather than their wider
personal attainment (Pollard et al., 2000; Reay and Wiliam, 1999; Evans
and Engelberg, 1988).
The restriction of their learning opportunities by teaching which is focused
on what is tested and by teaching methods which favour particular
approaches to learning (Johnston and McClune, 2000; Reay and Wiliam,
1999; Evans and Engelberg, 1988).

It is important to emphasise the inter-relationships among these aspects of
motivation and experience. For example, test anxiety is greater the more
students are oriented to performance goals; the more students are tested, the
more they identify their goals in terms of test results and the more they
perceive themselves in terms of their test performance; lower performance on
earlier occasions influences effort and self-efficacy for further tasks.
On the other hand, several studies showed that students’ effort and interest
can be enhanced by assessment when feedback is in terms of how
improvements can be made and focuses students on task, or learning goals.
Self-assessment has also been shown to increase learning and self-efficacy
particularly when linked with learning goal orientation. The study by Roderick
and Engel (2001) provided medium-weight evidence that summative
assessment can be used to increase the effort of some of the lowest achieving
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students if the required performance is not too far above their current levels
and if the students are helped to develop their self-efficacy and are given
specific task-related learning goals
In turning to consider implications for practice and for policy, the review
brought together the views of the conference participants as well as the
findings from the studies reported in earlier sections. Evidence relating to
a) the circumstances found to be associated with the negative impact on some
aspects of motivation for learning and b) the circumstances found to reduce
the negative impact (and in some cases to have a positive effect on some
aspects of motivation for learning) had been reviewed in relation to the third
sub-question. Outcomes of the consultation conference added the following:
•
•
•

Using test results to set targets for schools rather than identifying learnercentred targets
Relying too closely on students’ test results in evaluating the effectiveness
of schools
Creating performance tables of schools based on students’ achievements
in tests

The implications for policy and practice are to try to move in directions that are
likely to end the practices that have a negative impact and to enhance those
that have a positive impact on motivation for learning. Specific
recommendations are drawn from these points in Chapter 8.
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7. DISCUSSION
7.1 Re-statement of principal findings
7.1.1 Results of data extraction
The main review question was:
•

What is the evidence of the impact of summative assessment and testing
on students’ motivation for learning?

In order to report findings relating to this question, studies were grouped
according to their relevance to these three themes:
•
•
•

What I feel and think about myself as a learner: related to self-esteem,
self-concept, sense of self as a learner, attitude to assessment, test
anxiety, learning disposition
The energy I have for the task: related to effort, interest in and attitude to
subject, self-regulation
How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task: related to locus of
control, goal orientation, self-regulation, self-efficacy

The combined findings relating to these three themes, using the high-weight
evidence, was as follows:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

After the introduction of the National CurriculumTests in England, lowachieving pupils had lower self-esteem than higher-achieving pupils, whilst
beforehand there was no correlation between self-esteem and
achievement.
When passing tests is high stakes, teachers adopt a teaching style which
emphasises transmission teaching of knowledge, thereby favouring those
students who prefer to learn in this way and disadvantaging and lowering
the self-esteem of those who prefer more active and creative learning
experiences.
Repeated practice tests reinforce the low self-image of the lower achieving
students.
Tests can influence teachers’ classroom assessment which can be
interpreted by students as purely summative regardless of the teacher’s
intentions, possibly as a result of teachers’ over-concern with performance
rather than process.
Students are aware of a performance ethos in the classroom and that the
tests give only a narrow view of what they can do.
Students dislike high stakes tests, show high levels of test anxiety
(particularly girls) and prefer other forms of assessment.
Teachers have a key role in supporting students to put effort into their
learning activities.
Feedback on assessments has an important role in determining further
learning. Students use feedback from earlier performance on similar tasks
in relation to the effort they invest in further tasks.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Teacher feedback that is ego-involving rather than task-involving can
influence the effort students put into further learning and their orientation
towards performance rather than learning goals.
High stakes assessment can create a classroom climate in which
transmission teaching and highly structured activities predominate
favouring only those students with certain learning dispositions.
High stakes tests can become the rationale for all that is done in
classrooms and permeates teachers’ own assessment interactions.
Goal orientations are linked to effort and self-efficacy.
Teacher collegiality is important in creating an assessment ethos that
supports students’ feelings of self-efficacy and effort.
An education system that puts great emphasis on evaluation which
produces students with strong extrinsic orientation towards grades and
social status.

There is medium-weight evidence that:
•
•
•
•

The State mandated tests in the US lower self-esteem for ‘at risk’ students.
Low-achieving children can improve their achievement with the help of
supportive teachers or other adults.
Interest and effort are encouraged in classrooms which encourage selfregulated learning by providing students with an element of choice, control
over challenge and opportunities to work collaboratively.
Teachers can influence the criteria that students use in self-assessment of
their work.

7.1.2 Subsidiary questions
How does any impact of summative assessment and testing vary
with the characteristics of the students and conditions of testing?
There is high-weight evidence of the following:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

In comparison with younger students, older students (age 11 and above)
focus more on performance outcomes; have better understanding of
simple grades, are less likely to regard teachers’ grades as fair and attach
more importance to grades.
In comparison with higher achievers, low achievers are more affected by
grading, have a poorer understanding of grades and have less appropriate
test taking strategies and less positive perceptions of themselves as
learners.
In comparison with boys, girls report higher levels of test anxiety, make
more internal attributions but are more likely to have dispositions suited to
sequential learning.
Students evaluate their work all the time and how they do this depends on
the classroom assessment climate; they will do it in terms of performance
rather than learning in summative assessment dominated classrooms.
Teacher feedback that is task focused promoting self-efficacy and task
involvement
The school’s assessment culture influences students’ self-efficacy.
Pressure from parents directly on their children and from the community on
the teachers increases test anxiety.
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There is less strong evidence of the following:
•
•
•

Lower achieving older students are more likely to minimise effect and
respond randomly to test items unless under serious threat.
Lower achieving students are disadvantaged by being labelled and the
lowering of self-esteem that this brings, reducing effort and the chance of
future success.
The degree to which students are able to be self-regulating influences their
intrinsic motivation.

In those studies where impact on students has been reported,
what is the evidence of impact on teachers and teaching?
•

•
•
•

When passing tests is high stakes, teachers adopt a teaching style which
emphasises transmission teaching of knowledge, thereby favouring those
students who prefer to learn in this way and disadvantaging and lowering
the self-esteem of those who prefer more active and creative learning
experiences.
External tests have a constricting effect on the curriculum, resulting in
emphasis on subjects tested at the expense of creativity and personal and
social development.
High stakes tests often result in a great deal of time being spent on
practice tests and the valuing of test performance and undervaluing of
other student achievements.
Teachers’ own assessment becomes summative in function rather than
formative.

There is medium-weight evidence that:
• Teachers can be very effective in training students to pass tests even
when the students do not have the understanding or higher order thinking
skills that the tests are intended to measure.

What actions in what circumstances would increase the positive
and decrease the negative impact on students of summative
testing and assessment programmes? In particular, what is the
evidence that any impact is increased by ‘raising the stakes’?
There is high-weight evidence that these actions decrease the negative
impact:
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting learning goal orientation rather than performance orientation.
Cultivating intrinsic interest in the subject and put less emphasis on
grades.
Explaining and acknowledging the reasons for, and the implications of,
tests.
Providing feedback to students about their performance in a form that is
non-ego-involving and non-judgemental.
Broadening the range of information used in assessing the attainment of
students.

And there is medium-weight evidence for the following action:
• Reducing the ‘stakes’ attached to test results by broadening the base of
information used in evaluating the effectiveness of schools.
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There is high-weight evidence that these actions increase the positive impact:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that the demands of the tests are consistent with the
expectations of teachers and the capabilities of the students
Involving students in decisions about testing
Developing students’ self-assessment skills and use of learning rather than
performance criteria
Developing a constructive and supportive school ethos in relation to tests.
Using assessment to convey a sense of learning progress to students

And there is medium-weight evidence for the following actions:
•
•

Supporting low-achieving students’ self-efficacy by making learning goals
explicit and showing them how to direct effort in learning (Roderick and
Engel, 2001)
Creating a classroom environment that promotes self-regulated learning
(Perry, 1998)

There is high-weight evidence of the following effect of raising the stakes:
•
•
•
•
•

Increase in test anxiety (Benmansour, 1999; Leonard and Davey, 2001;
Pollard et al., 2000).
Students feeling anxiety as a consequence of their sense of being
exposed to greater risk as their teacher raised the stakes (Pollard et al.,
2000).
Increase in the pressure on students to do well resulting from the
aspirations of parents and teachers (Davies and Brember, 1998; Leonard
and Davey, 2001).
Teaching being focused on the content of the tests and teaching methods
confined to transmission modes which favour sequential learning styles
(Johnston and McClune, 2000).
The use of repeated practice tests which impresses on students the
importance of the tests, and leads to students adopting test-taking
strategies designed to avoid effort and responsibility and which are
detrimental to higher order thinking (Paris et al., 1991; Reay and Wiliam,
1999).

What are the implications for assessment policy and practice of
these findings?
A consultation conference with invited policy-makes and practitioners reviewed
the above findings and added the following from their experience to the
practices that are associated with a negative impact of summative assessment
on students and schools:
•
•
•

Using test results to set targets for schools rather than identifying learnercentred targets
Relying too closely on students’ test results in evaluating the effectiveness
of schools
Creating performance tables of schools based on students’ achievements
in tests

Specific recommendations drawn from these findings are given in Chapter 8.
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7.2 Strengths and weaknesses of the review
7.2.1 Methodology of the review
The key characteristic of this review lies in its description as a ‘systematic
review’, a phrase which needs to be unpacked to identify the particular
processes which were seen as strengths and those which are potential
weaknesses.
The features that are regarded as strengths come under the headings of
planning, searching, recording, selecting, checking (quality assurance) and
assessment of weight of evidence from individual studies.

Planning
In relation to planning, the strengths of the methodology lay in the specification
of the review questions and the time spent on deciding what, where and how
to search for studies. The specification of the review question required a
balance between being too general and too specific. This balance is
particularly critical in education, where contexts, processes and outcomes are
complex. To focus a question too narrowly has several disadvantages in
education, despite the obvious potential for identifying relevant studies more
precisely. Reducing the question to a specified outcome of a single
controllable factor risks, firstly, not finding any studies exactly addressing this
question and, secondly, if there are such studies, being unable to relate their
findings to the real situation of classroom practice. On the other hand, to have
too broad a question means that it is difficult to extract specific evidence from
the background of ‘noise’ in a range of studies which are of relevance to the
general debates in the area of the review. In the present review it was found
essential to keep the focus on student outcomes relevant to motivation that
could be ascribed to the effect of summative assessment. Other students
outcomes, such as achievement, were not considered unless motivation was
also reported and other impacts of summative assessment, such as on the
curriculum and classroom practice were only considered in relation to their
mediation of the impact of assessment on student motivation.

Searching
In relation to searching, being systematic meant covering as many sources as
possible, and, perhaps more importantly, recording the search process. The
state of the art of entering educational research into databases lags far behind
that in other disciplines, particularly medicine. Thus it was necessary not only
to search all the relevant electronic databases but also to follow up citations in
earlier reviews and in obtained papers, to hand search journals held in the
library as well as those online (which were very limited at the time of this
review) and to use personal contacts. No search can, of course, be
comprehensive but a strength of this methodology was in recording details, for
example of dates of journals that were hand-searched and procedures for
searching data-bases, so that its limitations are made explicit.
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Recording
Careful recording was also a key feature in relation to selecting studies found
to be relevant to the review questions. That only 19 studies were selected for
detailed data extraction from an initial number of 183 found in the search, may
seem to be a weakness. Indeed some participants at the consultation
conference were critical of what seemed to be ‘missing data’ residing in the
other studies. However, the progressive focusing that is central to the EPPI
review procedures included documentation of reasons for including and
excluding studies. Thus at three points, studies were labelled according to the
criteria used for exclusion: Db1 (based on titles and abstracts); Db2 (based on
the full text) and Db3 (based on consultation within the review group). Thus
rather than being a weakness, the identification of 19 studies meant that
attention was given to the most relevant studies for the purposes of answering
the review question and that possible obfuscation of the main issues in a wider
range of less relevant studies was avoided.

Quality assurance
A further aspect of being systematic was the checking of decisions through
double, and sometimes treble, independent action. The application of key
words to studies in Db2 was checked in this way and data extraction of each
of the 19 studies was also carried out by at least two reviewers and any
differences reconciled before the findings were stored in the EPPI Reviewer
database. A practical disadvantage of this checking was the extension of the
time required for what was already a length process. For example, the data
extraction for one study could take between 4 to 6 hours, depending on length
and detail, and this time was effectively trebled by double extraction and
reconciliation. Being systematic has considerable time and thus resource
implications which are not currently reflected in the funding and status of
reviews in education.

Assessment of the weight of evidence from individual studies
The primary studies included in this systematic review had been undertaken
for a range of different reasons which might not have been that close to the
question of this review. The assessment of weight of evidence in relation to
the review questions was a feature that enabled the most relevant and sound
studies to be given greater weight in the conclusions of the review and the
implications drawn from them. It was necessary to know how confident to be
of the findings of studies since the 19 included studies reported a range of
different types of outcome. As the evidence for a certain finding might come
from one or a small number of studies, the dependability of these studies was
clearly a matter of importance.

The role of the Review Group
A strength of the methodology was the establishment of a Review Group
comprising experts in educational assessment, educational psychology and
potential users of the review outcomes. Members of the Group were variously
involved in advising on strategy, consulting on substantive content and taking
part in the reviewing process. In practice, however, only the members of the
Review Group who were also members of the EPPI-Centre team took part in
the reviewing process in addition to the two authors of this report, for reasons
of work load. Although this arrangement facilitated close communication and
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efficient use of time, it was vulnerable to circumstances such as illness or
employment change which could have derailed the completion of the review,
although fortunately this did not happen. Also, since all the procedures were
new, members of the Review Group recognised that closer involvement would
have facilitated their understanding of the details of the review process.
However, regular meetings and report on progress enabled the Review Group
to fulfil a strategic role and to help in key decisions. Whilst the Review group
had no formal input from parents or students, referees commented that this
was not of great relevance for this review. The views of students on the review
findings were gathered by two practitioner members of the Review Group.

The consultation conference
Since the review undertaken here was specifically aimed at informing policy
and practice in education, one of its strengths was the incorporation of a
consultation conference as part of the methodology. The details of this
conference have been given earlier and its findings are reported in Appendix
D. The responses confirming the consistency of the findings with the
experience of the practitioners and researchers attending supported the
validity of the review outcomes. The conference outcomes also provided a
basis for identifying recommendations for policy and practice.

Limitations of the review
It was acknowledged by all involved that the procedures and instruments for
the systematic review of educational research were being developed during
the time that this review was being conducted. There was inevitably a tension
between following the already established EPPI procedures, derived from the
field of health education, in order to give them a fair trial, and being creative in
adapting them to suit the features of educational research. The major
weaknesses that can be identified in the methodology, in addition to those
already mentioned, arose either from a mismatch between parts of the
instruments and the features of educational research that they were intended
to describe, or unfamiliarity of the reviewers with the process as a whole.
Particular difficulties were experienced in identifying types of study in the form
required by the EPPI-Centre keywords. The process of summarising the
characteristics of research studies was also a possible weakness since, at the
stage of identifying keywords, the most appropriate ways of describing
components of motivation had not been clearly identified. The reason for this
relates to the lack of a consistent theory of motivation in education. A further
area of difficulty was accommodating the features of descriptive studies and
process evaluation in data extraction.
Following the EPPI guidelines meant that all the studies included in this review
were ones in which empirical data were collected. Consequently the treatment
of other reviews and of theoretically based papers was less systematic. Given
the range of alternative ideologies in education and their impact on research
styles and procedures, this is an aspect requiring further attention as the
process of systematic review of educational research evolves.
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7.3 Relationship with other reviews
Eight articles that were reviews of research relating to assessment and testing
were identified as relevant to the current review: McDonald (2001), Madeus
and Clarke (1999), McNeil and Valenzuela (2000), Black and Wiliam (1998),
Kellaghan, Madaus and Raczek (1996), Crooks (1988), Ames (1992) and
Natriello (1987). None of these was a systematic review in the meaning of this
term as adopted for EPPI-Centre reviews. Most reported on a wide range of
assessment purposes and practices and comments here are restricted to
those relevant to the current review question. Their findings in these aspects
fully support those reported above.
The most relevant review to the current review questions underpins the
discussion of Kellaghan, Madaus and Raczek (1996) in the AERA
monograph The Use of External Examinations to Improve Student Motivation.
Significantly, one of their conclusions was that too little account is taken of the
complexity of the factors relating to motivation. The interaction of different
aspects of motivation with a variety of personal characteristics means that
what motivates some students may alienate others. They placed considerable
emphasis on the goal orientation of students. They concluded, from their
review of both experimental studies and the impact of high stakes tests in
naturalistic studies, that those who are motivated by external examinations are
likely to have performance goals and not learning goals. Students with
performance goals are ‘shallow’ learners who make a great deal of use of rote
learning as compared with those with learning goals.
Crooks (1988) and Black and Wiliam (1998) were extensive reviews of
classroom assessment practices. Crooks looked at the impact of assessment
on students, including self-efficacy, intrinsic motivation and attribution of
success or failure. He emphasised the need to pay attention to motivational
outcomes. His findings in the areas common with this review are entirely
consistent with conclusions from the studies reviewed here. Black and Wiliam
identified the features of classroom assessment which were found to be
associated with raising levels of achievement. Some of these closely parallel
the actions reported here as tending to decrease the negative and increase
the positive impact of summative assessment, in particular the teacher
providing non-ego-involving feedback and involving students in selfassessment.
The review by Natriello (1987) covered a wider range of assessment
purposes than the Crooks and Black and Wiliam reviews. However, since this
review pre-dated the strong influence of high stakes testing it does not reflect
the later research on its impact. However, Natriello pointed out that, although
clarifying goals for learning for students is important, too much emphasis in
specific assessment criteria can encourage students to focus only on what is
assessed. Although Ames’ review was not concerned with the impact of highstakes testing, her main conclusions about classroom assessment support the
findings of this review in relation to the impact of assessment with a
summative purpose on students’ motivation.
The review by McDonald (2001) was specifically focused on test anxiety and
its impact on students’ performance. As in the current review, females were
found to score more highly on test anxiety that males. In relation to
performance, there was considerable evidence from a range of countries and
across academic subjects of a negative relation between test anxiety and test
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performance. Although there were also studies which reported no relationship,
McDonald concludes that overall the influence is negative and large enough to
make the difference between passing and failing a test for at least one fifth of
the students. Thus this review supports the importance of paying attention to
test anxiety.
The reviews of Madaus and Clarke (1998) and McNeil and Valenzuela
(2000) provide more information about minority students than was found in the
studies considered in this review, where only one paper specifically mentioned
minority students. In the paper by Roderick and Engel (2001) the ‘at risk’
students were all Afro-American or Latino. The extent to which the tests
motivated some of these students to make more effort is uncertain, since the
consequences of failure (being held back in their grade and not promoted to
the next grade with their peers) were very severe for the students. Moreover,
those who improved their performance on the tests were those who had
considerable support from helpful adults.
McNeil and Valenzuela (2000) note how the Texas Assessment of Academic
Skills promotes one mode of teaching and learning, that of mastering discreet,
often disconnected, pieces of information. In this way of teaching, students’
cultures and links to everyday life are ignored. In essence, the McNeil and
Valenzuela review reports extreme versions of the tendencies that have
emerged from the present review, whilst emphasising the far greater negative
impact on students who are already disadvantaged.

7.4 Meanings of the review for different user
groups
Summaries of the review for different user groups have been prepared by
teachers, headteachers and assessment advisers. A summary providing
students’ perspectives on the review findings has also been prepared.

7.5 Unanswered questions
Some questions which are raised by the review but not answered by the
studies are:
•
•
•
•
•

What is the cause-effect relationship between aspects of motivation and
the impact of summative assessment?
Is the impact of testing on motivation reversible or irreversible? Does this
vary for students of different age and level of achievement?
Does summative assessment per se have an impact on motivation or is
any impact a consequence of the results having high stakes?
What examples are there of practice where summative assessment serves
a positive purpose without negative impact on motivation?
How can summative assessment be used to report on students’
achievement in a way that avoids some students inevitably experiencing a
demotivating sense of failure?
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 Conclusions and recommendations for
assessment practice and policy
Several of the points in Chapter 6 indicate steps that can be taken to move
practice in summative assessment in directions that avoid the detrimental
impact on students’ motivations for learning. In developing these findings into
specific action, the authors have drawn upon the findings of the 19 studies,
other writing in commentaries and reviews of research relating to assessment
which informed the background to the review, and the outcomes of the
consultation conference held with policy-makers and practitioners from all
parts of the UK.
There are clear messages for how the negative impact of summative
assessment on motivation for learning can be minimised. In some cases
these refer to practices that should be ended as far as possible and, in
particular, to the following:
•
•
•
•

To avoid drill and practice for tests
To de-emphasise tests by using a range of forms of classroom
assessment and recognising the limitations of tests
To prevent the content and methods of teaching from being limited by the
form and content of tests
To avoid children being faced with tests in which they are unlikely to
succeed

However, rather than indicate only what should be avoided, the review has
identified more positive messages that identify action that can be taken to
ensure that the benefits of summative assessment can be had without
associated impact on students’ motivation for learning. These
recommendations derive from both the research studies, and from discussion
of the review findings and reference to current practice in the UK at the
consultation conference.

8.1.1 Practice
(a) Reduce the narrowing impact on the curriculum and on teaching methods
by professional development that emphasises learning goals and learnercentred teaching approaches.
(b) Share and emphasise learning goals, not performance goals, with
students and provide feedback to students in relation to these goals.
(c) Share in developing and implementing a school-wide policy that includes
assessment both for learning (formative) and of learning (summative) and
ensure that the purpose of all assessment is clear to all involved, including
parents and students.
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(d) Develop students’ understanding of the goals of their learning, the criteria
by which is it assessed and their ability to assess their own work.
(e) Implement strategies for encouraging self-regulation in learning and positive
interpersonal relationships. Ways of doing this have been developed through
research by McCombs, 1999. These include strategies for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

fostering caring personal relationships among students and between
students and teacher
helping students to challenge themselves and think for themselves
whilst learning
helping students to take some responsibility for learning to learn
supporting students in directing their own learning
providing students with some choice and control over their learning
process
encouraging collaboration and the use of other students as resources
for learning

(f) Avoid comparisons between students based on test results.
(g) Present assessment realistically, as a process which is inherently
imprecise and reflexive, with results that have to be regarded as tentative
and indicative rather than definitive.

8.1.2 Policy
(a) Recognise that current high stakes testing is failing to provide valid
information about students’ attainment for three main reasons:
• Tests are too narrowly focused to provide information about students
attainment.
• This would be the case even if the tests were reliable. There is,
however, evidence on unreliability on two counts:
(i) any assessment or test is subject to large errors of measurement
which are often not revealed;
(ii) the consequence of teaching to the test means that students may
not in reality have the skills or understanding which the test is designed
to assess, since teachers are driven by the high stakes to teach
students how to pass tests even when they do not have this skills and
understanding.
• The reliability of the tests as useful indicators of student attainment is
also being undermined by the differential impact of the testing
procedures, and particularly repeated practice tests on a significant
proportion of students. Thus girls and low achieving students are likely
to have high level of test anxiety which can influence their
performance. More importantly, however, is that older and lower
achieving students are likely to minimise effort and may even answer
randomly since their experience is that they are failing anyway. Thus
results are unreliable and exaggerate the difference between the high
and low achievers.
(b) Recognise the importance for students’ attainments of outcomes of
education that relate to the components of motivation. Not only is there a
growing recognition of the value of learning to learn and of the drive and
energy to continue learning, but there is empirical evidence that these are
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positively related to attainment. For example, the OECD/PISA (2001)
provides firm evidence that achievement of literacy is positively related to
students’ interest in their learning, the extent to which their learning
strategies help them to develop understanding through linking to existing
knowledge instead of just memorising, and the extent to which they feel in
control of their learning.
(c) Provide professional development, particularly for senior school
management, aimed at enabling schools to develop a range of
assessment strategies and using summative information of different kinds
for improving the learning of their students. Current training focuses too
narrowly on the use of test scores and accountability and target setting
and needs to be more learner-focused.
(d) For summative purposes in reporting on individual students, move towards
testing students when their teachers judge them to be ready to show their
achievement at a certain level, as in the Scottish system for national
testing in the 5–14 programme, thus avoiding experience of failure and its
impact on self-esteem.
(e) Ensure that the criteria used in school evaluation, including self-evaluation,
make explicit reference to a full range of subjects and including moral,
spiritual and cultural as well as cognitive aims and an appropriate variety
of teaching methods and learning outcomes.
(f) Develop schools’ self-evaluation practices including teachers’ assessment
skills through targeted professional development.
(g) For tracking national standards, sample students rather than testing all and
use a wider range of test forms and items.
(h) Quantify the ‘cost’ of current practice, including teaching time taken up for
testing and practice testing and adding to teachers’ workloads by
additional marking in addition to the cost of the tests and their
development.
(i) Use test development expertise to create new tests and assessment that
will enable all valued outcomes of education, including creativity and
learning to learn to be assessed.
(j) Reduce the ‘stakes’ of summative assessment by avoiding comparisons
among schools in terms of test results; and end the practice of basing
targets only on test results.

8.2 Conclusions and recommendations for
assessment research
The finding that only 19 studies dealing with the impact of summative
assessment on motivation for learning emerged from the search carried out
indicates that this is an under-researched area. A large corpus of research on
cognitive outcomes of educational practice and indeed of assessment,
evaluation and testing, exists. The number of research studies concerned with
affective and conative (ie mental activity) outcomes of assessment is very
small by comparison. Yet these outcomes are recognised as being of growing
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significance. One set of reasons for this is that these outcomes relate to the
development of attitudes and the release of energy that promotes continued
learning throughout life, as needed by citizens of a world in which the pace of
change is not just continuing but is accelerating. Other reasons are more
empirically based. Research indicates that the development of broad
understanding and applicable skills follows when students learn in certain
ways and use their energy for developing understanding rather than
memorising. For example, in the findings of the OECD/PISA study (2001), the
achievement of literacy has been found to be positively related to students’
interest in what they are learning, to the extent to which their learning
strategies help them to create links between new and existing knowledge and
to the extent to which they feel in control of their learning. All these are feature
of learning which the research reviewed here has shown can be endangered
by certain aspects of summative assessment.
Thus there is a need to extend the research base that informs policy and
practice in these matters. Calls for further research to clarify or verify findings
of the studies reviewed has in some cases been made by the authors
themselves. Thus Perry (1998) calls for the development of more valid
measures of young children’s motivation and of measures that enable
qualitative comparisons to be made of children’s writing. Leonard and Davey
(2001) indicate that more research should take into account the views and
viewpoints of students. Brookhart and DeVoge (1999) acknowledge that their
research was carried out in classrooms that were positive assessment
environments and need to be repeated in a wider range of classrooms.
The reviewers identified the need for research to fill gaps in existing research
and to address additional questions arising from several studies. Gaps arise
due to the complexity of the motivational process (see Figure 3) and the need
for a theory of motivation which relates to everyday life as well as to learning in
schools. Until the area is better underpinned by theory, it is unlikely for
measures to be developed which address its complexity.
However in addition to better theory-based research tools, the impact of
assessment on motivation requires studies of types that enable the
relationship between the independent variable of assessment practice and the
dependent variable of motivation to be investigated. The research deals either
with the natural context and a naturalistic intervention, where variables cannot
be controlled, or sets up experimental situations, where variable can be
controlled or randomised but where the relevance to real situations may be
unclear. There is room for improved studies of both these kinds. In the ‘real’
situation, research is needed that
•
•
•

goes beyond associations between variables and enables the direction of
cause to be explored
focuses on the direct impact of assessment rather than depending on
surrogates or assumptions that certain circumstances have been brought
about by assessment of testing practice
involves longitudinal or cohort studies that are capable of disentangling the
effect of maturity from that of the independent variable. (In practice, this is
extremely difficult in the context of a naturalistic intervention which affects
all students and so prevent the use of control groups. Such situations call
for complex designs in which, for instance, there is variation in the nature
of the intervention).
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•

compares cognitive, affective and conative outcomes in students in
countries where high stakes testing is prevalent and those (such as
Norway) where there is no high stakes national testing

Whilst some of these problems could be answered theoretically by welldesigned experimental studies, it is difficult to reconcile the need for relevance
to the complexity of classroom work with the need to set up controlled
conditions that enable cause and effect to be investigated. Moreover, it would
seem unethical to set up as trials some of the practices that have been found
to occur in real classrooms and which negatively impact on students’
motivation for learning.
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Appendix A: Search strategy
Research studies were identified from the following sources or in the following
ways:
Bibliographic databases (ERIC, BEI, PsycLIT, Social Science Citation Index)
Specialist registers (research registers of NFER, SCRE)
Search of journal publishers web pages, or hand searching, of key journals
Personal contacts
Scanning the reference lists of already identified reports
Direct requests to educational research institutions and association members
(AEA Europe, AAIA, NFER, QCA)
Search terms for searching bibliographic databases included the following sets
in combination:
(i)
Terms to indicate that a study is about summative assessment and
testing programmes
(ii) Terms to indicate that a study involves pupils aged from 4 to 18
(iii) Terms to indicate that a study concerns motivation
(i)
Summative
National test
GCSE
Certification
Eleven plus
Test
Testing
Grading
Examinations
Public examinations
Assessment
Evaluation
Appraisal
Key stage tests
National Curriculum tests
National Curriculum assessment
Baseline
Portfolio
Profile
Mandated tests
High stakes
Accountability
Transition
Transfer

(ii)
School
Primary school
Elementary school
Secondary school
High school
Middle school
First school
Pre-school
Kindergarten

(iii)
Motivation
Intrinsic motivation
Extrinsic motivation
Learning motivation
Self-motivation
Attitude
Learning style
Deep learning
Surface learning
Learning strategy
Learning outcome
Self-regulated learning
Self-efficacy
Self-esteem
Reward
Pupil learning
Student learning
Learning disposition
Self-concept
Mastery orientation
Achievement orientation
Performance orientation
Test-anxiety

Searches of electronic databases are complex procedures, which are
idiosyncratic to the particular database concerned. Table 1 shows the search
strategy used for the ERIC and BEI databases:
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Table A1: Search history for ERIC and BEI

Searches were made of the contents lists of the following journals, which are
the key and leading publications for studies in the area of assessment. The
record identifies the dates back to which the journal was searched, the
location of the journal (which university library) and the number of articles
found.
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Table A2: Journals searched with dates and number of articles found
Dates
No. of
Title of journal
searched
articles
Applied Cognitive Psychology
American Journal of Evaluation
American Journal of Education
American Psychologist
American Journal of Educational Research
American Research Journal
Assessment in Education
British Educational Research Journal
British Journal of Educational Studies
British Journal of Educational Research
British Journal of Educational Psychology
British Journal of Developmental Psychology
British Journal of Educational Technology
British Journal of Sociology of education
Cambridge Journal of Education
Cognition and Instruction
Cognitive Science
Cognition and Instruction
The Curriculum Journal
Contemporary Educational Psychology
Developmental Review
Educational Studies
Educational Psychology
Educational Psychology Review
Educational Researcher
Educational Research
Educational Review
Educational Assessment
Elementary School Journal
European Journal of Education
European Journal of Psychology of Education
Harvard Education review
Evaluation
Forum
International Journal of Educational Research
Instructional Science
Journal of Curriculum Studies
Journal of Educational Psychology
Journal of Negro Education
Learning and Motivation
Learning and Instruction
Oxford Review of Education
Phi Delta Kappan
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The codes used for inclusion and exclusion criteria are listed in Table A3.
Table A3: Codes used in labelling included and excluded studies
Stage of
Code
Meaning
process
DB1 Source
HSJ
Handsearch journals
JOL
Journals on line contents/abstracts
Pers
personal
Ref
Ref from other article
ERIC
ERIC
BEI
BEI
SSCI
Social Science Citation Index
Reg
Regard Database
ERA
Education Research Abstracts
COP
Copac
NFER
NFER
DB1 Include
Get
Obtain full text
Got
Full text available (hard & soft copy)
In
Send to DB2
DB1 Exclude
Out A
Language
Out B
Not summative testing or assessment
Out C
Not process or outcome evaluations
Out D
Not 4-18 School pre-school
Out E
Not Motivation
BR
Background & recommendations
DB BR
Got
Full
text available (hard & soft copy)
DB2
Not Got
Full Text Unavailable
Include
Key-words
Exclude
Out A
Language
Out B
Not summative testing or assessment
Out C
Not process or outcome evaluations
Out D
Not 4-18 School pre-school
Out E
Not motivation
BD3
Map
New criteria from Review Group
DB4
Eppi Reviewer
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1. Type of printed material
Primary report
Secondary report
Resource
Policy document
2. Identification of report
Citation
Contact
Handsearch
Unknown
Electronic database
(please specify)
…………………………
3. Status
Published
In press
Unpublished

6. Which type of study does this report
describe?

8. What is the topic focus of the study?

9. What is the educational setting of
the study?

A. Outcome evaluation
(i) RCT
(ii) Trial
(iii) Pre and post test
(iv) Post test
(v) Reversal design
(vi) Cohort study
(vii) Case control study
(viii) Other design
B. Process evaluation
C. Economic evaluation
D. Intervention description
E. Methods
(i) Instrument design
(ii) Other
F. Needs assessment
G. Review
(i) Systematic
(ii) Non-systematic
(iii) Meta-analysis
H. Descriptive study

Curriculum*
Disciplines
Methodology
Policy
Organization
Teacher careers
Teaching and learning

Adult education
Community based
Correctional institution
Further education
Government department
Higher education
Home
Initial teacher training
Informal education
Nursery education
Primary education
Pupil referral unit
Secondary education
Other educational body
Workplace

4. Language (please specify)
……………………………………………
5. Programme Name

7. In which country/ countries was the
study carried out?

Other

*Curriculum
Art
History
Business Studies
Languages
Citizenship
Maths
Cross-curricular
Music
Design & Technology PSE
English
Phys. Ed.
Environment
Religious
General
Science
Geography
Vocational
Hidden
Other …………

…………………………………………………
….

……………………………………………
………………………………..…
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10a. What is the population focus of the study?

11. Intervention provider
(only for study types keyworded as 6A, 6B, 6C and/or 6D)

12. Type (s) of intervention
(only for study types keyworded as 6A, 6B, 6C and/or 6D)

Preschool children
Primary children
Secondary children
Post compulsory learners (17- 20)
Adult learners (21+)
Head
Senior management

Advisor
Community worker
Computer
Counsellor
Examination board
Government
Head teacher/Principal
Health professional
Health promotion practitioner
Induction pack

Advice
Anger management
Counselling
Curriculum
Daycare
Environmental modification
Examinations
Family Therapy
Feedback
Funding
Incentives
Inspection

10b. Sex of population

Teaching staff
Non-teaching staff
Parents
Governors
Local education authority officers
Government
Other education practitioners

Female
Male
Mixed sex

Inspector
Lawyer
Lay therapist
Local education authority
Parent
Peer
Psychologist
Researcher
Residential worker
Social worker
Teacher/lecturer

13. Purpose of assessment
i.
summative
ii.
formative
iii.
monitoring

14. Assessment agent
i.
teacher
ii.
internal
iii.
external
iv.
self

15. Assessment form

16. Types of learning motivation
viii.

v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

written only
performance
course work
other

ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.

Instruction
Legislation/regluation
Parent training
Professional training
Rehabilitation
Resource access
Sanctions
Screening
Service access
Skill development
Social support
Staff ratios
Treatment
PTO

Intrinsic Motivation or Extrinsic Motivation or Achievement Motivation or
Performance learning or Mastery learning
Self-esteem/Self-efficacy
Locus of control/Executive control/ Self-regulated learning
Learning to learn/learning profile/learning journey
Test Anxiety/stress/phobia
Learning for meaning
Learning dispositions
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How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task
What I feel and think about myself in relation to learning
The energy I have for the task
Study name

Benmansour N (1999)
Motivational orientations,
self-efficacy, anxiety and
strategy use in learning
high school mathematics
in Morocco
Mediterranean Journal of
Educational Studies, Vol.
4(1) 1-15
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to the
review)
Orientation of
effort (intrinsic or
extrinsic)
Self-efficacy
Test anxiety
Learning strategy

Intervention

Study type

Weighting

Regular
school
experiences
in maths

Outcome
evaluation
Post test

High

To explore students’ perceived motivational orientations, self-efficacy, test anxiety and strategy use in
mathematics.

Research design
Use of a 36-item self-report questionnaire designed to measure motivational goal orientation, selfefficacy and test anxiety in exploring relations between these characteristics and their variation with
sex within regular school experiences within mathematics.

Data collection and analysis
Data were collected through a self-report questionnaire. Factor analysis using Principal Components
analysis and a varimax rotation was applied to the items testing motivational orientation and,
separately, to the six self-efficacy items, and to the six test anxiety items. The level of endorsement of
each of the four emerging kinds of orientation was calculated from the average score for items loading
on each factor. Mean scores for the various variables were computed and a series of T-tests applied
to test for differences between sexes. Pearson’s correlations were computed between motivational
orientation, test anxiety and strategy scores.

Author’s findings
Four factors were found in the measure of goal orientation:
• intrinsic (desire to learn mathematics out of interest)
• grades (getting good grades)
• social status (making effort to ensure university entrance and high post in the future)
• pleasing others (effort made in order to please the teacher, or parents, etc.)
Students showed the highest endorsement for ‘grades’ and social status. Less for ‘intrinsic’ and
weakest of all for ‘pleasing others’. The items for self-efficacy formed one scale, as did those for test
anxiety.
Test anxiety and self-efficacy were negatively correlated with one another, even though the mean
scores were about the same.
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Benmansour N (1999) cont’d
_______________________________________________________________________________
In terms of frequency of use of active and passive strategies, passive strategies were by far more
frequently used. Intrinsic goal orientation was related to both types of strategies and showed a
particularly strong association with active learning strategies. 'This suggests that intrinsically motivated
students tended to use both types of strategy but were more likely than extrinsically oriented students
to make use of active strategies.’
A stronger orientation towards grades was related to high levels of test anxiety and greater use of
passive strategies. This implies that working under pressure to achieve high grades may be anxiety
provoking and detrimental to students study skills and performances. Intrinsic motivation appears to
be the most desirable goal.
Goal orientations and test anxiety: Stronger intrinsic orientation showed a negative relation with test
anxiety, whereas the extrinsic dimension of ‘grades’ exhibited a positive relationship. No relationship
between scores on social status or pleasing others and test anxiety. Thus intrinsically motivated
students were less likely to experience test anxiety than the extrinsically motivated students were.
Students driven by grades were more likely to exhibit test anxiety.
Girls scored more highly than boys did on perceived test anxiety. In comparison with girls, boys
tended to show more interest in math, perceived themselves as more capable, less test anxious, and
reported using a wider repertoire of strategies.

Author’s conclusions
Self-efficacy was related to higher intrinsic orientations, lower test anxiety and use of a wider
repertoire of strategies including active ones. This confirms the findings of Pintrich and DeGroot.
However, in contrast, where Pintrich and DeGroot found no significant relation between test anxiety
and strategy use, this study revealed that test anxiety was negatively related to active strategies –
anxious student were less likely to use active strategies. Thus, ‘for this sample of students, elevation
of test anxiety during evaluative situations may be accounted for by a deficit in their study skills'.
‘The results of this paper all point to the conclusion that an emphasis on evaluation may promote
extrinsic goals in students, induce higher levels of test anxiety in them, decreases their strength of
self-efficacy and inhibit their use of effective strategies.... In order to counterbalance the emphasis
placed on grades, teachers need to cultivate in students more intrinsic interest and self-efficacy, which
are potentially conducive to the use of effective strategies and better performance.’

Reviewers’ differences
Some statements border on claiming causal relationships, the direction of which is often ambiguous:
for example, ‘elevations in test anxiety may be accounted for by a deficit in study skills’. ‘Students’
strong extrinsic orientations towards grades and ‘social status’ may have been shaped by an
education system which puts great emphasis on evaluation and selectivity’.
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How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task
The energy I have for the task
Study name

Brookhart S, DeVoge J
(1999) Testing a theory
about the role of classroom
assessment in student
motivation and
achievement. Applied
Measurement in Education
12(4): 409-425
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Self-efficacy
Effort

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

Regular
classroom
assessments

Outcome
evaluation
Other
design

High

To test the usefulness of a theoretical framework for interpreting results of assessment events, which
include the following variables: level of perceived task characteristics, perceived self efficacy, amount
of invested mental effort, achievement and the relations between these.

Research design
Classroom assessment environment is an important part of classroom atmosphere, and is highly
related to classroom achievement. The assessment event is complex and requires an understanding
of the variables that are hypothesised to have an effect on outcomes and achievement. This study is
part of ongoing work to investigate the classroom assessment environment as having an impact on
what students perceive as important to learn and how good they are at learning. A model has been
developed and is tested in this study (see table below). The researchers collected data related to
naturalistic assessment events taking place during language arts classes in two third grade classes.
The theoretical framework that informed the research design is included at the end of this report.
Three dependent variables (perceived self efficacy, perceived task characteristics and amount of
invested effort) were evaluated in relation to each other and to the independent variable, the
intervention, which was the assessment event naturally occurring in the course of teaching and
learning. Four classroom assessment events in each of two classes were studied. To describe the
classroom assessment environment from the point of view of an observer, language arts blocks of
instructional time were observed on two different occasions. Language arts blocks consisted of
reading, spelling, and language arts instruction; each of these used different texts, teachers taught
them with different lesson plans, and students were made aware of the transitions between them (e.g.
‘Get out your spelling books; it’s time to do spelling’).

Data collection and analysis
Four different classroom assessment events were selected in each class, in consultation with the
teachers. For each event, a pre-survey was administered to the whole class to collect perceptions of
perceived task characteristics (PTC) and perceived self-efficacy (PSE) to do the task. A post survey
was administered after the assessment but before students received feedback, to collect perceptions
of amount of invested mental effort (AIME). Achievement was noted as the score the teacher assigned
for student performance on the assessment (i.e. percentage correct). Data were obtained from
absentees as they made up their work. Student mobility in and out of the district resulted in a small
amount of missing data.
Before each assessment event, four students were selected, in consultation with the teacher, to be
interviewed about their perceptions of the assessment. The students to be interviewed for each
assessment event were selected to vary by gender (boy or girl) and achievement level (low, middle,
high). Different students were interviewed each time to maximise information and to allow the children
to share the privilege of talking with the researchers, whom they perceived as classroom visitors.
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Brookhart S, DeVoge J (1999) cont’d
________________________________________________________________________________
Descriptive statistics were the main form of analysis. Means, standard deviations and correlational
analyses were used on the quantitative data. Coding of interviews into the categories in the
theoretical framework was used on the qualitative data.

Authors’ findings
1. The model of the role of classroom assessment in student motivation and achievement (Brookhart,
1997a, 1997b; Figure I) held in general; that is, there were relations among the assessment task as
students perceived it, their perceptions of their ability to do the task, their effort, and their achievement.
Both quantitative and qualitative data supported this conclusion.
2. Students’ self-efficacy judgements about their abilities to do particular classroom assessments were
based on previous experiences with similar kinds of classroom assessments. Results of previous
spelling tests, for example, were offered as evidence about how students expected to do on the
current spelling test. This finding is consistent with the model tested and also with self-efficacy
research (Lepper, 1988; Schunk, 1994).
3. The relation between perceived self-efficacy and effort is not a simple one because students who
perceived themselves to be so capable that the work would not be a challenge would not expend
much effort. Specific prior experience with similar assessments may be necessary before students
report investing less effort; that is, evidence that makes them sure they will do well. Students who
perceive themselves as more efficacious will also tend to be students who report investing more
mental effort in performance on an assessment. An exception might be for students who are
performance oriented (Ames & Archer, 1988) and who thus might consider putting forth effort as an
end in itself, by which they would be judged. Lack of variability among measures and small class sizes
did not permit definitive conclusions about this relationship.

Authors’ conclusions
The results suggest that information feedback is crucial to further learning. Judgmental feedback may
also influence future learning through students' use of it as evidence of their capability to succeed at a
particular kind of assessment. Goal orientations (performance or mastery) are also linked to effort.
This line of enquiry should be extended to other classroom assessment environments (not always
positive like this one) and other grades.
Teacher's explicit instruction and how they present and treat classroom assessment events affects the
way students approach them. When a teacher exhorts a student to work towards a good grade that
teacher is on the one hand motivating students and other the other setting up a performance
orientation which may decrease motivation. Greater attention should be paid to helping students
interpret feedback.

Reviewers' comments
None
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The energy I have for the task
Study name

Butler R (1988) Enhancing and
undermining intrinsic
motivation: the effects of taskinvolving and ego-involving
evaluation on interest. British
Journal of Educational
Psychology 58: 1-14
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Interest

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

Type of
feedback

Outcome
evaluation
RCT

High

To test the hypothesis that intrinsic motivation will be differentially affected by task-involving and egoinvolving evaluation and that provision of both kinds of evaluation will promote ego-involvement rather
than task-involvement. To test these using convergent and divergent tasks for 5th and 6th graders.
All students were given three work booklets containing the experimental tasks for the three sessions.
In each booklet, there were two tasks: one of constructing words from given letters and the other a
divergent thinking task. Tasks in sessions 1 and 3 were similar to each other. Tasks in session 2
were slightly different. Students worked on the first task for 10 minutes, then the second for 10
minutes and then answered the interest questionnaire. After sessions 1 and 3 subjects were also
asked to state how many additional tasks they would like to receive and after session 3 also to recall
the evaluation received on Session 2.
Experimental hypotheses:
(a) Post-test interest and performance on both tasks will be highest after receipt of comment at both
levels of school achievement.
(b) High achievers will score similarly on session 2, interest and convergent thinking, in all groups,
while low achievers will score highest on immediate divergent thinking after comments.
(c) Subjects who received comments alone will recall these better than subjects who also receive a
grade; changes in performance from pre-test to post-test will be related to the content of the
comments received earlier in the comments but not in the grades + comments condition.
(d) Patterns of interest and performance on sessions 2 and 3 will be similar in the grades and grades +
comments condition.

Research design
The three experimental conditions of feedback were as follows:
1. Comments only: feedback consisted of one sentence, which related specifically to the performance
of the individual child
2. Grades: Scores were computed for the word generation tasks by noting the number of short and
long words and the total number of words. One point was awarded for short words and 2 points for
long words. For the divergent tasks, the number of responses was counted to give a measure of
fluency, and counts were made for flexibility, elaborated responses and original responses. Originality
was given a score of 2 and other components a score of 1. For the grades group the scores were
converted to follow a normal distribution with scores ranging from 40 to 99.
3. Grades + comments group were given both a grade and a comment combining the information
given to each of the above groups.

Data collection and analysis
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Butler R (1988) cont’d
________________________________________________________________________________
th
The sample comprised 132 5th and 6 grade Israeli pupils from 12 randomly selected classes. The
instruments consisted of three work booklets containing the experimental tasks for sessions 1, 2 and
3. After each session an interest questionnaire was given. After sessions 1 and 3 subjects were asked
to state how many additional tasks they would like to receive and after session three to recall the
evaluation they received after session 2. Analysis methods included the scoring of tasks, with mean
scores being computed. Two-way ANOVA was used to examine main effects and specific contrasts.

Author’s findings
For the convergent tasks, high achievers scored higher in comments conditions and in grades only
conditions than in grades plus comments. For low achievers, those in comments conditions scored
more highly than those in grades conditions and those in grades only score more highly than grades
plus comments. Thus both high and low achievers did better with grades only than grades +
comments.
For divergent tasks, those under comments conditions scored more highly than under grades and
grades + comments conditions and there was no significant difference between the latter two groups.
This was the same for high and low achievers.
Interest is the only outcome measure relevant to this review. High achievers expressed similar
interest in all feedback conditions, whilst low achievers expressed most interest after comments. The
combined interest of high achievers receiving grades and grades + comments was higher than that of
low achievers in these conditions. The interest of high and low achievers in the comments only group
did not differ significantly.

Author’s conclusions
The results of the study suggest that some of the difficulties faced by means-ends analyses in
conceptualising and predicting how interest and performance can be maintained or enhanced, and not
just undermined, can be resolved by distinguishing not only between constrained and nonconstrained, but also between task-involved and ego-involved task engagement. Different motivational
orientations have implications not only for subsequent interest but also for immediate interest and
performance and subsequent performance. Combining task and ego-involving evaluation will induce
an ego-involving orientation, just as does the provision of ego-involving evaluation alone. This study
implies that promoting task involvement may also promote the interest and performance of most
students.

Reviewers’ comments
None
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What I feel and think about myself in relation to learning
Study name

Davies J, Brember I (1998)
National Curriculum Testing
and self-esteem in year 2 –
the first five years: a crosssectional study. Educational
Psychology 18(4): 365-375
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Self-esteem

Intervention Study
type

Weighting

National
curriculum
tests

High

Outcome
evaluation
Case
control

To report the changes in different, but equivalent, cohorts of year 2 children over the period during
which the National Curriculum and National Curriculum Tests were introduced. The changes were
measured in self-esteem, maths and reading achievements.

Research design
The administration of measures of self esteem, reading and maths to year 2 children in the years
running up to the introduction of the tests at KS1 and for three years following the introduction. Similar
measures were applied to cohorts of year 6 children for the same five years, prior to the introduction of
KS2 tests. Thus any impact of the tests on self-esteem and achievement could be investigated for
year 2 children and compared with the self-esteem of year 6 children.

Data collection and analysis
Class teachers administered both the Primary Reading Test and the NFER Maths Tests to children in
the cohort after their half-term holiday in the summer term. Researchers administered the Lawseq
questionnaire as a measure of self-esteem. The sample comprised five cohorts of year 2 children,
(213, 209, 216, 204, 216) totalling 1058 and five cohorts of year 6 children (176, 207, 199, 220, 196)
totalling 998.
Means of self-esteem measures were calculated for all cohorts. A two-way analysis of variance was
used (with harmonic means to compensate for the uneven cell numbers) with cohort and year group
as independent variable.
Analyses of variance were used for each age group to examine difference between age groups.
Difference between means for each year group were computed and examined for statistical
significance.
Maths and reading performance means were also calculated for each cohort and year.
Correlations between self-esteem and attainment scores in maths and reading were also computed.
For one cohort only (the first, which had been tested both at year 2 before the National
CurriculumTests), self-esteem in year 6 could be compared with self-esteem in year 2.

Authors’ findings
The administration of measures of self-esteem, reading and maths to year 2 children in the years
running up to the introduction of the tests at KS1 and for three years following the introduction. Similar
measures were applied to cohorts of year 6 children for the same five years, prior to the introduction of
KS2 tests. Thus any impact of the tests on self esteem and achievement could be investigated for
year 2 children and compared with the self esteem of year 6 children.
For year 2 children, self-esteem dropped with each year, with the greatest drop coinciding with the
introduction of the National Curriculum Tests. Although there was a small upturn for the fifth cohort,
the level still remained lower than the third and very much below the second cohort. Means for the
pre-national test cohorts were significantly higher than for the post-national test cohorts.
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Davies J, Brember I (1998) cont’d
________________________________________________________________________________
The difference in self-esteem across cohorts was highly significant for year 2 children but not for year
6 children.
There was no overall relationship between drop in self-esteem and achievement in reading and maths
on the standardised tests. However, there was a positive correlation between self-esteem and
performance after the introduction of National Curriculum Tests (although these were the children with
the lower self-esteem).
The cohort who was tested as year 2 and again as year 6 showed very little change in self-esteem
after four years.

Authors’ conclusions
The drop in self-esteem occurred only in year 2 children after the introduction of the tests. It was not
found at all in the year 6 children and so there was no general drop in self-esteem. The lack of
correlation between achievement and self-esteem before the National CurriculumTests means that
‘the children’s view of themselves was apparently less affected by their attainments than the post
national test group’.
The authors suggest two aspects of the tests that could have affected the children’s self-esteem: their
use as a summative evaluation and their administration. In relation to the first, the parents aspiration
for the children to do well and the teachers’ concern about being held responsible for the children’s
performance would put pressure on the child. In relation to the second, the teacher was involved in
giving attention to individuals (see above) for considerable time during these tests, which could make
other children feel undervalued. Moreover they suggest from other evidence that the teachers’ morale
was low at this time due to the tests and this could have communicated itself to the children.
However, the authors note that tests may be just one factor affecting self-esteem. They suggest that
the administration process of the tests may have affected children’s self-esteem, as this affects the
day-to-day exchanges between teacher and pupils and so could mediate the effects on self-esteem.

Reviewers’ comments
The size of the correlations is very small and educationally insignificant. However, this does not affect
the main findings.
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What I feel and think about myself in relation to learning
Study name

Davies J, Brember I (1999)
Reading and mathematics
attainments and self-esteem in
years 2 and 6 – an eight year
cross-sectional study
Educational Studies 25 (2):
145-156
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Self-esteem

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

National
curriculum
tests

Outcome
evaluation
Case
control

High

To measure self-esteem, mathematical attainment and reading attainments for a series of 8 cohorts of
year 2 and year 6 children spanning the period 1989 to 1997, that is, from one year before the national
curriculum tests were introduced. ‘Self-esteem and the effects of high stakes national testing is an
area of enquiry for the National Curriculum.’ Also implicitly to study the extent to which standards of
achievement were raised after the introduction of the National Curriculum.

Research design
The study administered tests and questionnaires to eight cohorts of year 2 and year 6 children in each
of 8 successive years 1988 to 1995. Measures made were:
• self-esteem as measured by the Lawseq questionnaire (Lawrence 1982)
• maths attainment using NFER tests
• reading attainment using the Primary Reading Test (France 1981)
The first two year 2 cohorts and the first six year 6 cohorts were tested before the introduction of tests
to their age group. Thus changes in the measured features associated with the introduction of the
National Curriculum Tests could be investigated.

Data collection and analysis
The cohorts consisted of 1,513 year 2 children (cohorts of between 178 and 198) over 8 years and
1,488 year 6 children (cohorts of 160 and 207) over 8 years. Means of the Lawseq scores were
computed for each cohort for each year group. Two-way analyses of variance were computed for selfesteem scores with cohort and year group as independent variables (harmonic means were used to
compensate for the differences between class sizes). One way analysis of variance was carried out
with cohort as the independent variable followed by tests of significance between cohort scores.
Correlations between the Lawseq scores and performance on maths and reading were computed.
National test scores for the last two cohorts of year 6 were correlated with self-esteem.

Authors’ findings
There were significantly different patterns in the changes in self-esteem scores for the year 2 and year
6 cohorts. Within each year the difference between cohorts was significant.
For year 2, means of self-esteem dropped significantly for cohorts 3 and 4 (year 3 coinciding with the
start of NC testing) but recovered gradually so that for cohort 8 the scores were significantly higher
than for cohorts 4 and 5.
For year 6, ‘the means for cohort 8 were significantly higher than Cohorts 1 to 5 and that cohorts 6 and
7 were significantly higher than cohort 2’.
The correlations for the total sample between Lawseq and attainment scores showed was positive but
when pre National Curriculum Tests cohorts in year 2 were taken separately there was no significant
correlation, whilst for the post-National Curriculum Tests cohorts the correlation was significant. For
year 6 all correlations, pre and post NC test cohorts were significant. Year 6 post NC test cohorts did
better than pre NC test cohorts in all test scores.
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Authors’ conclusions
‘The year 2 children's self-esteem dropped significantly when National Curriculum Tests were first
introduced and recovered to almost pre National Curriculum tests in the eighth year of national testing'
(actually the sixth; author in error here). Year 6 children’s self-esteem means fluctuated for the first six
years and increased significantly in the final two years after the introduction of National Curriculum
Tests.
The authors suggests that the reason that the year 2 children’s self-esteem scores do not remain low
may be owing to the fact that the initial shock of the new National Curriculum assessment procedures
to both teachers and children had lost some of its initial impact. The process of testing changed
considerably over the first three years and the amount of time required for administration declined
noticeably. Teacher felt inadequate to meet the demands of the first tests and this affected their selfesteem and, through them the children’s.
In the case of year 6, the children were not tested until four years after the first KS1 tests and so there
was time for an assessment culture to develop in the school. They were also more mature than when
first tested in year 2.

Reviewers’ comments
The authors seem reluctant to recognise that for year 6 children the introduction of the National
Curriculum tests was associated with a rise in self-esteem and in achievement. No interpretation of
this finding is offered other than the development of an assessment culture in the school. It may well
be, for example, that the tests operationalised some of the goals of learning for teachers who then
directed their teaching more effectively. Other changes occurring during the time of the study, such as
in the curriculum, are likely to have had an impact.
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How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task
The energy I have for the task
Study name

Duckworth K, Fielding G,
Shaughnessy J (1988)
The relationship of high school
teachers’ class testing practices
to students’ feelings of efficacy
and efforts to study. Centre for
Educational Policy and
Management, Oregon USA.
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Self-efficacy
Effort

Intervention

Study type

Weighting

Teachers’
grading
practices

Outcome
evaluation
Post test

High

To develop and test a model of the linkage between high school students’ feelings of self-efficacy and
efforts to study and high school teachers’ testing practices and high school practices across subjects.
To understand the relationship between effort, motivation, efficacy and futility in relation to type of
teacher feedback so as to inform assessment practice.

Research design
1. Indices of effort, motivation, efficacy and futility measured by questionnaires were developed as a
basic model of predictors of students' efforts to study.
2. The relationship between these indices was examined at an individual level. Hypotheses were:
(i) that the effort to study is a positive function of academic motivation
(ii) That effort is a positive function of efficacy from obtaining rewards from that effort
3. The relationship between teachers class testing practices and student efficacy, effort and futility was
tested in the form of three hypotheses:
(i) that students clarity of learning objectives would be positively related to student efficacy and
effort and to the students experience of teacher communication about what was to be covered
in tests and feedback after tests about what students still need to learn
(ii) that efficacy would be a positive function and futility a negative function of the degree that
tests fit what the students studied
(iii) that students’ feelings of futility are a function of the degree of teacher help after students
do poorly on tests
4. School and departmental policies: to examine the effect on class testing practices

Data collection and analysis
Descriptive statistics were computed for the questionnaire data, including means and standard
deviations. Descriptive correlation analyses of class testing practices and student efficacy, effort and
futility were carried out.

Authors’ findings
1. Individual level: Motivation and efficacy were statistically related to effort even when controlling for
academic aptitude and the negative relationship of futility to effort was weaker and significant on in
English. These effects remained after controlling for aptitude but after controlling for tracking of
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students in the same classes the relationship between motivation and effort is reduced but the
relationship between efficacy and effort remains.
2. Class level: in general the relationships were stronger than found at the individual level
3. Hypotheses re teaching practices:
(i) scattered subject specific results
(ii) only scattered evidence supporting the hypothesis
(iii) varied results between subjects and number of failing students
4. School and departmental policies: No evidence was found that instructional policy at the school or
departmental level would promote desirable class testing practices. Nor was there evidence of much
collegiate action at the departmental level. But collegiality between teachers was related to student's
feelings of efficacy and levels of effort.

Authors’ conclusions
Students’ feelings of efficacy and futility are functions of the level of clarity regarding test expectations
created by teachers' practices in communicating test expectations. Efficacy and futility are functions of
the correspondence of tests to those expectations resulting from teachers' practices in constructing
tests. Students feelings of futility are a function of the degree of teacher helpfulness after students do
poorly on tests. Student feelings of efficacy are a promising mediating variable between teachers class
testing practices and students efforts to study.
Students’ perceptions about communication, feedback, correspondence, and helpfulness are strongly
related to students’ feelings of the efficacy versus futility of study and the student feelings of their own
effort to study. Authors therefore argue that increasing student perceptions of desirable class testing
practices may increase feelings of efficacy and level of effort.
It is possible that the informal culture of expectations built up over the year by teacher remarks and
reactions operates independently of the specific practices studied. This may be part of a ‘halo’ effect
from desirable class testing practices.
Collegiality (amount of constructive talk about testing) amongst teachers is related to pupils'
perceptions of desirable testing practices, and students’ feelings of efficacy and effort. School
leadership is needed to develop and foster such collegial interaction.
Teacher collegiality is important and should be encouraged.

Reviewers’ comments
The reviewers support the findings and conclusions.
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What I feel and think about myself in relation to learning
Study name

Evans E, Engelberg R
(1988)
Students’ perceptions of
school grading. Journal of
Research and Development
in Education 21(2): 45-54
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to the
review)
Attitude to grades
Attribution

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

Teachers’
grading
practices

Outcome
evaluation
Post test

High

To test hypotheses about children’s reactions to and understanding of grades, derived from previous
research and theory in the field of social cognition, cognitive development theory and classroom
interaction.
The hypotheses were:
• First, in relation to attitudes to grades, older students are more likely to be critical of grading
practices and less accepting of grades received than younger students; older students are more
likely to rate grades as important and higher achieving students more likely that lower achieving
students to like being graded and see grades as important
• Second, in relation to understanding, older students and higher achieving students are expected
to have a better grasp of grading schemes than will younger students
• Third, in relation to attribution, older and higher achieving students are expected to use ability
attributions to explain successful grades and higher achievers more likely to attribute successful
grades to internal factors and lower achievers to external factors.
• Finally, females more than males are expected to endorse external attributions as causally related
to getting good grades.

Research design
This is an exploratory descriptive study, using intact, non-randomised groups. It is a study of how
understanding of grades, attitudes to grades and attribution vary with age, achievement and gender. It
was carried out through a questionnaire study, using the same instrument for students of grades 4, 6,
7, 8, 9 and 11.

Data collection and analysis
An 88-item questionnaire was administered under standard conditions across all classrooms.
Grade level, achievement level and gender composed the independent measures. Achievement level
as determined by cumulative grade point average was established using a median level split. Scale
scores for attitude, cognitive understanding and attribution constituted the independent measures.
Means, ranges and correlations for the three scales were calculated and reported.
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Authors’ findings
On attitudes to grades,
• Significant differences were found in relation to age on four scales. Younger students more often
than older ones reported that teachers graded fairly, both for reward and punishment, and also
attached less importance to the grades they received.
• Higher achievers (particularly the older students) more than lower achievers saw grades as fair,
and liked being graded.
• There was no gender difference in relation to attitudes.
On cognitive understanding of grades:
• Older students knew more about grades, both for simple and more complex schemes, and
younger students consistently reported not knowing the answer to questions about grading
systems.
• Higher achievers had a better grasp of simple grading schemes and low achievers more than
higher reported that grades were influenced by external characteristics of the school situation. No
difference by achievement in those who claimed they did not know about complex grading
schemes.
No gender difference in relation to cognitive understanding.

Authors’ conclusions
The hypothesis that attitudes of older students would differ from those of younger were upheld. But no
age difference was found for students’ perceptions of the importance attached to grades by their
parents.
The hypothesis that older students would have a better understanding of grades was upheld in terms
of simple grading schemes. The use by elementary grade teachers of mixed criteria (effort, ipsative, as
well as criteria) may confuse the meaning of grades for the younger children. Even older children did
not understand complex grades.
The hypothesis relating to attribution was partially upheld. Differences in relation to lower achieving
students making more external attributions was upheld, but gender difference were in the opposite
direction to that expected (more females making internal attributions). Age differences were as
hypothesised even though this conflicted with some other research. This was explained in terms of the
greater age range in the present study.

Reviewers’ comments
The reviewers agree with the findings and conclusions of the study from the evidence provided.
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Study name
Outcomes Intervention
reported
(relevant
to the
review)
Ferguson C, Francis J (1979)
Attitude to
Procedures
Motivation and mode: an attempt subject
for GCE
to measure the attitudes of ‘O’
(Modes 1 and
level GCE candidates to English
3)
language. Educational Studies
5(3): 231-239
Aims

Study
type

Weighting

Outcome
evaluation
Case
control

Medium

The aim of the study is to explore the disparity in achievement between candidates entered for GCE
mode 1 (examination only) and candidates entered for GCE mode 3 (continuous assessment and incourse assessment by teacher). Specifically the study investigates one of the major O level subjects
(English Language) in an attempt to determine the inter-relationships between attitude to English
Language as a subject, the method of assessment (traditional or mode 3) and attainment in the
subject as measured by the grade awarded by the board.

Research design
Five aspects of English formed a theoretical basis for the production of a questionnaire containing 42
statements drawn from a list of 120 statements. Two questionnaires were piloted with 100 'O' level
English candidates. Factor analysis was computed on the data from the questionnaire which led to the
identification of three concepts:
• enjoyment of English lessons
• enjoyment and value of English through reading and literature
• value of English as against other subjects
Thirty statements from these questionnaires were used for the final version, which was administered to
a sample of 792 'O' Level English candidates drawn from 16 centres representing both modes of
examination.

Data collection and analysis
Factor analysis was performed on the data from this final questionnaire. The sample of candidates
was divided into eight subgroups according to mode, gender and place of study. A discriminant
analysis was carried out on the attitude test scores. The analysis was designed to extract the
statements that discriminated most among the eight groups. Correlations between attitude score and
examination grade were calculated for the eight groups.

Authors’ findings
There are significant differences between gender and place of study (i.e. school or college) in relation
to attitude and attainment but not between modes of examination (i.e. course work assessment or
examination assessment).

Authors’ conclusions
It is not possible to explain the differences in success between mode 1 and mode 3 candidates on the
basis of attitude.

Reviewers’ comments
There is broad agreement with the findings.
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What I feel and think about myself in relation to learning
Study name

Gordon S, Reese M (1997)
High stakes testing: worth
the price? Journal of School
Leadership 7: 345-368
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Self-esteem
Test anxiety

Intervention

Study type

Weighting

State
mandated
tests (Texas)

Descriptive
study

Medium

To gather in depth qualitative data on the perceptions of teachers in Texas public schools regarding
the effects of TAAS (The Texas Assessment of Academic Skills). It aims to look at the effects of this
testing on ‘curriculum, teacher decision-making, instruction, student learning, school climate, and
teacher and student self-concept and motivation’. The mandated TAAS tests were introduced for the
same reason as other state tests (i.e. as 'the primary vehicle for attempting school reform').
In particular, the study sought to describe participants’ perceptions of (a) how students are prepared
for TAAS (b) effects of TAAS on students (c) effects of TAAS on teachers and (d) the effects of TAAS
on students.
Note: The data extraction here is focused on (b) and (c).

Research design
The study probed the views and experience of teachers from all kinds of schools on the use and
effects of the TAAS. Themes were identified in the written responses to four entirely open-ended
questions:
1. How are students at your school prepared for TAAS?
2. What are the effects of TAAS on your students?
3. What are the effects of TAAS on you as a teacher?
4. What are the effects of TAAS on your school?
These themes were then explored in in-depth interviews with 20 of the original 100 teachers. These
were randomly selected with 10 from high achieving schools and 10 from low achieving schools.

Data collection and analysis
The authors state that the individual in depth interviews were the primary data-collection method.
Interviews were tape-recorded. For each of the main four questions sub-topics were covered, as in
the analysis of the survey data. For example, for the effects on students, the sub-topics were (a)
emotional effects, if any; (b) academic effects, if any; and (c) social effects, if any.
For the interview data, interview transcripts were coded, categories formed, and data displayed on
matrices using the same process followed in the analysis of the survey data: responses were noted for
each theme against the combination for variables relating to the school of the teacher responding.
Interview themes were defined as 'a perception reported by at least 16 of the 20 interviewees'.
The interview themes are listed with the numbers of interviewees agreeing with the theme. Each of the
four main questions is then considered and trends reported with examples quoted from the interview
transcripts.

Authors’ findings
There were few differences in the responses of the teachers from high and from low achieving
schools.
The ‘themes’ for effects on students were:
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• a wide range of emotional effects
• a lowering of self esteem of at risk students
• improvements in test-taking skills and TAAS scores
For effects of teachers, the themes were:
• more emphasis on TAAS related content; less emphasis on other content
• more direct instruction and dril1 4 to 8 weeks prior to TAAS
• stress increases as TAAS approaches
• concern, frustration, and disappointment when at risk students perform only poorly on TAAS
• accountable for TAAS related content but not accountable for effective teaching
Emotional effects of students were identified as of three kinds:
• no effect (student who don’t realise the importance of TAAS)
• moderate effect ( which tends to motivate them to work harder)
• high levels of stress (for both high and low achievers) which leads to anxiety and panic, or anger
and resentment, or ‘shutting down’ (when they tell themselves they have no chance of doing well)
The strongest emotional effects concerned at risk students. ‘According to 17 interviewees, failure
lowers the already poor self-esteem of these students.’
When asked if they could identify any new learning taking place as a result of the presence of TAAS,
15 (or 20) teachers reported that ‘the only new things students had learned were test-taking skills in
general and the TAAS format in particular’.
Gains in TAAS scores were ascribed to improved test-taking skills.
13 teachers conjectured that, overall, students may actually learn less academic content as a result of
TAAS. Important learning is neglected if it is not TAAS.
According to several interviewees, the TAAS effect of reducing the scope and depth of student
learning was especially harmful to higher ability students.
Perceived effects on schools:
• A lot of school resources put in for TAAS materials and staff development even when the
budget was tight.
• Non-TAAS related parts of the curriculum de-emphasised.
• No effect on school climate except for the last few weeks before TAAS taken.
• 10 teachers reported overt competition between schools. TAAS scores were a source of pride
to parents and the community and therefore brought pressure on the school for high scores.
But teachers, especially those from lower SES schools, felt that TAAS should not be used to
evaluate the quality of a school.

•
Authors’ conclusions

The authors conclude that TAAS results in teaching to the test and the neglect of many aspects of the
curriculum. ‘We fear that in many of the respondents' schools, curriculum goals like the development
of self concept, ethical values, social skills and an understanding of the appreciation of diverse
cultures are in danger of being discarded.’
Teachers are adopting procedures which are effective in preparing students to pass the tests, but they
can to this ‘even though the students have never learned the concepts on which they are being tested.
As teachers become adept at this process, they can even teach students how to answer correctly test
items intended to measure students’ ability to apply, or synthesise, even though the students have not
developed application, analysis or synthesis skills’.
‘We are concerned that the repetitive demonstrations, drills, worksheets and practice tests may lower
the motivation, curiosity and cognitive growth of both teachers and students.’
They concluded that high-stakes testing has negative effects on curriculum, teacher decision-making,
instructions, students learning, school climate, and teacher and students’ self-concept and motivation.
TAAS results in teaching to the test and test format, as the expenses of large parts of the curriculum.
personal and social development is neglected.

Reviewers’ comments
No differences between reviewers and authors, but perhaps the reviewers would not want to
generalise in such a definitive matter.
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The Energy I have for the task
Study name

Outcomes
reported
(relevant
to the
review)
Interest
Effort

Hughes B, Sullivan H, Beaird J
(1986) Continuing motivations of
boys and girls under differing
evaluation conditions and
achievement levels. American
Educational Research Journal
23(4): 660-667
Aims

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

Experimental
word
identification
and creations
exercise

Outcome
evaluation
RCT

Low

The aims of the study is to investigate the impact of task difficulty level, source of evaluation and sex of
subject on continuing motivation to return to task.

Research design
Two sets of each of two versions of a word-search activity and word identification, one easy and one
difficult, were created. Subjects were blocked by sex and randomly assigned to one of the four
treatment groups defined by crossing the two difficulty levels with the two valuation conditions. Trained
PhD candidates administered treatments simultaneously in separate rooms. Teacher evaluation
subjects were told, ‘Your scores will be given to your teachers. Your teacher will evaluate your
performance’. Self-evaluation subjects were told, ‘Your score will not be given to your teacher. Your
performance will not be evaluated in any way’. After collecting the papers, the experimenters gave
subjects the answers to the items and the option of working on another word-search activity or on the
task to create words, emphasising that neither would be collected. Both activities were distributed to
subjects. Subjects selected one activity. Experimenters collected the other. Measurements of
motivation were the uptake of option to undertake further word-search activities.

Data collection and analysis

th

Two hundred predominantly Anglo 5 grade students from three suburban elementary schools
participated in the study. A 2 (evaluation and condition) x 2 (task difficulty level) x 2 (sex) factorial
design was used. The dichotomous motivation scores of subjects returning to a word search activity
were analysed with ANOVA.

Authors’ findings
There was a higher rate of return to task for students receiving teacher evaluation. The authors warn
that caution must be exercised in generalising to longer-term motivational patterns because of lack of
sustained effect in delayed measure. Boys show higher rate of return to task than girls do.

Authors’ conclusions
This research does not provide support for the conclusion of some authors that grading may reduce
continuing motivation. It produces support for researchers who have proposed that performance
relevant rewards do not necessarily result in detrimental effects on motivation. Return to task is highly
subject to situational variables that vary among classrooms and schools.

Reviewers’ comments
The reviewers do not agree with the claims to contribute to motivation theory on the basis of this study.
No data presented for the actual tasks and questions regarding validity of measures as measures of
motivation. Unclear what sort of motivation are actually being measured and how task specific these
measures of motivation are. No data presented about actual tasks and questions regarding validity of
measures in relation to motivation.
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Study name

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Johnston J, McLune W (2000)
Learning
Selection projects SEL 5.1: Pupil
dispositions
motivations and attitudes – Self(preferences)
esteem, locus of control, learning
Locus of
dispositions and the impact of
control
selection on teaching and learning. In Self-esteem
The effects of the selective system
on secondary education I Northern
Ireland. Research papers 2. Bangor:
Department of Education
Aims

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

Classroom
climate
created by
11+ testing in
NI

Outcome High
evaluation
Other
design

To investigate the impact of the Northern Ireland Selection for secondary education on teachers, pupils
and teaching and learning processes in science lessons.
The study is part of an extensive review of the selection system of Northern Ireland initiated by the
Minister of Education in order that decisions on the future of the system should be based on informed
discussion and debate.

Research design
Pupils and teachers in 63 year 6 classrooms in a structured opportunity sample of 22 primary schools
across Northern Ireland were interviewed and completed questionnaires. The naturalistic intervention
was the 11+ examination that is taken in the first term of year 7. The evaluation measured the learning
dispositions, locus of control and self-esteem of girls and boys in P6 and again in P7 and related these to
the transfer grades obtained by the pupils in the 11+ examination.
The study was underpinned by a conceptualisation of learning expressed in the Interactive Learning
Model (see below). It represents learning as a complex process in which ‘individual learning
combinations of knowledge and understanding, manner of performing and sense of self as a learner
occur in identifiable patterns or dispositions’. Four main learning dispositions were identified:
• ‘precise processing’ (preference for gathering, processing and utilising lots of data, which gives
rise to asking and answering many questions and a preference for demonstrating learning
through writing answers and factual reports)
• ‘sequential processing’ (preference for clear and explicit directions in approaching learning tasks)
• ‘technical processing’ (preference for hands on experience and problem solving tasks;
willingness to take risks); technical processors tend to be creative, private and non-verbal
thinkers
• ‘confluent processing (typical of creative and imaginative thinkers, who think in terms of
connections and links between ideas and phenomena and like to see the ‘bigger picture’)
Instruments were selected to measure learning disposition, locus of control and self-esteem. Classes
were observed during normal science lessons.
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Data collection and analysis
The instruments used for measuring self-esteem, locus of control and learning orientation were
previously published and validated measures. These were the Learning Combination Inventory
(Johnston 1996), the B/G steem scale for primary pupils (Maines and Robinson 1996) and the Locus
of Control Scale for Children (Norwicki-Strickland 1973).The Learning Combination Inventory (LCI)
was adapted for the purpose of the study and factor analysis confirmed the existence of three factors
relating to learning disposition: precise/sequential; technical; and confluent. It was administered to the
pupils by a researcher whilst another researcher interviewed the teacher. The teachers later
administered the self-esteem, locus of control and attitudes to science questionnaires to their own
pupils. Focus group discussions were conducted with pupils on a two-group per class basis. The
discussions were taped and transcribed, and analysed using a qualitative data computer package.
Patterns were explored among the measured pupil variables and the qualitative data were analysed
for perceptions of teachers and pupils as to the effect of the transfer tests on teaching and learning.

Authors’ findings
Learning dispositions of children showed a considerable preference, across all transfer grades for
‘technical processing’. There was a highly significant difference between this and the other two
learning dispositions (precise/sequential processing and confluent processing).
There was significant positive correlation between a precise/sequential learning disposition and selfesteem. There was also a positive correlation between precise/sequential processing and 'enjoyment
of science’ and between self-esteem and locus of control.
Girls were significantly less favourably disposed towards technical processing than boys. Girls in
transfer grades A B1 and B2 were the only ones to report using technical processing as a ‘use-first'
disposition. Girls were significantly more inclined than boys to use precise/sequential processing and
less inclined (particularly those in transfer grades C and below) to use technical processing.
The more positive a pupil’s disposition towards precise sequential or technical processing the higher
their self-esteem and the more internal their locus of control. Conversely the more confluent a pupils
learning orientation the more external their locus of control and the lower their self-esteem.
Boys and girls report significantly different levels of self-esteem.
There are no significant differences between boys and girls across the sample on locus of control, but
when analysed by transfer grade group significant differences are found.
Observation of teaching indicated that teachers teach in ways that give priority to sequential
processing and link success and ability in science to precise/sequential processing learner
characteristics.
Interviews with teachers indicated that they felt the need to teach in this way (through highly structured
activities and transmission of information) on account of the nature of the selection tests. 'Where this
happens, teachers may (inadvertently or otherwise) value the precise/sequential processing
approaches to learning more than other approaches' and in so doing discriminate against and
demoralise children who do not learn in this way.
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Authors’ conclusions
Teachers perceive the existence of selection and transfer tests to impact significantly on teaching and
learning in the primary classroom.
This produces teaching and learning which is heavily focused on transmission of factual knowledge.
There is therefore a reduction in value placed upon experiential learning and conceptual
understanding during the period of the selection process.
This means that some children have experiences that fail to meet their needs as learners and leave
them demotivated, uninterested and misunderstood as learners. Pupil performance in transfer tests is
inextricably linked with pupil learning disposition, pupil self-esteem and pupil locus of control.
Boys and girls have significantly different dispositions as learners.

Reviewers’ comments
No significant differences

The Interactive Learning Model
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What I feel and think about myself in relation to learning
Study name
Leonard M, Davey C
(2001) Thoughts on the
11 plus. Belfast: Save
the Children

Outcomes reported
(relevant to the
review)
Attitude to test
Self-esteem
Impact of tests on
teaching and
learning

Interventio
n

Study
type

Weighting

11+ Tests
in Northern
Ireland

Process
evaluatio
n

High

Aims
The aim of the research study was to provide a child centred perspective on the experience of taking
the transfer test for selection to secondary education in Northern Ireland.

Research design
The sample for the study was one primary 7 class in each of eight schools. Children were interviewed
in focus groups on three occasions between December 2000 and February 2001. The first interviews
were conducted just after the children had taken the second transfer test. The second was carried out
in the week before the results were announced and the third a week later after the results had been
announced. Children in all P7 classes in the schools were also requested to write a story, just after
taking the tests, entitled ‘My Experience of the 11 plus’. Between the second and third interviews,
children in all the classes were invited to draw a picture reflecting their thoughts on the 11 plus.

Data collection and analysis
The study aimed to elicit the views and experiences of children about transfer tests. Focus groups
were used because they give children more power to set the terms of discussion. Researchers asked
children to describe events from their daily lives as a means of drawing out their subjective
experiences. Stories were selected as a second methodology because they accommodate a child’s
medium of thinking, writing and talking, thus gaining maximum insight into their experiences of the
transfer exam. Drawings, as evidence, were selected because they provide additional means for
children to express feelings and opinions, which may not be readily communicated in words, or in the
other forms of data collection used in the study.
The data comprised the stories, recorded interviews from focus groups and teachers and the
children’s drawings. No attempt was made to analyse the interview data quantitatively. The bulk of the
report is an account of those views and opinions, organised around the research questions:
• preparing for the 11 plus exam
• deciding to do the 11 plus exam
• children's experiences of the 11 plus
• waiting for the 11 plus results
• publication of 11 plus results
• children's thoughts on the 11 plus
Under these headings, the findings are set out in general terms illustrated by quotations.
The 193 drawings were analysed for the themes depicted. 12 themes were picked out as the main
ones.
Themes from the children’s stories (written after taking the tests but before results were published)
were combined with the material from the focus groups in descriptive accounts for the main themes of
the report. Children’s responses in the two phases were grouped according to the expected grade
they would achieve. In the third phase, the actual grade obtained was used in reporting statements.
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Authors’ findings
At first, some children found the weekly preparation for the test novel and exciting, but this gradually
turned to boredom. Children who experienced high scores in the practice tests experienced a surge in
confidence, while those who experienced low scores experienced low self-worth. By the time for
decision-making about whether to take the test, some children knew they were likely to fail but still
wanted to take the test; others opted out.
Given the practice, most children assumed they would take the test. Some did not want to but felt
obligated to respond positively to parental wishes. Some parents used incentives, others enlisted
tutors. Lower ability children appeared to play a more active role in decision-making. Children
perceived teachers as playing a minor role in decision-making.
The majority of the children approached the tests with fear and uncertainty. On the day of the test, the
majority were overwhelmed by the knowledge that the tests were ‘the real thing’. Apprehension was
heightened by the presence of the invigilator and the formal seating arrangements. The children
experienced relief once the exams were over, but once they settled down they realised that it was a
long wait for the results.
Children perceive the period of waiting for the exam results as long and stressful. A number
expressed their constant worries about how well they had performed. Children generally perceived
their parents to be supportive, but some felt pressurised by expectations. Having successful older
siblings was a significant worry factor for some.
The children’s drawings underlined the mainly negative images children hold towards the 11 plus. Only
4 of the 193 pictures could be interpreted as supportive of the tests. 26 children drew images of
children crying. 23 showed children doing the practice tests and illustrated their frustration with their
heavy workload. 45 pictures showed children taking the tests and highlighted their stress and concern.
A number of children had unrealistic expectations about their own performance despite practice
(expecting a C or above). The D grade was viewed with disdain by many. A-grade children were
perceived as smart while D-grade children were perceived as stupid. These labels were undisputed,
despite parental and school efforts to promote different views.
Children who received high grades felt euphoric; children who received low grades felt devastated.
Many children who received a D grade reacted with disbelief. There was some evidence that new
friendship groups were forming around grade results. For some children, particularly in middle class
schools, the knowledge that many of their friends were going to grammar school served to reinforce
their feelings of inferiority.
Children tended to be extremely critical of the 11 plus across the whole of the sample. Most children
were in favour of abolishing the 11 plus, but felt that some form of selection was inevitable. Secondary
schools were perceived to be ‘second class’. The most favoured form of selection by children was
continuous assessment by the teacher over time. Overwhelmingly the children indicated that they felt
their own personal opinions and experiences should be taken into account in the decision-making
process about the future of the exam itself.

Authors’ conclusions
The authors conclude that the children’s views and opinions largely speak for themselves. However,
they highlight the stress and pressure that all children experience during the preparation for the tests
and the periods leading to the tests results. The groups destined for the grammar school are keen to
protect their advantage, but nonetheless the majority feels the test is an unfair and unreliable
mechanism for selection. The children had a number of major concerns, most keenly felt by those who
perceived themselves as failures. The system encourages a process of labelling – of themselves and
others. The children talked at length about the impact this had on their own sense of self-worth,
whether positive or negative, as well as the social make-up of their circle of friends.
The authors go on to make a number of specific recommendations for improving the process of the
test, which they argue, have some relevance to education in general. These are as follows:
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___________________________________________________________________
•
•
•
•
•

•

Both children and parents sign the form to sit the test.
Both children and parents receive a results letter.
Children’s results letter is written in age-appropriate language.
Schools could bring children into school straightaway after results to minimise fear of returning to
face the consequences of failure.
Teachers should openly acknowledge the implications of the 11 plus and reassure children of their
possible success in all fields of life, irrespective of grade achieved.
Steps should be taken to reduce the stigma associated with grammar and secondary school.

A general concluding principle is that all children should feel valued by the society in which they live
and that their education should contribute to positive feelings of self-worth.

Reviewers’ comments
There is broad agreement with the authors’ conclusions based on the evidence provided.
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The energy I have for the task
Study name

Little A (1994)
Types of assessment
and interest in learning:
variation in the South
of England in the
1980s. Assessment in
Education 1(2): 201222

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to the
review)
Interest in the
subject

Intervention Study
type

Weighting

Procedures
for GCE
testing at
age 16

Medium

Outcome
evaluation
Other
design

Aims
To examine school-based assessment innovations, pre-national assessment in England, and their
relationship with motivation and learning

Research design
The study took advantage of the existence of different procedures for summative assessments that
were in existence before the national assessment imposed uniformity of practice. Case studies of
three schools, chosen because of their different school-based assessment procedures, were carried
out, focusing on assessment in mathematics. The schools had adopted profiles, graded tests and
numeracy profile tests. Information was collected from students by questionnaire and teachers were
interviewed.

Data collection and analysis
The form of the questionnaire is not clear and how data collected from principals is not described.
Mean levels of interest (across 7 questions each scored 1– 4) were compared for different schools and
ability groups within them. Open-ended question responses were categorised and counted.

Author’s findings
In relation to interest in maths, the mean levels of interest were highest in the school using profiles,
though the differences between types of assessment were not great. Within each school ability group
differences were apparent, the highest level group expressing greater levels of interest than the lower
groups.
In relation to the different form of assessment, the student responses to both profiles and numeracy
profile tests was more positive than to graded tests. The reasons behind the judgements varied with
the type of assessment. The majority of those who were generally favourable to profiles felt that they
helped identify pupil progress, understanding, strengths and weaknesses. Pupils felt that their point of
view had been taken into account.

Author’s conclusions
The author concludes that different types of assessment can stimulate different levels of interest
expressed by students in the learning of maths, and that this influence is perceived by students to be
exerted through one of at least two main ways: the first through its effect on the sense of individual
control over and participation in the pace and style of learning, and the second through the specific
content and quality of the test items which provide challenge, variety and interest.
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‘In the three cases presented in this paper, teachers were enthusiastic about the assessment process
and products of their respective school-based practices. It is possible that it was the transfer of this
enthusiasm to the students, rather than the intrinsic properties of the assessment procedure itself,
which influenced students’ attitudes to assessment, motivation and learning. The principles of
ownership and control of learning by students, which lay at the heart of these innovations, also
characterised the teachers' involvement in assessment, especially in the profile school. A sense of
ownership and control of assessment may be as important for a teacher's sense of control of teaching
as it is for a student's contrail of learning.’

Reviewers’ comments
There are doubts as to the generalisability of the findings: that is, if conducted in other schools, it
would not be surprising if the findings were different. Although the schools are described as case
studies, there is not enough information, other than from the students, in order to form some picture of
more of the impacting conditions and variables which could make the findings useful in other
circumstances.
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What I feel and think about myself in relation to learning
Study name

Paris SG, Lawton TA,
Turner JC, Roth, JL
(1991) A developmental
perspective on
standardised achievement
testing. Educational
Researcher 20(5): 12-20
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Self-esteem
attitudes to
assessment

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

State
mandated
tests

Descriptive
Study

Medium

To outline a developmental perspective on standardised achievement testing to determine the extent
and the developmental trajectory of student frustration over standardised achievement testing to study
a student perspective on standardised assessments, by asking questions such as these:
Does assessment promote motivation and pride based on personal progress? Does repeated failure
on standardised tests have a cumulative impact on pupils' perceptions of their own abilities? Do
students try to do their best on achievement tests? What strategies do students use when taking
tests? Do test taking strategies transfer to other kinds of classroom learning? What are the
developmental changes in student's attitudes and beliefs about achievement tests? What individual
differences account for students different orientations to educational assessments?

Research design
Data were collected by questionnaire in three surveys. Survey one included nearly 1,000 students in
grades 2 to 11, survey two included nearly 1,000 students (the same cohort) and survey three
included 250 students in grades 4, 7 and 10. Questions concerned students’ views about tests in
general (survey 1 and 2) and about the Michigan State mandated tests in particular (survey 3).

Data collection and analysis
In survey 1, a 40-item questionnaire that was read out to students who indicated on a 5-point Likert
scale whether they agreed or disagreed with the statements. In survey 2, a 20-item questionnaire
about test-taking strategies was completed in the same way. In the third survey, students were asked
to agree or disagree with a series of statements about the Michigan tests within weeks of taking the
tests.
Methods of analysis are not stated. It is assumed that simple descriptive statistics were applied to the
results from the analysis and discussion: for example, the differences that are stated between older
and younger pupils.

Authors’ findings
Study 1
There is a growing suspicion about the validity of test scores with increasing age.
Older students disagreed with the following three items significantly more than younger ones:
• Test scores show how intelligent you are.
• My test scores show that I am a good student.
• Test scores help to identify which teachers do the best job.
There is more disillusionment about teacher's preparation for tests. Older students indicated a higher
disagreement than younger ones with the following items:
• The teacher explains to the class why we take the tests.
• The school provides useful information to my family about standardised test scores.
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Paris SG, Lawton TA, Turner JC, Roth, JL (1991) cont’d
________________________________________________________________________________
Older students report decreasing motivation to excel on standardised tests. They were less likely than
younger ones to agree with the following statements:
• ‘I gave my best effort when we took the test.’
• ‘I want to do well on the test because my teacher really cares how well I do.’
• ‘Most students try to do their best on tests.’
Older students felt less prepared to take the tests and were more likely to disagree with the following
statement:
• ‘I have good strategies for taking tests.’

Study 2

Contrary to expectation, students across the age range were similar in their test-taking strategies;
there was no progressive and positive increase. There was no strong agreement in any grade level
that the following strategies are useful: checking answers, maintaining attention, monitoring the testing
time, moving away from a student who is distracting, etc.
In contrast, the authors were ‘alarmed to note the significant developmental changes in the appraisals
of negative strategies’. Older students were more likely to ‘get tired and start filling in bubbles without
reading the questions’ or they just ‘guess on questions that are confusing’. Adolescents are more likely
to become nervous, to cheat, to have difficulty concentrating, to guess and to look for answers that
matched the passage without reading the passage.
All of these strategies are designed to avoid personal effort and responsibility and thus they are
detrimental to higher order thinking and intrinsic motivation.

Study 3
High achievers were more likely to report that they did well on the reading test, that the test was easy,
that the test was not confusing and that they often reread parts of the passage. Persistence,
appropriate strategies and positive self-perceptions distinguished the high and low achievers.
However, the results of standardised achievement tests become less valid for low achievers. Their
scores are likely to be distorted by inappropriate motivation and learning strategies. To protect their
self-esteem they man cease to make an effort – thus the tests .become high stakes confirmation of
their lack of success,’.

Authors’ conclusions
Instead of increasing motivation and test wiseness with increasing age, older students feel more
resentment, anxiety cynicism and mistrust of standardised achievement tests. Older students
apparently are more likely to minimise effort and respond randomly to standardised tests than are
younger students. They may sabotage the tests, or use mindless strategies such as drawing patterns,
etc. They may discount the tests and discredit schooling because they provide recurring evidence of
low ability. These outcomes are diametrically opposed to reform aimed at promoting students higher
order thinking and commitment to education.
The results of standardised achievement tests become increasingly less valid for low achievers, Their
scores may be contaminated by inappropriate motivation and learning strategies in ways that affirm a
self-fulfilling prophecy of low scores.

Reviewers’ comments
More information about research design and methodology would have enabled a more informed
response to the quality of the study.
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The energy I have for the task
Study name

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Perry NE (1998)
Intrinsic and
Young children’s self-regulated extrinsic
learning and contexts that
directed
support it. Journal of
effort
Educational Psychology 90(4):
715-729
Aims

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

Degree of
SRL in
learning
experiences

Outcome
evaluation
Other
design

Medium

To investigate relations between particular features of writing and portfolio activities and self-regulated
learning (SRL) in five grade 2 and 3 classrooms in Canada.

Research design
19 grade 2 and 3 teachers were surveyed about writing and portfolio activities in their classrooms.
After ranking in order of SRL, five (3 high SRL and 2 low SRL) were selected for in-depth classroom
observation. Questionnaires were administered to the children in these five classes and then 10 (5
high achievers and 5 low achievers in writing) students were observed in each of the five classrooms
for five sessions of writing.
The interventions were the natural differences in teaching style that are associated with
encouragement of self-regulated learning: that is, the high SRL teachers offered complex activities,
offered students choices, enabled them to control the amount of challenge, to collaborate with peers
and to evaluate their work. The low SRL teachers were more controlling, offered few choices and their
assessments of their own work were limited to mechanical features (spelling punctuation, etc).

Data collection and analysis
The key characteristic of the evaluation was to compare the actions of young children (grades 2 and 3)
in classrooms that differ in respect of encouraging self-regulated learning, including the assessment
practices of the teachers. Observations and questionnaire questions were directed at activities
theorised to promote SRL; that is, students being given complex activities and opportunities to make
choices, control challenge, collaborate with peers and evaluate their work. Teachers’ interactions with
students in high SRL classrooms resembled descriptions of scaffolded instruction or guided discovery.
Means and standard deviations for students’ responses to the questionnaire were calculated. From
these, differences in perceptions of ‘control over learning’ and ‘support for learning’ in the high SRL
and low SRL classes were calculated and effect sizes calculated.
Classroom observation data were reported as anecdotal accounts of individual children.

Author’s findings
There was a difference between the responses of children in high and low SRL classrooms to being
asked what they would want the researcher to notice about their writing whilst looking through their
portfolio. Although a large proportion of students in both contexts indicated that the mechanical
aspects of writing were a focus for them (37% in high SRL and 58% in low SRL classrooms), students
in high SRL classrooms alluded to the meaningful aspects (27% and 6%) and intrinsic value (21% and
3%). No student in the high SRL classrooms referred to the extrinsic value of their writing, compared
with 6% of the students in the other two classrooms who indicated that they would want the researcher
to see that ‘most of it is right’. Students in the low SRL classrooms also were more likely to respond ‘I
don't know’ or suggested that they didn't care.
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_________________________________________________________________________________
Similarly, in interviews, the students observed in the high SRL classrooms indicated an approach to
learning that reflected intrinsic theories of motivation. They indicated a task focus when choosing
topics or collaborators for their writing and focused on what they had learned about a topic and how
their writing had improved when they evaluated their writing products. In contrast, the students in the
low SRL classrooms were more focused on their teacher’s evaluations of their writing and how many
they got right on a particular assignment. Both the high and low achievers in these classes were
concerned with getting ‘a good mark’.

Author’s conclusions
Grade 2 and 3 students in high SRL classrooms adopted attitudes and actions that are characteristic
of self regulated learners, whereas students in low SRL classrooms adopted attitudes and actions
associated with defensive, even self handicapping, approaches to learning.
The author argues that the findings ‘have important implications for...attending to children’s
motivations and designing primary classrooms environments that promote academically effective
forms of SRL’.
'Researchers need to develop more valid measures of young children’s motivation and SRL as well as
measures that enable qualitative comparisons of students’ writing.’

Reviewers’ comments
The selected methods are reliably applied but they are not justified. For example, using
questionnaires with 7 and 8 year olds is suspect and might be expected, as happened, to lead to
uncertain outcomes. The reviewers therefore differ from the authors in the weight to be given to the
findings.
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What I feel and think about myself in relation to learning
Study name

Pollard A, Triggs P, et al.
(2000)
What pupils say: changing
policy and practice in primary
education. Chapters 7 and 8 in
What pupils say by Pollard,
Triggs, et al. London:
Continuum
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to the
review)
Attitude to tests
Learning
dispositions

Intervention

Study type

Weighting

National
Curriculum
Assessment
and Testing

Outcome
evaluation
Cohort
study
Process
evaluation

High

The project aimed to monitor the impact of the changes occurring following the passing of the 1988
Education Reform Act (ERA) in England & Wales. It focused on the impact of the changes resulting
from the implementation of the ERA, particularly the National Curriculum, on teachers, headteachers
and pupils.
This study addresses three key questions:
• How did pupils perceive and experience the introduction of the National Curriculum and
Assessment?
• Did the introduction of the National Curriculum & Assessment facilitate or undermine the
development of positive pupil learning dispositions?
• What is the significance of the recent education policy in terms of how children are understood in
modern English society?

Research design
The major concern of the project was to map the educational experiences of pupils in a cohort as they
developed within the new structures brought about by the ERA (the naturalistic intervention). Thus a
longitudinal study of a cohort of 54 children from 9 schools was selected. In addition to this, a cohort of
teachers was also identified and researched.

Data collection and analysis
Over the eight years of the study, personal interviews with headteachers, teachers and pupils were
some of the most important sources of data. Self-completion questionnaires were used with teachers in
order to collect demographic and career data and for attitude scales. Other procedures included
observation in classrooms using both systematic quantitative procedures and qualitative approaches,
with open-ended or partially structured field notes. Sociometric data on children’s friendship patterns
and tape recordings of teachers' interactions with children were also collected. Field notes and
children’s cartoon bubble completions were also used.
Data-analysis sheets were produced to record and summarise results. Sociometric diagrams were
completed for each class. Systematic observation data were entered and analysed using SPSS
statistical software package for the social sciences. Analyses from each of the classroom studies were
compared and integrated, and entered onto the same database. This enabled comparisons across data
types; for example teachers’ views of children’s achievement levels could be compared with pupils’
perceptions of achievement levels.
Tests of statistical significance were used for the teacher interviews.
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Authors’ findings
Assessment interactions
Teachers in the early 90s tried to ‘protect’ pupils from the effects of the assessment reforms, which
they saw as potentially damaging. Pupils in KS1 felt positive about assessment interactions. Classroom
assessment was perceived as ‘knowing what to do and avoiding doing it wrongly’, the pleasure and
pain of praise and being told off, and being told what intellectual endeavour to engage in next.
Evidence from the mid 90s indicated there were fewer positive and more negative responses to
questions about the assessment interaction than in the earlier years. In the final stage, the late 90s,
when the pupils were in years 5 and 6, there were more summative and less implicit formative
assessment tasks.
Pupils are aware of assessment only as a summative activity and use criteria of neatness, correctness,
quantity and effort when commenting on their own and others’ work. They drew upon the assessment
discourse in the classroom for these categories. Teachers had become more accepting of a formal,
structured approach to pupil assessment. There was no evidence from children that teachers were
communicating any formative or diagnostic assessment to their pupils.
Pupils’ judgement of their work was concerned with surface and structural features of written work,
presentation, quantity and effort. Low attainers placed importance on correctness and amount, high
attainers were more likely to be aware of their relative effort and living up to theirs and their teachers'
expectations. Feelings of anxiety and test anxiety were reported.
A large group of children reported their home and family as accounting for their being good at
something, in years 5 and 6 more pupils recognised liking a subject as being important. Few children
reported liking a subject because it was easy; rather, liking it meant that they put in practice and effort.
'Enjoyment...generated the concentration, persistence, attention and willingness to practise that they
saw as underpinning success' (p. 143). Explanations for not being good at something were increasingly
with age given in terms of disliking and not have the necessary innate ability. Younger children gave
not having enough practice as a reason whilst when they were older they indicated lack of effort. The
voice of the teacher comes through clearly here.

Standardised assessment
In KS2, especially year 6, teachers were increasingly focusing on performance outcomes rather than
learning processes. The pressures of standardised testing were greater in some schools than in others.
Many teachers attempted to preserve pupils’ self-esteem by focusing on 'doing your best' ethic and
offered considerable support in practising. Children, however, seemed well aware that while trying was
worthy, achieving was the required outcome.
Some children, especially high attainers in supportive schools, appeared to enjoy aspects of testing.
However, others, particularly low achievers, became demotivated and dysfunctional as the difficulty of
the test challenges overwhelmed them. Some ‘denied’ the tests and others became disruptive.
Parents, siblings and teachers mediated the official results, giving them personal meaning for children.
The tests were the symbolic culmination of the children's primary education – the acid test of their
achievement.
Many children associated the test with transfer to secondary school and thus to their futures and were
consequently anxious about the process. Others thought that it would in any case determine the class
they were put in the secondary school. Children also recognised the tests as judging what they had
done and initiated not by their teachers but by the government.
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Two-thirds of children interviewed were explicitly aware that the test results constituted some sort of
official judgement of them. ‘The sense that the KS2 tests were a high-stakes activity and could threaten
self-esteem, social status or even lead to some form of stigma, was evidenced in many responses.'
Some children, especially high attainers in supportive schools appeared to enjoy aspects of testing.
Low achievers, however, became demotivated and dysfunctional as the difficulty of test challenges
overwhelmed them. Some ‘denied’ the tests and others became disruptive.
The children’s comic strips (cartoon bubbles) reflected the children’s emotions, often of anger and
anxiety (cf. Leonard). Their comments and drawings indicated that ‘results they sought to achieve in
the tests were closely associated with their sense of themselves as people and as pupils’. In KS2,
especially in year 6, teachers were increasingly focusing on performance outcomes rather than
learning processes. Many tried to preserve pupils' self-esteem by focusing on ‘doing your best' and
offered considerable support in practising tests. Children were nonetheless aware that while trying was
worthy, achieving was the required outcome.

Authors’ conclusions
The picture emerging from the pupils’ experience of classroom assessment is consistent. Children are
aware of assessment only as a summative activity and use criteria of neatness, correctness, quantity
and effort in their own judgements of the quality of their work. This is drawn from the assessment
discourse of the classroom. There is no evidence from the children that the teachers were
communicating anything of a formative or diagnostic nature to pupils.
By the end of KS2, pupils' judgements of their work were concerned with surface and structural
features of written work, presentation, quantity and effort.
The pressure of external assessment has had an impact of pupil’s attitudes and perceptions. Children
became less confident in their self-assessments and more likely to attribute success and failure to
innate characteristics. They were less positive about assessment interactions which revealed their
weakness. They reported anxiety, tension and uncertainty in relation to assessment. The assessment
process was intimately associated with their developing sense of themselves as learners and as
people. Children incorporated their teacher's evaluation of them into the construction of their identity as
learners.
Teachers increasingly focused on performance outcomes rather than learning processes. Low
achievers particularly became demotivated and overwhelmed by assessments. The consequence of an
increased focus on assessment was increased differentiation. The Y6 tests were the symbolic
culmination of children’s primary education and the acid test of their achievement.
The anxiety children felt was arguable a consequence of the sense that they were exposed to greater
risk as their teacher raised the stakes. Relating this to Bernsteins’s association of evaluation with
power, the authors concluded that the children felt the power of their teachers as assessors, especially
as the distributors of rewards and punishments, including the giving and withholding of approval. ‘It is
clear that for these children assessment had more to do with pronouncing on their attainments than
with progressing their learning.’

Reviewers’ comments
There is broad agreement between reviewers and authors. More quantification of the themes emerging
in the data would strengthen the findings and help interpretation. There is no discussion of alternative
interpretations of the data, such as the possibility that the changes were associated with age and
maturity rather than outside factors.
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Study name

Reay D, Wiliam D (1999)
‘I’ll be a nothing’: structure,
agency and the construction of
identity through assessment.
British Educational Research
Journall 25(3): 343-354
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to the
review)
Self-esteem
Attitude to tests
Tests anxiety
Self perception
as learners

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

National
Curriculum
Tests

Process
Evaluation

High

To explore the extent to which year 6 children’s perceptions of the (national curriculum) tests contribute
to their understandings of themselves as learners

Research design
A small-scale study conducted in one classroom of a London primary school. The report focuses on
data gathered in on year 6 class over the Easter term (i.e. January to April) 1998. During this time, the
children were being prepared for the testsand the researcher spent over 60 hours observing teaching
and learning processes in the classroom. They also amassed extensive field notes documenting both
changing pedagogic approaches and the children’s responses to them. All the students were
interviewed in focus groups and half the class were interviewed individually about their attitudes
towards, and feeling about, impending National Curriculum Tests.

Data collection and analysis
Findings are presented in terms of verbatim quotations from focus groups and interviews and vignettes
of particular classroom events that were observed. For example, 'In March 1998 the children were
working their way individually through an old science test paper. Fumi protested at the beginning of the
session when told the children were expected to work on their own, telling the teacher, ‘But we're used
to working together.’ Every few minutes she would sigh audibly until eventually the teacher came
across to where she was sitting and proceeded to put lines through a number of test questions,
commenting 'Don't try and do these. They'll be too difficult for you. Answer the easy ones'. Fumi
struggled on for a few more minutes. It was clear to the researcher and the children sitting near her that
she was crying. After a few more minutes she got to her feet, pushing her chair out of the way and
stormed out of the classroom, sobbing. 'He thinks I'm thick. He thinks I'm thick. He wants all the other
to think I'm thick’.’

Authors’ findings
The findings are the points illustrated by quotations and observations: for example, after quoting from
Hannah, ‘For Hannah what constitutes success is correct spelling and knowing your times table. She is
an accomplished writer, a gifted dancer and artist and good at problem solving yet none of those skills
make her a somebody in her own eyes. Instead she constructs herself as a failure, an academic non
person, by a metonymic shift in which she comes to see herself entirely in terms of the level to which
her performance in the SATs is ascribed.’
There is a description of the class as being at ‘fever pitch’ because of the impending tests and the
teacher’s own anxieties were evidence in the way he berated the children for poor performance in the
practice tests.
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All the children, except the brightest boy, expressed varying degrees of anxiety about failure, with girls
expressing more anxiety than boys did. They took the tests seriously and wanted to do well.
Children were reported as expressing concern about the narrow focus of the tests and not being able to
produce their best under strict and unfamiliar test conditions. The children recognised that the tests
were about how well they have been taught but still had ‘a sense of unease...about what the SATs
might reveal about themselves. Some of the children seemed to be indicating far reaching
consequences in which good SATs results were linked to positive life prospects and, concomitantly,
poor results mean future failures and hardships’.
The children were reported as equating cleverness with doing well in the tests. They were beginning to
view themselves and others differently, in terms of test results. ‘As the term progressed, children
increasingly referred to the levels they expected themselves and others to achieve’. Their talk raised
concerns about the crudeness of the assessment to which pupils have access.

Authors’ conclusions
The main conclusions are as follows:
1. As time went on and the tests became closer, changes occurred in the content and methods of
teaching which in turn had an impact on the relations among peer groups of children.
2. The students studied are well aware of the effects of NC assessment.
3. Threats to schools posed by poor test results puts teachers under pressure to increase scores
‘irrespective of the consequence for students’ achievement in wider terms’ (emphasised by the
authors).
4. The narrowing of the focus of the assessment and emphasis on achieving the highest scores
possible ‘produces a situation in which unjustifiable educational practices are not only possible but also
encouraged’.
5. Such practices rob the National Curriculum assessment of the power to say anything useful about
what the students have learnt. ‘The more specific the Government is about what it is that schools are to
achieve, the more likely it is to get it, but the less likely it is to mean anything.’

Reviewers’ comments
No differences in terms of the data provided. The findings are well illustrated in the selected verbatim
quotes and the classroom observations. Although a good deal of direct evidence is provided, it is not
possible to be sure that this reflects the picture that the full data convey and does not preclude other
interpretations
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The energy I have for the task
Study name

Roderick M & Engel M
(2001) The grasshopper and
the ant: motivational
responses of low achieving
pupils to high stakes testing.
Educational Evaluation and
Policy Analysis 23(3): 197228
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Effort

Intervention

Study type

Weighting

Threat of
retention as
result of tests

Process
evaluation

Medium

This study investigates the impact of the threat of grade retention on 102 low-achieving students who
face grade retention if they do not improve their test scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS).
This study examines the pre-testing experiences of 102 low-achieving sixth- and eighth- grade
students in five schools who faced the Chicago Public School's (CPS) promotional test score cut-offs
in 1999. It draws on interviews conducted with students before testing, assessments from their
teachers, and their school records to examine three central questions. First, is there evidence that the
CPS policy leads low-achieving students to work harder and has an impact on their learning goals?
Second, how do teachers and families shape that experience for students? Third, is there a
relationship between students' responses to the policy and their learning gains and promotional
outcomes? In essence, does hard work pay off?

Research design
In 1996, the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) introduced an initiative meant to end social promotion.
CPS students in the third, sixth and eighth grades must achieve a minimum score on a standardised
test in reading and mathematics, the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) in order to be promoted to the
next grade. Schools are provided with funds to extend instructional time for students who are deemed
at risk of failing through the Lighthouse after-school program. Students who do not meet the
promotional criteria are required to participate in a special summer school program, Summer Bridge.
Those who fail again are retained in their grade or, if they are 15, attend alternative schools called
transition centres. In the first two years of the policy, CPS retained 20% of eligible third graders and
approximately 10% of e sixth- and eighth-grade students.
The sample consisted of schools with the highest concentration of students at risk of failing to meet the
cut-offs and, within these schools, students who were likely to face summer school or retention or both.
Approximately a quarter of the sample was at high risk and 57% at moderate risk.
The intervention was designed to address the problem of the lack of achievement norms with an
initiative meant to end social promotion. The aim was to improve achievement by threatening grade
retention which carries not only academic but also social consequences for the students.

Data collection and analysis
Answers to the four sets of questions were coded to identify primary themes in students’ description of
their experiences in the year before the test, their work effort in school and their approach to test
preparation. Students were then grouped into four categories that represented the common themes.

Authors’ findings
The first group (53%) were those who were working harder in school as a result of the intervention.
They perceived the policy had altered their experiences in school and attitudes towards learning and
led them to increase their effort. They reported greater attention to class work, increased academic
press (high expectations) from teachers, greater academic effort in and out of class. A higher
proportion of these children came from low and moderate risk of retention groups.
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Roderick M & Engel M (2001) cont’d
_________________________________________________________________________________
The second group (9%) were those working harder but outside school, supported by other adults. Most
of these students had supportive parents. They were evenly spread across gender and grades and
race.
The third group was the ‘worrying but not working’ group, comprising 34%. These students seldom
related what they were doing in school to preparing for the ITBS. There was a higher proportion of 6th
graders, males and Latinos in this group and a high proportion of students in the school that was
lowest in group 1 students.
The fourth group comprised four students (4%) who were the most highly skilled in the sample and had
already met targets in at least one subject.
Across the groups, there were differences in age, gender and race. 8th graders worked harder than
6th graders, males less than females and Latinos more likely to be worrying and not working than AfroAmericans. There is evidence of a school effect in that teacher support in relation to the policy is
reflected in the outcomes. Schools in the same district produced different outcomes and different
levels of teacher support. A high teacher support school is associated with more effort. This included
creating an environment of social and educational support, working hard to increase students' sense of
self efficacy, focusing on task centred goals, making goals explicit, using assessment to help pupils
succeed and creating cognitive maps. They also adopted a strong sense of responsibility for their
students.
Low teacher support school in a second school in the same district, included teachers not seeing the
target grades as attainable, not translating the need to work harder into meaningful activities, not
displaying recognition of change and motivation on the part of students, not making personal
connections with students in relation to learning goals.
Actual test results were collected for these students and new groups were created to compare effort
with outcome. Groups 1 and 3 were combined. Those not making an effort were divided according to
personal and home problems: those not making an effort with problems and those without. 21% of the
effort students were retaking and 20% passed at first or second attempt. In contrast, 64% of students
in the no effort group no problem group were retained, of whom 36% passed. 42% of the no effort and
problems group were retained.

Authors’ conclusions
The authors conclude that low-achieving students will always react negatively to policies that place a
strong emphasis on achievement. The majority of students in the sample responded positively to the
policy. The need to reach the test score cut-offs became a factor that shaped their attitudes toward
school and essentially transformed the value that they placed on learning, at least in the short term.
Their responses suggest that creating incentives for low-achieving students through goals that provide
an opportunity for feedback, a tangible reward and a way to construct meaning regarding learning may
have a positive impact on their motivation and effort in school.
Students with the lowest skills were the least likely to respond positively. This suggests that, even if
being promoted was something the students valued, they might not have felt that the goal was
attainable or that they could influence their own outcomes, given their low skills or lack of support, or
both. Students with low motivation were more likely to lack external support and to have problems
outside of school that created barriers to their engagement in their schoolwork.
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Roderick M & Engel M (2001) cont’d
_______________________________________________________________________________
Policies that rely heavily on student motivation to improve achievement may place students with the
lowest skills in a very difficult position. These students face the greatest task and at the same time
often have the fewest resources to accomplish that task These students are also less likely to be
able to translate their desire to be promoted into substantial work effort.
The degree to which students respond to high-stakes testing through motivation and increased work
effort is an important predictor of their learning outcomes.
Teachers play an important role in shaping student’s outcomes in high-stakes testing environments.
Helping students understand the policy, making them feel supported and efficacious in achieving
goals and structuring meaningful activities are all essential components.
High-stakes testing, using the negative incentive, means that some students will fail. This makes
‘sacrificial lambs’ of the most vulnerable. Teachers need to address their diagnostic capacity and
support to address chronic learning, health, familial and other multi-dimensional problems.

Reviewers’ comments
These findings relate to low-achieving children, with relatively low skill gaps to close. It is not clear
whether it is the threat of retention or the high stakes assessments that increased effort.
We do not know what happens with higher cut-off scores when more students might, like the lowest
achievers here, find the gap too great for them to bridge with their resources.
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How I perceive my capacity to undertake the task
Study name

Schunk D (1996)
Goal and self-evaluation
influences during children’s
cognitive skill learning.
American Educational
Research Journal 33(2): 359382
Aims

Outcomes
reported
(relevant to
the review)
Self-regulatory
processes
Self-efficacy

Intervention

Study
type

Weighting

Goal
orientation
and selfevaluation
conditions

Outcome
evaluation
RCT

High

Two studies together had the purpose of ‘exploring the operation of self-regulatory processes among
children during cognitive skill learning’ in mathematics.
Study 1 hypotheses that self-evaluations of capabilities would positively affect motivation, self-efficacy,
learning goal orientations and skills. Combining learning goals with self-evaluations would prove most
effective. (Learning goal refers to what knowledge and which skills students are to acquire; a
performance goal denotes what task students have to complete).
Study 2 was designed to test the prediction that learning goals would lead to higher self-evaluation
scores and achievement outcomes than performance goals.

Research design
Study 1: 44 4th grade students (18 girls and 26 boys) from one school
Study 2: 40 4th grade students (20 boys and 20 girls) (different from those in Study 1) from one school
Students were randomly assigned ‘within gender, ethnic background and classroom, to one of four
experimental conditions: learning goals with self-evaluation, learning goals without self-evaluation,
performance goals with and without self-evaluation. Students received 45 minutes instructional
sessions over 7 days. Children assigned to the same condition met in small groups with one or two
female teachers from outside the school.’ Each teacher worked with all four experimental conditions.
The instructional packages covered six major types of fraction skills and the seventh was a review
package. 'In each package, the first page explained the relevant operations and exemplified their
application. Each of the following pages contained several similar problems to be solved using the
depicted steps. Each set included more problems than children could complete during the session.’
At the start of the session the teacher gave the goal instruction appropriate for the children's condition,
then verbally explained and demonstrated the relevant fraction operations. 'After this modelled
demonstration phase (about 10 minutes) students engaged in a hands-on activity with manipulatives
and cut outs and solved a few practice problems (guided practice). Once the teacher was satisfied that
children understood what to do, children solved problems alone during independent practice for the
remainder of the session (about 25 mins.).’
The goals were presented as follows: for the learning goal groups the teacher said ‘While you are
working it helps to keep in mind what you're trying to do’. She stressed the goals of learning to solve
problems: ‘You'll be trying to learn how to solve fraction problems where the denominators are the
same and you have to add the numerators.’ These instructions were varied according to the type of
problem being tackled in the session.
For the performance goals groups the teacher gave the same initial instruction but the session specific
goal made no explicit mention of learning.
(The author recognised that the difference was small but 'to ensure that the conditions were
distinguished and that the children understood their instructions, the teacher verbalised the instructions
at the start of each session’. In addition, the teacher asked children to repeat the instructions and after
this asked if that sounded reasonable.)
Self-evaluation: the children (in the relevant groups) judged their fraction capabilities at the end of each
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Schunk D (1996) cont’d
__________________________________________________________________________________
of the first six sessions. ‘The materials and procedure were identical to those of the retest self-efficacy
assessment, except that that children judged how certain they were they could solve the types of
fraction problems covered during that session.' (In the self-efficacy assessment they were shown briefly
pairs of problems for about 2 seconds which allowed assessment of problem difficulty but not actual
solution.)
Children in the no self-evaluation group did not engage in end-of-session evaluation but completed an
attitude questionnaire.
Study 2: As for study 1 except that all students received the opportunity for self-evaluation but this was
conducted once, at the end of the program, rather than six times. (The purpose was to reduce the
overwhelming influence of self-evaluation found in Study 1 so that the effect of the goal orientation
could be investigated.)

Data collection and analysis
Instruments used as pre- and post-test self-completion measures were goal orientation inventory, as
basis for measurement of goal orientation; a self-efficacy scale based on earlier work by author; a skill
test relating to the mathematics being learned and created in two parallel forms, for use as pre- and
post-test. The problems in the skill test were administered one at a time and the time spent on each
was taken as a measure of persistence.
ANOVA was used to investigate any significant between condition differences on pre-test. The three
post-test measures were analysed with MANCOVA with goal orientation as the experimental factor and
the corresponding pre-test as covariates.
In Study 1, product moment correlations were computed among lesson performance (number of
problems completed) and post-test measures (goal orientations, self efficacy, skill, persistence).
In Study 2, correlational analysis was used to explore relations between instructional session measures
(number of problems completed), self-efficacy for learning, self-evaluation, self-satisfaction and goal
perceptions.

Author’s findings
Relevant finding for this review are those relating to goal orientation, on the assumption that summative
assessment is related to performance goal and to self-evaluation.
In Study 1, the effect of goal orientation was apparent only when self-evaluation was absent. Children
under self-evaluation conditions and under learning goals with no self-evaluation solved significantly
more problems that did those with performance goals and no self-evaluation. Self-evaluation scores for
performance goals and for learning goal were not significantly different.
Study 2 (where all students engaged in self-evaluation) showed significant effects for self-efficacy and
for skill. The learning goals group scored higher that the performance group condition on both
measures. In relation to goal orientation, the performance goal group reported higher ego orientation
and work avoidance orientation than did the learning goals group.
The results of these two studies show that providing students with a goal of learning to solve problems
enhances their self-efficacy, skill, motivation and task goal orientation; and that these achievement
outcomes are also promoted by allowing students to evaluate their performance capabilities or
progress in skill acquisition.
The results of the studies differ in that Study 2, but not Study 1, supports the hypothesis that
‘combining learning goal with self-evaluation raises achievement outcomes more than does combining
a performance goal with self evaluation... A daily assessment of capabilities is clearly intensive and
should communicate to children that they are becoming more skilful. When self-evaluation is so
salient, the type of goal may make little difference. In contrast, the single self-assessment in Study 2
may not have made it clear that subject had become more competent’.
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Schunk D (1996) cont’d
Author’s conclusions
The author provides a theoretical explanation for these findings as follows. Emphasising to students
that their goal is to learn to solve problems can raise their self-efficacy for learning and motivate them
to regulate their task performance and work diligently. Self-efficacy is substantiated as they observe
their progress in skill acquisition. Higher self-efficacy helps to sustain motivation and skilful
performance.
The study results ‘support the idea that self-efficacy is merely a reflection of prior performance’. The
results suggests that treatment conditions differed in the extent they conveyed a sense of learning
progress to students, which enhanced their self-efficacy, self-regulatory activities and learning.

Reviewers’ comments
A significant conclusion is the following: ‘Among children who are capable of evaluating their
capabilities, self-evaluation may be a useful adjunct to testing as a means of assessing students’ skills
and or providing information to use in designing instruction. Although learning goals and self-evaluation
are not necessary for all classroom activities, the present results suggest that, when combined with a
sound instructional program, they facilitate self-regulated learning and achievement out comes’.
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APPENDIX D: Conference report
Report of the consultation conference held on 5 March
2002 to consider the outcomes of the systematic review
of research on the Impact of summative Assessment and
Tests on Students’ Motivation for Learning
Introduction
The conference was organized by The Assessment Reform Group (ARG)
and the Centre for Assessment Studies (CAS) of the Graduate School of
Education, University of Bristol. It was attended by 45 invited educational
professionals: seven local authority or independent advisers, 11
policymakers from government or government agencies throughout the
UK, four teachers (more had been invited, but were unable to leave their
schools on the day), eight teacher educators, six academics with research
interests in assessment and nine with research interests in educational
policy. The purpose of the conference was to discuss the findings and
implications of a systematic review of research in relation to the impact of
testing on students’ motivation for learning. The review had been carried
out by Wynne Harlen (Project Director) and Ruth Deakin Crick with the
assistance of the Assessment and Learning Research Synthesis Group
(ALRSG), a project group drawn together by ARG.
The review was funded by the Evidence for Policy and Practice
Information and Co-ordinating Centre (EPPI-Centre) and by the Nuffield
Foundation. The conference took as its focus, the final stage of the
review, the synthesis, and was designed to engage policymakers,
research users, researchers and the review team in an examination of
the review’s findings and implications.

Overview of the conference programme
The conference was designed to enable as much dialogue as possible
with plenary presentations made by Wynne Harlen and Ruth Deakin
Crick being used to initiate the discussions of small breakout groups.
The morning and afternoon sessions each took a different theme and
are reported separately in the sections that follow.
The plenary presentations for the morning session, chaired by Gordon
Stobart, related to the methodology of the review and the findings. Five
breakout groups were then asked to consider: How does this evidence
resonate with your experience? with a focus on any surprises, emerging
questions or additions that they might wish to make. The session
concluded with lunch and a summary of the discussions (captured on
flipchart sheets) was provided by Richard Daugherty as feedback at the
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beginning of the afternoon session. The focus of the rest of the
afternoon session was the implications for policy and practice of the
review and this was introduced by the review authors with an overview
of the findings relating to possible action to be taken in order to reduce
the negative impact and increase the value of summative assessment.
Participants were then formed into five groups according to their
professional interest to address the question: What are the implications,
from your perspective, for policy and practice? Feedback on this
occasion was by brief summaries from the group rapporteurs to the
plenary group, with the detailed flipchart sheets being retained for
transcription and summarizing later.
The closing input to the conference was then offered by Carolyn
Hutchinson, Head of Assessment Branch, Scottish Executive Education
Department. She reflected on the day’s proceedings and outlined how
Assessment for Learning was being addressed in Scotland’s
Assessment Development Programme with details set out in a handout
(carolyn.hutchinson@scotland.gsi.gov.uk).

Session 1 (morning)
Wynne Harlen presented the background to the review, outlining the
reasons for undertaking it and the roles of the various people in
facilitating it (the EPPI -Centre team, the Nuffield Foundation, the
ALRSG and ARG itself). She charted the main features of the literature,
beginning with the positions taken on the impacts of summative and
formative assessment on standards of performance in schools.
Establishing summative testing as the focus, she then outlined the main
tenets of current theories linking motivation and learning, briefly
reviewing a broad range of concepts such as goal theory, attribution
theory, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Ruth Deakin Crick then
described the systematic review methodology, beginning with the
identification of the review question:
•

What is the evidence of the impact of summative assessment and
testing on students’ motivation for learning?

Ruth set out the systematic nature of the EPPI review process. The
initial step, a wide-ranging search for relevant papers and reports, led to
the identification of 183 studies. Subsequent steps applied increasingly
specific inclusion and exclusion criteria (from keywording at the top level
to in-depth critical reading criteria in the final stages), which ultimately
whittled the body of evidence down to 19 pieces of work. The clear
delineation of ‘summative assessment’ and ‘motivation for learning’, as
the independent and dependent variables, was crucial to the
inclusion/exclusion process. This meant that studies focusing on the
impact of motivation (disaffection, incentives, etc.) on performance, as
measured by summative assessment, were excluded since in such
cases the independent and dependent variables were interchanged.
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Following this, Wynne reviewed the main findings, grouping studies
according to the aspects of motivation they reported.
Feedback from the morning discussions
How does this evidence resonate with your experience?
The findings of the review were viewed as being broadly in sympathy
with professional experience. In general, however, the feeling was that
the low number of relevant studies was surprising, given the intense
interest in testing, particularly in the UK and US.
It is in the nature of such complex issues that the discussions raised
many interesting questions and suggestions, many of which could not
be accommodated in the current review owing to its highly structured
and specific nature. The various observations were transcribed from the
flipcharts drawn up by the five groups and are summarized in point form
below. Clearly no two groups took exactly the same approach in
addressing the breakout agenda, but the following perceived needs
were distilled from all of the responses, i.e. the need:
• for definitions of high and low achievement when considering
differential impact
• to consider the impact of peer summative assessment on motivation
for learning
• for more empirical work on learning style preferences
• to distinguish between assessment of individuals and measurement
of cohorts, when considering impact
• to disseminate diagnostic information on summative tests, which it
was felt was held by examination bodies, to schools to enable the
review of individual and cohort impact within the schools
• to recognize that current testing is changing the way teaching is
carried out and to assess how this impacts on motivation for learning
• to assess the cost benefits of taking the evidence of the review on
board
• to consider how to achieve complementarity between formative and
summative assessment
• to disaggregate the data gender/ethnicity/learning disposition, etc.
• to consider the impact of contextual factors, such as
school/parent/teacher values and anxieties

Session 2 (afternoon)
Session 2 began with Wynne Harlen reporting some further analyses
which addressed the issue of differential impact of summative
assessment in respect of gender, age and achievement level. She also
reported initial findings with regard to the conditions of testing, the effect
of high stakes and the impact on teaching, all of which mediate the
impact of tests on students motivation. She also offered a starting point
for some possible ways forward, giving as examples the suggestion
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made by Kohn (2000), in his book The case against standardized
testing1. Wynne outlined a series of proposals for ‘what needs to be
done’ including:
• stopping drill and practice approaches to tests
• reducing the impact of testing on teaching
• teachers emphasizing learning goals in preference to performance
goals
• introducing or emphasizing forms of assessment other than tests
• providing information to students about the purposes, meanings and
requirements of assessments
• developing a positive assessment ethos in schools
• improving and restructuring tests, keeping them to a minimum
• reducing the high stakes context for tests, for example the pressure
of league tables on schools in some of the UK countries
• ending the use of tests for multiple purposes including teaching
quality evaluation
Wynne also referred to the findings of the OECD/PISA2 project which
lent support to the importance of attention to teaching in ways that give
students some control over their learning. At the conclusion of Wynne’s
presentation, Ruth Deakin Crick juxtaposed two sets of factors that may
be considered to hinder or promote learner-centred practice in teaching.
She then posed the second session’s working question:What are the
implications of the findings, from your perspective, on policy and
practice?
To discuss this question, participants were grouped according to their
role in education;: teachers, advisers, government and government
agency policymakers, assessment researchers and policy researchers.
Feedback from afternoon discussions
The policymakers’ group considered that there was a serious message
in the report for policymakers and that the focus of this message is value
for money. The prospect of administrative ‘melt-down’ arising from
system characterized by over-testing, the need to address the gap
between high and low achievers, the need to provide more appropriately
for gifted and talented students and the need to examine the
compatibility of the current assessment system with 21st century learning
and skills, were all considered to indicate inefficient use of learning time
and public funds. In formulating the ‘message’ for policymakers, clear
and concise language was advised, for example in distinguishing
between the implications set out for policy versus practice.
In schools, there is a need to ensure that senior managers understand
the research and its implication in order that they can best set priorities
and enable teachers to ‘take risks’ and change what might be long1

Kohn A (2000) The case against standardized testing, raising the score, ruining the
schools. Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Heinemann
2
OECD (2001) Knowledge and skills for life: first results from the PISA Project. Paris:
OECD
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established practice. The national numeracy and literacy strategies were
considered to have responded to the worst excesses of drill and practice
but the National College for School Leadership was judged to have a
major role in developing senior managers’ level of understanding of
assessment beyond management information and accountability needs.
The suggestion was made that LEA appointments supporting the Key
Stage 3 National Strategy in England might be an appropriate vector for
promoting assessment for learning. The promotion of a wider
awareness, in particular among policymakers, of the ‘fuzziness’ of
assessment and the confidence limits in grading and marking bands
was also felt to be important targets for follow-up action. Such
imprecision undermines the basis of much accountability-related
legislation and policy, and this review may help to bring home the
message of the negative impacts of such assessments.
Continuing the theme of promoting the review’s implications with
policymakers, it was felt that the following aspects should be stressed:
• current inefficient use of public money
• unsustainable reliance on unreliable data
• focus on raising standards (as appropriate assessment for learning is
known to achieve)
• waste of learning time on practice tests and marking
• closing the gap between higher and lower achievers
Finally, it was thought timely for policy to pre-empt the potential collapse
of the current testing/examination regime.
The advisers’ group highlighted the need to generate respect for the
wider range of achievements available to lower attaining students. Such
students are believed to be more susceptible to the negative impacts of
testing on their motivation for learning than perhaps their higher
attaining counterparts. The need to review how assessment is applied at
different stages of students’ development was also highlighted.
The polarization of formative and summative assessment was
considered to need addressing and teachers’ competence in their use to
be improved to ensure a positive impact on students’ motivation for
learning. The reduction of teachers’ anxiety in relation to assessment
was felt to be an important part of this process. While it was thought that
the use of national assessments would remain as an element of the
accountability of schools and teaching, it was also acknowledged that
country specific differences would create fundamentally different policy
drivers. Finally, it was felt important to engage ICT solutions
appropriately and efficiently in support of teachers and assessment.
The teachers’ group echoed a number of earlier points by reinforcing the
importance of teachers’ professional development and the need to
reduce the high stakes associated with much of today’s summative
assessments. They considered that there should be continuous access
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to assessment levels and that ‘calendar-based’ testing should be
resisted. They also revisited the need to minimize didactic teaching.
The policy researchers’ group developed a concept map (Figure 1) to
assist their analysis and discussion. They felt that work was needed to
open up policy concerns by providing appropriate case histories and that
influential networks should be mobilized to ensure that motivation to
learn becomes a focus of current debates. It was considered necessary
to have a clear understanding of how policy works and ‘where the policy
makers are coming from’. Assessment should be treated as a pedagogic
issue for policy change with teacher research networks being supported
and incentives being offered to schools. As with an earlier group, the
role of technology was considered as a future area for expansion and
the advice given was that the system should work smarter, not harder.
The fifth group, of assessment researchers, focused on research needs
and argued for implementation studies of different assessment models
to analyse more fully the impact on motivation for learning. For
example, little is known of the potential effect of students being involved
more in the process of testing through self-assessment and the
interpretation of grades, marks etc. In relation to the review’s findings, it
was felt that aspects of applicability and generalizability (transferability)
would need attention as several of the papers providing evidence did so
from contexts considerably different to those found in the UK. Several
observations were offered:
• Research into the relationship between motivation (the independent
variable) and performance outcomes (the dependent variable) was
considered another rich source of evidence which needed to be
tapped in a similarly thorough fashion in order to understand this
complex issue more fully
• The review may be a viable means of causing policymakers to
consider change but further research or the incorporation of
excluded research may be needed to guide the necessary changes.
• Notwithstanding current policy and the legislative framework, much
can be done by teachers and schools to learn from the positive
aspects of the study to change practice.
Finally, the group posed the question: What would be an optimum
design for the balance between internal (to schools) and external
assessment?
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Figure 1: The fourth group’s concept map
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